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Abstract 

The cowboy of the Alberta fiontier does not match the stereotypical image of the 

cowboy of Western pulp fiction; nor is he an uneducated, menial labourer like the 

Amencan working cowboy. Havhg evolved fkom British settlers, the Alberta cowboy is 

an educated, well-mannered, and responsible member of society. The joumals of three 

British cowboys, Henry Sheppard Sr. and his sons Henry Jr. and Bert, attest to the 

influence of British ideologies upon the shaping of their lives on the Canadian fkontier. 

While family photographs reveal them to be stereotypical cowboys in appearance, their 

joumals demonstrate the complexity of their personalities. They were members of a 

British social circle that held croquet and polo matches, horse shows, and tea parties. The 

joumals provide a perspective of the daily üves of frontier settlers that contrasts valorized 

portrayals such as those found in literature, and that adds to the heteroglossia of histoncal 

accounts. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

The cowboy of the popular imagination is a strong, masculine subject, easily 

recognizable by his attire: the indispensable Stetson hat, a pair of tooled leather boots 

with jingling spurs, a bandana, and a six-shooter and holster. He is skilled with a lariat 

and a branding iron and does most of his work fkom horseback, which sets him above the 

fanner who works on foot in the dirt with a shovel and a hoe. Fixed to no one location, 

the cowboy wanders k e l y  across the fiontier or rides the range in search of maverick 

steers and lost calves. He is vigilant in his protection of the cattle herds under his 

stewardship. Faced with predators, especially nistlers, he is fearless, quick with a gun, 

and inclined to take justice into his own hands. The cowboy is no outlaw, however; 

despite his independence from society, he possesses high standards of integrity as well as 

the qualities of wisdom and courage. Indeed, his attributes exceed those of most men 

around him, making him the likeliest candidate to assume leadership in any situation. 

Whether trailing cattle across dangerous and hostile territory or leading a wagon train of 

settlers across the fiontier, the cowboy of the popular imagination stands out as the man 

upon whom others depend for guidance. He is a hero, ridding frontier towns of felons and 

fighting savage Indians to establish a stronghold for civilization on the western fiontier. 

His ruggedly handsome physique and charisma make him a favourite with the ladies; 

however, he ofien remains a bachelor, alone, and unfettered by family responsibilities 

and social duties. He is the Marlboro man: masculine, tough, and individualistic, an 

imagined ideal-an ideal who never existed. 

In Virgin Land: The Arnerican West as Symbol and Myth ( 1  950) Henry Nash 

Smith examines the histoncal and literary foundations of the mythological image of the 



cowboy hero. Charting his conception back to Beadle's Dime Novels published as early 

as 1860, Smith sees him as the emboàiment of ''the popular ideal of the self-made 

man.. .humble in his ongins and without fomal education or inherited wealth" (1 1 1). The 

cowboy hero, he asserts, evolved fiom stories told about mountainmen and backwoods 

trappers such as Daniel Boone and Davy Crockett, American pioneers transformed by the 

media into symbols of American independence and individualism (88). The cowboy 

made his first appearance on horseback-not on foot like Boone and Crockett-in a 

Beadle Dirne Novel as "Buck Taylor, who could ride the worst bucking horse, throw a 

steer by the horns or tail, and pick up a neckerchief fiom the gound at full speed" (Smith 

123). Quoting Merle Curti, Smith asserts that such characters "'confirmed Americans in 

the traditional belief that obstacles were to be overcome by the courageous, virile, and 

detennined stand of the individual as an individual"' (1 1 1). Like their predecessors, the 

cowboy heroes were symbols, not real individuals. 

Jane Tompkins, in West of Everyhing: The Inner Life of Westerns, sees the 

cowboy hero as the embodiment of a rejection of eastem ideologies that subjugated the 

individual and required him to confonn to social restrictions. She focuses not upon the 

philosophical or political origins of the cowboy hero, however, but upon his syrnbolic 

meaning in popular culture. As the cowboy rides off into the sunset of the western 

fkontier, metaphorically, he is riding beyond the restrictions irnposed by the political 

power of eastern civilization. The Western, Tompkins asserts, "is the antithesis of the cult 

of domesticity that dominated American Victorian culture" (39). Her study looks at 

Westem films, especially those based upon the novels of Louis L'Amour and Zane Grey, 

authors who romanticized the lives of cowboys and made them heroes. Westem fiction 
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disseminated the notions that cowboys were better marksmen and better riders than most 

men, and that they were morally superior, and possessed the qualities of courage and 

sagacity that made them deserving of positions of leadership. 

The actual historical figures of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the 

"real working cowboys" (12), as Blake Allmendinger refers to them, had none of these 

qualities with the exception of their highly developed skills as equestrians and ropers. 

They were not leaders among men. Neither did they think of themselves as symbols of 

Arnerican independence despite their desires to remain autonomous. They were men of 

low social status who accepted jobs shunned by men of privilege and wealth. Uniike 

L'Amour's cowboys-men of high esteem and social importance-hese ranch hands 

were menial labourers (5). They chose, for various reasons, to live in isolation and, 

without the education or skills needed to obtain more lucrative jobs, often in near poverty 

conditions. As Allmendinger States, working cowboys separated themselves fkom "the 

well-springs of civilization," and then created myths about being orphans (9). They also 

created myths about branding, castration, and drifting, and passed these myths, this 

"'invisible' discourse.. .fiom mouth to mouth, or kom one singer to the next," to prevent 

"noncowboy outsiders fkom hearing" and appropriating their culture (9). Cowboy culture 

was subject to appropriation by outsiders like L'Amour and Grey. Neither of these 

writers had actually worked as a cowboy-Grey had been a New Jersey dentist before 

trying his hand at writing (12) and L'Amour had perforrned various occupations-but 

they each had a flair for blending histoncal information into fictional narratives fùll of 

action and romance. Despite the fact that they merely conjured up the qualities that 

supposedly constituted the personalities of cowboys, such imaginary constructs have had 



perhaps a greater effect than history books upon public conceptions of the western 

fiontier. 

In The Cowboy: Representations of Labor in An American Work Culture, a study 

of the Amencan working cowboy, Alhendinger argues that people have disregarded the 

historical reality of the working cowboy, and that, instead, the gunslinging maverick has 

made his way into the popular imagination. Counter to the noble qualities attributed to 

the cowboy by Western authors, Alimendinger argues that the American working cowboy 

was a menial labourer disenfiranchized by society and subordinate to the cattle baron (6). 

He defines the real working cowboy as one who "Lives on a ranch and works-drives, 

brands, castrates, or nurtures-a cattleman's herd" (3) and refùtes what he believes to be 

a misuse of the signifier, cowboy, and an appropriation of cowboy culture. 

While Allmendinger's study serves as a foundation for investigation into the 

history of the working cowboy, his argument has temporal and geographical limits. His 

"real working cowboy" belongs to the cattle regions of the American West during the pre- 

industrial period of settlement. Those who lived and worked in Canada during the early 

years of the cattle industry do not fit his description. The exceptions are a handfiil of 

American cowboys like Charlie Millar and George Lane who came to Alberta to work on 

ranches owned by British and eastern investors. The novice British ranchers learned 

roping and branding techniques fiom these American working cowboys, and added these 

abilities to their already well-honed skills as equestrians. Thus, in the Canadian West, the 

cowboy was not merely an imaginary ideai, but an individual inherent in reality, having 

evolved during the development of the cattle industry. What occurred, at least in Canada, 

was a semiotic transformation of the signifier cowboy, so that the word came to designate 



both the raflcher and the menial worker who assisted in tending the herds. The Alberta 

cowboy developed as the natural consequence of the adaptation of British immigrants to 

their new environment and to their occupation as ranchers, and as they began thinking of 

themselves as cowboys. 

Figure 1. Charlie Millar, One of the Original American Cowboys. 
Born in Chicago in 187 1, Charlie Millar came to High River to work for ranches such as the Bar U. A 
talented rider and roper, he passed his cowboy skills on to the British ranchers. Leaves From the Medicine 
Tree notes that Miliar's skills also included playing the piano and silver engraving, and that he was "a 
wizard with a single action six-shooter, and a good hand with an axe at constnicting log buildings and 
corrals" (105). (photo used with permission of Tbe Glenbow Museum, Calgary, Alberta). 

The Alberta cowboys were real people, and yet it has been the cowboy hero of 

Western novels, a non-existent ideal, that has forged itself into the hearts and minds of 

the public. Still today, despite the lack of historical evidence to support claims of his 

existence, the valorized image of the cowboy hero has kept a tenacious hold and has even 

affected the shaping of self-identities among the cowboys who developed Alberta's 

ranching industry. Comparing the myths of the cowboy to a real individual's account of 
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the experience serves to constmct an interpretation that validates rather than valorizes 

such enterprise. Valorization artificially creates or raises a value while validation honours 

value in a manner that is sound, defensible, and well grounded. Validation is a just and 

important recompense to the cowboys who performed their labour under the adverse 

conditions of cold winters and hot sumrners in the Alberta foothills and prairies. 

The realities of the conditions of ranching in the early days of Southern Alberta- 

hauling feed through drifthg snow and harvesting in the heat of surnmer-are chro~cled 

by the Sheppard family journals, thirty-four volumes of daily entries written between 

1907 and 195 1. The journals describe the lives of British immigrants who became 

cowboys, and provide details to illustrate the evolution of the cowboy in Southem 

Alberta. Henry Norman Sheppard (hereafter referred to as Henry Sheppard Sr. or Henry 

Sr.) was bom in England in 1859, educated at Oxford, and immigrated in the late 

nineteenth century to raise cattle in Southern Alberta. He also served as a magistrate and 

was licensed as Justice of the Peace in 1898 (Leaves F m  the Medicine Tree 100). His 

joumals and those of his sons, Henry Fleetwood Sheppard, bom in Alberta in 1889 

(hereafter referred to as Henry Sheppard Jr. or Henry Ir.) and Herbert Sheppard, bom in 

Alberta in 1901 (hereafler referred to as Bert Sheppard), attest to the influence of the 

farnily's British ideologies upon their expectations and shaping of their life on the 

Canadian prairie. In addition to writing his journals, Bert Sheppard also captured many of 

his impressions of his early life in his memoirs, published under the title Spifzee Days. 

The name Spizee, he writes, is derived nom the BlacLfoot word, Ispitsi, meaning "high" 

which describes 'Wie tall Cottonwood or Balm of Gilead trees that grew along the river 

bottoms," and to the river itself, the water occasionally being so high that it overflowed 
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its banks (3). As Bert notes in his text, the town of High River where the Sheppard family 

Lived, "was onginally referred to as The Crossing due to the fact that the Macleod Trail 

crossed the river at that point" (3). Naming ranches in the area seemed often to be a play 

on the phrase "hi& river"; the ranch Bert later purchased was called the Rio Alto. Bert 

focused pha r i ly  on cattle ranching. He worked on some of the larger ranches, 

eventually becoming manager, and thus, he reflects an image more conforming to the 

cowboy of Western fiction than do other farnily members. While the Sheppard family's 

pnvate photograph collection reveals them to be typical cowboys in appearance, the 

details of their lives provided by their journals offer insight into the complexity of their 

personalities that goes beyond stereotypes. 

Studies of journals such as those of the Sheppard family dispel misconceptions of 

history caused by the acceptance of stereotypes. As Lewis G. Thomas notes in Ranchers ' 

Legacy, the "acceptance of stereotypes impovenshes our perception as surely as a 

recognition and appreciation of difference enriches it" (1 55). Focusing on the early days 

of ranching in Southem Alberta, the Sheppard journals show that the Alberta cowboy 

neither fits the image of the cowboy hero nor the description of the working cowboy 

provided by Allmendinger. The Alberta cowboy illustrated by the Sheppards' accounts 

was not a socially disenfranchized, uneducated, menial labourer; he tended cattle herds, 

branding, castrating, and nurturing hem, but he often owned those herds. Furthermore, 

those who emigrated fkom England or migrated nom eastem Canada were cultured 

gentlemen and responsible members of society. 

The journals document the social and persona1 aspects of the lives of the 

Sheppard cowboys. As cattle ranchers, the Sheppard family adapted to the western style 
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of life by exchanging their British togs for cowboy attire and by developing the skills 

necessary to the performance of ranch labour, but their ideologies and mannerïsms 

remained distinctly British. Literary and educated, the Sheppards belonged to a privileged 

and r e h e d  British social circle that was active in sports and cultural pursuits. According 

to the joumals, they filled their leisure t h e  with croquet matches, tea parties, and regular 

community events. They also played polo, and competed in gymkhanas which are 

informal equestnan competitions, and in larger and more formal horse shows. The 

women, too, were adept equestrians trained at English academies, and their ability to 

handle horses allowed them the fieedom to travel independently and to share in the ranch 

work. Unlike immigrant women from other European countries, the British women 

worked the cattle on honeback and drove teams during plowing and harvesting. As 

representative of the British colonial settlers who came to Alberta to establish cattle 

ranches, the Sheppards were among many who, David Breen asserts, "strengthened the 

British social milieu characteristic of the Canadian ranching comrnunitf' (The Canadian 

Prairie West and the Ranching Frontier, 1874-1 924 29). 



Figure 2. British Polo on the Alberta Prairies. 
Mrs. H. N. Sheppard Sr. (Bee) presents Bill Holmes Sr., captain of  the High River Polo Team with a cup. 
(circa 1905) (photo used with permission o f  The Museum of the Wighwood, High River, Aiberta). 

My study does not fail to take into account the mythological image of the cowboy 

hero and the importance of such an image, but rather, focuses upon how it evolved. The 

imaginary cowboy is but one manifestation of an idealistic persona that has its roots in 

the philosophy of American independence f o n d  in the writings of Benjamin Franklin, 

Thomas Jefferson, Ralph Waldo Emerson, David Thoreau, and Walt Whitman (Smith 3). 

The subsequent development of the cowboy hero of the Western novel, however, owes 

much to Frederick Jackson Turner and his theory of the effect the fiontier had upon the 

individual. Smith asserts that "the axiom" that pervaded American thought, that their 



society "has been shaped by the pull of a vacant continent drawing the population 

westward," was articulated by Turner in 'The Significance of the Frontier in American 

History," a paper delivered to the American Historical Association in 1893 (3). As Smith 

notes, Turner's influence prompted his contemporaries to re-write history (3). According 

to Ray Allen Billington, several years afier Turner's publication, historians. economists, 

political scientists, and students of literature began discarding the Teutonic interpretation 

of Amencan history, that "al1 American institutions were transplants from medieval 

Germany and England," and embraced Turner's belief in the "vital importance of 

westward expansio n7' ( The Americarl Frontier Thesis: A ttack and Defeme 4- 5). Brie fl y. 

Turner's "frontier thesis" perpetuated the belief that settlers on the frontier "shed 'cultural 

baggage7.. . [and] sloughed away many of the complexities of civilization" resulting in an 

Americanization of society "that differed nom that of the East" (4). The frontier was the 

symbolic boundary between govemed land and wildemess, vacant land available for the 

taking to those men who, free of the constraints of social control, relied upon brute force 

and determination to work and defend their claims. Such ideas are related to the 

Homestead Act of the 1850s. the sovereign rights of squatters, and the philosophical 

notion of progress. 

Tumerian theory influenced Canadian historiography as well, but as Lewis G. 

Thomas believes, it "never fully naturalized itself in Canada" (1 54). Evidence of Turner's 

influence arises in Canadian historical novels such as Frederick Philip Grove's Fruits of 

the Enrrh and Settfers of the Marsh, and Mart ha Ostenso' s Wild Geese. Their stories are 

set, however, on the Canadian rather than the American frontier. The writings of Grove 

reinforce the idea of progress and myths of the autonomous and powerfùl self-made man 
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as much as do Western novels. Ostenso's novel perpetuates similar myths in her 

stereotypical portrayal of the homesteader etching out a hard-won existence h m  his 

newly plowed fiontier land. Her characters fit what Thomas views to be the commonly 

held reality, the description of the Canadian pioneer as a stoic and hard-working 

individual, "his only resources being] his willing hands and a strong back and perhaps, if 

he cornes nom eastem Europe, a working wife and plenty of children7' (1 53). Such 

valorization or rnisrepresentation of pioneers in the early days of Canadian settlement 

provides less than accurate accounts of the details of daily life in that era. A more 

complete picture is wanted. 

Thomas argues that while some homesteaders may have been 'üisadvantaged," 

others such as those fiom Bntain came fiom a privileged class, and he believes that to 

ignore the British minonty in favour of romanticizing the hardships of settlement in 

Canada is to discount the diversity that existed (153). The details found in the Sheppard 

family joumals of the lives of British cowboys provide evidence that supports the picture 

of diversity and that is contrary to literary and historical depictions of the settler as a 

stalwart albeit "impoverished backwoods f m e r  [or the] fugitive fiom the industrial 

slums of the United Kingdom'"' (Thomas 15 1). They illustrate a realistic adaptation of 

the British to their prairie environment and display the kinds of British ideologies that 

shaped the seîtlers' expectations of their lives on their Canadian ranches. 

One expectation of the British is that they would create an agrarian utopia in their 

new homes. Pamphlets advertised the romance of the open spaces of the prairie to attract 

settlers. In 'The Ideal and the Real," Douglas Francis asserts that these "immigration 

pamphlets presented a decidedly utopian image of the Canadian West.. .'the land of 
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oppomuiity' where every bard working and committed immigrant had a chance to 

succeed*' (257). In their pursuit of utopia, American and Canadian pioneers shared similar 

expectations. In Virgin Lund, Smith explains that for American pioneers, settlement in 

the West was driven by a notion of cultivating a "Garden of the World" (136). This ideal 

resonates, albeit within an Alberta geography, in the Sheppard journals. In the daily 

entries, the Sheppards chart their endeavours to numire their prairie fannyard to resemble 

an English country garden growing an abundance of vegetables for the table and market 

together with expansive beds of flowers. In accordance with this view, Thomas argues 

that the desire to mould Canada's prairie west to recreate "an idealized version of the 

nuai life of nineteenth-century England" was common among British colonialists, and 

' kas  a formidable and possibly an unrealistic undertaking" (1 74). The success of the 

Sheppards in realking their goal suggests that, temporarily at least, they managed to 

create a version of theV Bntish homeland in High River. Their efforts to do so indicate 

that these British settlers were people refïned and educated, had sufficient financial 

resources to facilitate their settlement in Canada, and possessed qualities that contrast the 

stereotypical portrait of homesteaders. 

The desire of Bntish settlers in Canada to maintain ties to their homeland is 

perhaps foremost among the differences between them and the pioneers who settled in 

the United States. For Arnerican settlers, breaking free of European and British influence, 

the foundation of Amencan independence, motivated their migration across the continent. 

Turner asserts: 

Little by little [the Amencan colonist transformed] the wilderness.. .not 



[into] the old Europe.. .[but into] a new product that is American.. .. 

Moving westward, the fiontier became more and more American.. .. 

nius, the advance of the fiontier has meant a steady movement away 

fiom the influence of Europe, a steady growth of independence on 

Amencan hes .  (34) 

Conversely, British settlers in Canada desired to maintain affiliations with Britain. One 

reason seems to have been purely economic. Their goal had been to establish cattle 

ranches on the Prairies and send their fattened livestock and meat products to British 

markets (Breen 23). That these British-owned ranches bore a resernblance to English 

countryside estates replete with croquet lawns and beds of hollyhocks posed no 

incongnrity for British cowboys. in Arnenca, such a combination of wilderness and 

civilization posed a paradox that was not to be resolved. 

The attraction of the Wild West, symbolized by the cowboy, conflicted with the 

reality of the domesticated agriculturd West. The latter, symbolized by the farmer, was 

associated with the creation of new towns as centers of agriculture and civilized culture. 

This conflict of interests, Smith explains, is the focus of many novels written about 

settlement in the West and embodied in the valorized figure of Daniel Boone. Smith 

demonstrates the resulting paradox in his question: "which was the real Boone-the 

standard-bearer of civilization and refmernent, or the child of nature who fled into the 

wildemess be fore the advance of settlement?'(S 9). Despite the e ffec ts that the American 

idea of the fiontier may have had in Canada, British cowboys seemed not to experience 

any conflict of self-identity. They readily fùlfilled domestic roles while, simultaneousIy, 

they enjoyed the unrestricted fieedom of riding the open range. They were gentlemen, 
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and as such, they accommodated the more fomal demands of social events, tea parties, 

and church services. The British cowboys exhibited little desire to escape nom the 

confines of civilized society; rather, they brought civilization with them and instilled their 

ideologies conceming religion, govemment, and cultural refïnement into the structure of 

their new communities. As Breen observes, the Alberta cattlemen "left a legacy of 

gentility and social exclusiveness that has persisted to the present" (98). 

"The cattlemen and the town business and professional community blended 

easily," Breen maintains, "to create a stratified and cultivated society in imitation of the 

social structure they had formerly known in Canada's eastern cities and in Great Britain" 

(98). Contrary to other historical accounts, Breen argues that no conflict existed between 

men of commerce, ranchers, and the f m i n g  sector; rather, the blending of different 

social groups within Alberta averted the kinds of discord that existed in the United States. 

He holds aversion toward "North American historiographical bias [which] has 

immortalized the sturdy west-ward moving pioneer f m e r  as the emblem of democracy 

and progress and charactenzed cattlemen as autocratic and obstructionary. The tnie 

picture is hardly so black and white" (5 1). 

Histonographical bias that perpetuates notions of the conflict between cattlemen 

and f m e r s  is evident in Bert Sheppard's memoirs, Spitzee Days, in which he recalls the 

decline of the cattie empires and places much of the responsibility with the farming 

community. He laments that the "temble winter of 1906 and 1907, which liquidated 

seventy-five per cent of the range herds, had joined bands with the homesteaders and sod 

busters, to break the back of the open range beef cattle industry" (45). Ironically, Bert and 

his family engaged in the kind of agriculture that is the focus of his admonition. They 
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raised cattle and horses, and engaged in a mixed fanning operation that included the 

raising of pigs and chickens, feed crops and hay, and vegetables for the table and market- 

They were cowboys whose characteristics were inconsistent both with the myths 

surroundhg the cowboy and with the realities of the American working cowboy. The 

British cowboy found a balance of wildemess and civilization, and a balance between 

cattle ranching and farming that is documented by the Sheppard family joumals. 

The first part of my examination of British cowboys looks at Hayden White's 

essay "The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality," which discusses 

narrativization and historiography, and provides the means to classify the Sheppard 

joumals. White sets out three distinct criteria to classiq historical texts: annals, the 

chronology, and history proper. The Sheppard joumals fa11 into the classification of the 

chronology; Bert Sheppard's memoirs constitute history proper. As well as classifyuig 

the joumals, 1 provide a detailed physical description of them and an o v e ~ e w  of the 

editorial practices used in their transcription and annotation. 

A discussion of Smith's narrative theones in Virgïn Land forms the next section 

of my study, and considers the importance of Turner's fiontier thesis in the development 

of the imaginary cowboy hero. AUmendinger7s definition of a working cowboy provides 

the criteRa by which to compare the cowboy of the Western novels of Louis L'Amour to 

the working cowboys of the Arnerica. west, and especially to the cowboys of the 

Canadian west, of whorn the Sheppards are representatives. The tenacious hold the 

mythological cowboy has upon the popular imagination is an example of the way in 

which the boundary between history and fiction sometimes bIurs. Such occurrences put 

the clah of historical objectivity into question, and h p l y  that like fiction, history 
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reflects a constructed reality embedded with mords and ideologies. As Smith argues, the 

cowboy hero is an ideal or a symbol rather than a reflection of reality, and the narratives 

wrïtten about him are manifestations of the ideologies that he represents. Smith charts the 

origins and evolution of such characters in history and literature. 

The third part compares the Sheppard cowboys to pioneer settlers portrayed in 

Canadian historical fiction, and to cowboys of Western novels. My examination looks at 

Fredenck Philip Grove's Fruits of the Eurth and Settlers of the Marsh, and Martha 

Ostenso's WiId Geese. 1 compare the authors' uses of historical information and their 

characterization to show that Grove and Ostenso valorize settlers and place them in 

positions of dominance in the sarne manner as do the authors of pulp fiction. Thus, these 

authors have contributed to the myths of pioneers not only as powerfiilly autonomous 

individuals, but also as heroes who, with few resources other than their courage and 

determination, have battled and tmed the harsh wilderness. Grove's and Ostenso's 

works have been chosen over those written specifically about cowboys, because their 

novels are considered to be literature while the majority of the cowboy stories by 

Canadian authors are considered to be popular fiction. Ostenso does, however, portray 

one cowboy-like character, Judith Gare who rough-rides the colt Turk. More importantly, 

Ostenso's and Grove's stereotypical or heroic depictions of pioneer settlers provide a 

contrasting view to compare to the non-heroic self-representations of the Sheppards 

found in the farnily journals. Both Ostenso and Grove wrote about and during the period 

upon which the selected entries of the Sheppard jownals focus: approximately 19 10 to 

1930, when the Sheppards established themselves as cattle ranchen, and when the 

influence of theu British roots was most evident. Following that period, Henry Jr. 



channeled his energy into an economic arategy of diversified agriculture, and Bert 

Sheppard veered away fiom his family's influence towards a style of life that seemed 

more American than British. 

The last part of my study focuses on Guy Vanderhaeghe's The Etrglishmatr '.Y Boy. 

Vanderhaeghe employs a cynical and caustic style of narration to recreate The Cypress 

Hills Massacre, an actual historical event. This postmodem treatment questions the 

validity of the myths of the cowboy hero, and examines bias and prejudice in fictional 

representations of historical events that have contributed to his creation. Linda 

Hutcheon's "The Problem of Reference," which employs Hayden White's theories, 

provides a basis to examine the blumng of the boundaries between history and fiction 

and to compare Vanderhaeghe's narrative style to that adopted by Bert Sheppard in his 

memoirs. Bert's terse and unembellished journal entries clearly differ in style fiom his 

memoirs. White's foundational theories also provide a means to compare the accounts of 

events and individuals in the Sheppard journals to those in Bert Sheppard's memoirs. By 

White's criteria, the joumals are determined to be historical narrations while the 

memoirs, which are charged with moral implications, are historical narrativizations. 

In a postmodem stance, Hutcheon applies White's theories to question the 

objectivism of histoiy. Her discussion reveals the similarities of history and literature, 

and the distinctions that separate them. She argues that while both disciplines employ the 

use of actual individuals and events in the representation of reality, "what history refers 

to is the actual, real world [while] what fiction refers to is a fictive universe" (142). 

Hutcheon's and White's theories are aligned with postmodem literary criticism. In fact. 

Hutcheon notes that "the work of Hayden White has arguably had more impact in iiterary 
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than in historical circles" (143). Regardless of the lack of support for White's theories 

from historians who might, perhaps, perceive history as facts and truths, they facilitate a 

critical literary examination of Vanderhaeghe's The Englshmatt 's Boy. which is purely 

postmodem in its style of representation of reality, and challenges the assertion that a 

clear distinction exists between history and fiction. 

The historical events and individuals in Bert Sheppard's Spitee Dc(v.s and 

Vanderhaeghe's The Et~gIishrnan 's Boy bear interesting similarities. For example, there is 

mention of the "Spitzee Cavalry" in Vanderhaeghe's text, a group described in Lrnivs 

Frorn the Medicitte Tree as a band of wolfers who "staged the Cypress Hills Massacre in 

1 873" ( 1 7 1). The massacre was a case of racial discrimination. Anecdotes demonstrating 

evidence of racial distinction and prejudice are found in Bert's memoirs seemingly 

unquestioned by the author. For example, Bert writes with amusement about the cutting 

off by two cowboys of the cues of two Asian men. As well, Leawes From the MMrdicirw 

Tree contains an account of racial violence. Dave Akers and "Liver-Eating" Johnson, 

wolfers and rnembers of the outlaw band, the "Spitzee Cavalry," participated in the 

mortal combat between the wolfers and Natives. Their displays of attitudes towards 

Natives seem common among the traders. The Cypress Hills Massacre was one of many 

other instances of racial bias on the Canadian and American fiontiers, the focus of 

Vanderhaeghe's examination. Specifically, the object of his criticism is the manner in 

which Hollywood films portray fiontier settlement. Typically, these films exhibited 

cowboy heroes such as those played by John Wayne killing as many Indians as was 

possible in an hour and a half While these Hollywood portraits appear compt and 

unethical by today's standards, according to Robert Nobles, they appealed to the 



sensibilities of a 1950s Arnerican audience and perpetuated notions of American 

democracy and expansion in a Cold War era. This study of British cowboys examines the 

ideologies that were the foundations of  such beliefs and looks at how the cowboy came to 

symbolize them. 



Chapter Two: Description and Historical Context 

The Sheppard journds, the daily writing of three members of the Sheppard family 

of High River, Alberta, record life on the family ranch between 1907 to 195 1. Henry 

Sheppard Sr. began what seemed to have become a common practice with him and his 

sons. With the exception of Mn. Bee Sheppard, wife of Henry Sr., fiom whose diary a 

brief excerpt appears in Leaves From the Medicine Tree (100-Ol), the women of the 

family did not seem to engage in the practice of daiIy writing. Bee Sheppard (Beatrice) 

was bom in England in 1858. The whereabouts of her diaries are unknown at this time; 

however, there are twenty-one volumes of Henry Sr.'s and eleven of Henry Jr.'s housed 

in The Museum of the Highwood in High River. Only three volumes of Bert Sheppard's 

journals have been located at this time and they are housed in the museum as well. 

Altogether, the journals cover 53 years with duplication by Henry Sr. and Henry Jr. of 

19 19,1929-1934, and by Henry Jr. and Bert Sheppard of 1938-1942, and 1947. 

Of the three volumes by Bert Sheppard, two are exercise books. One, with a black 

cardstock cover, contains the years 1938, 1939, and part of 1940. A second exercise book 

with a blue cardstock cover contains the remaining entries of 1940, al1 of 1941, and 

January 1 to July 3 1, 1942. A third volume, bound with a green cloth-covered pasteboard 

trimmed with black leather-like material, contains the records of Jamary 1 to April 12, 

1947. Of the 2 1 volumes of Henry Sr.'s joumals found to date, seventeen are proper 

j oma l  format and four are exercise books. Six of the seventeen journals have covers 

made of pasteboard covered in bwgundy, green, red or black leather-like material. 

Volumes 19 14, 19 1 7, 1 9 1 8, 1 922, and 1923 contain alternating pages of pink blotting 

paper. Al1 volumes have been d t t e n  with pen and ink. The years of 1925,1926,1928, 



and 1930 have been recorded in h e d  exercise books. Two volumes have been used for 

purposes other than daily joumals: one is a ledger kept to record sales of insurance, and 

one is a record of water levels of the local rivers. One entry in the latter notes the day 

Henry Sr. begins work; thus, indicating that he was employed for a time monitoring the 

depths of local water ways. 

Eleven volumes of Henry Jr.'s diaries are extant. They begin with the year 191 9, a 

small leather-bound volume recording his rnilitary service in England, his discharge fiom 

the army and bis return to High River, and his work on the family ranch after his 

discharge. Then a gap of ten years follows, with 1929 as the next recorded year. His daily 

entries that year mention Evelyn, a widow he married in the meantirne, and note that she 

and her daughter Ruth Maccoy-Ruth did not take her step-father's surname-live on the 

ranch with him on the Highwood River. The volumes Erom 1930 until 195 1 are 

continuous and complete. Some of the writing is in pencil, but most is in pen and ink. 

Unlike his father's journals. which are typically large in dimension-averaging about 35 

centimeters by 20 centimeters-Henry Jr. preferred pocket-size books ranging around 13 

centimeters by 8 centimeters. Bert Sheppard's exercise book journals average about 18 

centimeters by 22 centimeters. A table listing the colour, the type of construction, and the 

measurements of each of the jomals  is included in an appendix. 

The handwriting of Henry Sr. is difficult to read because it is the style of a 

hundred years ago and perhaps was influenced by his British education at Oxford. It has a 

kind of archaic formality. Henry Jr. 's writing is, at times, equally difficult to decipher, 

not because of its style-it is contemporary-but, rather, because the handwritten words 

are made small to fit ont0 the pages of his pocket-size books. Bert's is the least difficult 
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to decipher. with large well-written letters and plenty of space taken up in the exercise 

books that substituted for the more formai journals used by his brother and father. 

Chicago Style is used to edit and annotate the Sheppard journals. Endnotes 

contain de finitions and citations of secondary Sonnants and texts. Square brackets are 

used for any additions made to the text for the purposes of clarity. For exarnple, there is 

fiequent mention of surveyed tracts of land noted with rnerely a number: 7 or 19. The 

word "section" in square brackets has been inserted immediately preceding the number. 

The uses of brand symbols such as the Bar U are written out in full except when the 

syrnbol is merely a shape and has no letter equivalent; then the words [brand symbol] are 

used as a substitute. When initials designates names of individuals-visiton to the fam, 

hired help, or family members-the name (if known) has been expanded in italic. The 

sarne treatment applies to incomplete words. For example, Henry Jr. frequently leaves the 

word "finished" written as "finis." and at the cost of losing some of his original style. the 

word has been changed to "finished'. The style of punctuation of each of the journalists 

has been left as written with the exception of the dates of the entries, which are 

standardized for clarity. Henry Jr. consistently abbreviates his brother George's narne to 

"Geo" and this is expanded in full with the use of italic for the missing letters. The same 

use of italic completes other names such as K e ~ e t h  and Henry (a hired man), and for 

points of the compass when these are unclear within their context. Misspelled names have 

been standardized, but rnisspelled words have been left and are noted by the inclusion of 

[sic]. Although the authors of these journals ofien failed to use proper punctuation-that 

is, they left out commas and periods-the absence does not deter fiom comprehension. 

To maintain writing style, therefore, no additional marks are added with the exception of 
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a double space instead of one space to distinguish between sentences where there is no 

punctuation to indicate the end of one sentence and an upper case letter to indicate the 

beginning of the next. 

The seiections of the journais chosen for this study support the presentation of the 

Sheppard family as ranchers, and specifically, as cowboys. Entries are chosen h m  1907 

from Henry Sr.% jounials when Henry Jr. and Bert were living with their father, and 

assisted him with the development of the ranch. The years of 19 18, 19 19, and 1924 

demonstrate Henry Sr. 's involvement in cornmuni ty affairs. They show, too, the farnily's 

endeavour to train and market horses, as well as raising cattle for the beef industry. These 

years also contain notations of the family's participation in British cultural events such as 

polo. The years of 1919 and 1929 of Henry k.'s journals show his continued support in 

his father's ranching endeavour, and the initiation of his own. The years 1938 and 1947 

show how Henry Jr., assisted by his wife Evelyn and his stepdaughter Ruth, diversified 

their ranching operation to include keeping dairy cows, raising of meat anirnals other than 

cattle, gardening of h i t s  and vegetables, and cultivating feed. Excerpts from Bert 

Sheppard's joumals include those fiom 1938 and 1939 to demonstrate the extent to 

which he focused on cattle. He bred cattle both for the market and for breed competitions. 

His brother Henry's journals indicate that Bert was something of a successfûl breeder. 

Bert's joumals suggest that, as well, he took a keen interest in Alberta's developing oil 

industry. He also kept chickens and a dairy cow, and engaged in a mixed f-g 

operation although not to the same extent as did his father and brother. According to his 

daily entries, as in the households of his brother and father, there were clothes to be 

washed, bread to bake, and butter to churn. These chores contrast with his cowboy image. 
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Chapter Tbree: Historical Signifieance 

The joumds cover the years between 1907 and 195 1, fiom a time when hauling 

on the ranch was done by teams of heavy horses until the introduction of mechanized 

farm machinery improved farming techniques. This was the period after the cattle 

empires, when Longhom cattle fkom the United States already stocked the plains and 

foothills, and the registered Herefords and Shorthoms were amving fiom England 

(Leaves From the Medicine Tree 249,25 1). By the rime Henry Sr. ernigrated in 1 887, 

some of the larger parcels of land, acreage between 22,000 and 100,000 acres, were being 

divided and fenced for rnixed-farming operations (262). Over time, he negotiated the 

purchases of several sections to establish just such a mixed-farming operation that 

focused on the raising of horses and cattle, but grew crops as well. 

Henry Sr. was bom on May 9, 186 1, and he died in High River in 1934. He was 

the son of a rector in Sheffield, England (98). Bee Godden, who became his wife, was the 

daughter of an Anglican clergyman (98). They emigrated fkom England to Alberta 

separately in 1887, with the promise of work on the Greig Ranch, one of the importers of 

the first Herefords to Alberta. Bee, brought over as a govemess for the Greig children, 

met Henry on the ship en route. After they manied, they built a log home on Hay Creek, 

now called Sheppard Creek, where three babies died before Henry Jr., "the third white 

child bom in High River," was born (99). Their second surviving child, Jay, was bom in 

England, George was bom in Hay River, and Bert (christened Herbert), "on the 

Cottonwood Ranch, where the family moved in 1899" (99). The family moved to a 

second residence, Riverbend Ranch, in Hi& River in 1908 "where Bee Sheppard passed 

away five years later, at the age 53 "(99). In 19 17, H e w  Sr. moved his family once more 
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to settle on the Highwood River (99,258) at what is now The Sheppard Famify Park, a 

newly designated histone site. There is fiequent mention in Henry Sr.3 and Henry Jr.'s 

jounials of Mary Sheppard, Henry Sr.% sister. She travelled fiequently fiom England to 

visit with an extended stay between 191 3 and 1917, presumably to help the family f i e r  

Bee Sheppard's death. An entry in the appendix of ternes From the Medicine Tree notes 

that she was a painter and "a great church worker" and that she retired to England in 

1934, the year her brother died, where she passed away "several years later" (5 18). 

The Sheppard journals fit Hayden White's definition of the chronicle. in 'The 

Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality," White describes the three basic 

kinds of historical representation as the annals, the chronicle, and the history proper (9). 

The annals form consists "only of a list of events ordered in chronological sequence" and 

lacks any narrative component that might reveal these events "as possessing a structure, 

[and] an order of meaning" (9). In contrast, the chronicle "aspires to narrativity"; 

however, it lacks closure, "leaves things unresolved. . .in a story-like way" and represents 

historical events "as ifreal events appeared to human consciousness in the form of 

unfinished stories" (h~s  italics 9). The Sheppard journals bear some similarity to the 

example of the annals form that White includes in his discussion in that they are often 

concerned with basic needs such as food, and the hospitable or inhospitable weather that 

afTects the production of food. As well, the joumals note concerns wth "security fkom 

extemal enemies [and] political and military leadership," an aspect that White also 

attributes to the annals form (1 1). Specifically, the journals span the years of World War 

1. There is no direct threat to the population of High River, however, despite the 

d s t m e n t  of young men such as Henry Sr.% oldest sons Jay, who died at Vimy Ridge, 
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and Henry Jr., who spent four years in a Germa. prison camp. Generally, throughout the 

war, the lives of the ranchers went on as usual. 

The joumds ais0 resemble the annals form in that they note occurrences of deaths 

and floods. They do not mention famine or devastation, however; the community of 

British ranchers lived comfortably, albeit hgally, but never with a scarcity of basic 

needs. The journals contrast the annals fonn in that they include what White describes as 

"the representation of acts of human agency," a quality of chronicles and history proper 

(14). The daily entries record the agency of each family member and the kind of progress 

or accomplishment made due to theu acts. What is lacking in the journals, as in the 

annals form and in chronicles, is a ranking of "events with respect to their significance 

for the culture or group that is writing its own history," and as White argues, it is that 

ranking, that inclusion or exclusion of details, "that makes a narrative representation 

possible" (14). Historical narrativity distinguishes itself nom both annals and chronicles, 

White asserts, in that it demonstrates "a notion of a social center by which.. .to locate 

[events] with respect to one another" (15). A quality that is, perhaps, more pertinent to 

the cornparison of Bert Sheppard's memoirs to his and his family's journals, is that as 

histoncal narratives his memoirs are charged, as White indicates, "with ethical or moral 

significance" (1 5) while the family joumals are not. Such morally charged narratives are 

the kinds of stoties that Hayden White describes as showing interest 

in the social system, which is nothing other than a system of human 

relationships govemed by law, [and which] creates the possibility of 

conceiving the kinds of tensions, conflicts, struggles, and their various 

kinds of resolutions that we are accustomed to find in any representation 



of reality presenting itself to us as a history (1 7). 

By this cnteria, we can ascertain that Bert Sheppard's memoirs, Spitzee Days, are 

historical narratives, or history proper. His joumals, Like those of his father and brother, 

are chronicles and simply narrate the raw data. While chronicles might suggest a h d  of 

narrative, they do not provide closure; rather, they "simply terminate.. .in the chronicler's 

own present" (White 9). 

Abruptness of temination is acutely evident in the joumals of Henry Sr. and 

Henry Jr. who wrote until infhnity prevented them from keeping their daily notations. 

Terrnination is not so apparent with Bert Sheppard's joumals; rather, the final entries of 

his existent journals suggest that more follow. These volumes are missing. He chose, as 

well, to write his memoirs, and these do provide the kind of closure that White attributes 

to history proper. It is clear that Bert's father and brother wrote their journals 

continuously until illness or age deterred them f?om completing the task. Henry Sr. 

recorded his joumals sporadically before they ceased on June 4,1934. Henry Jr. noted in 

his journal on Tuesday, August 21, 1934: 'Dad Died this am. 8.30 Mr Orton took me to 

the hospital." On Fnday, August 24, 1934, he entered: "Dads fimeral P.M. 2.30.. .. Lot of 

people there quite a number came to tea after. lovely warm quite dry." Entries on 

August 2 1 also include the work perforrned: "finished cutting wheat started west oats." 

Significantly, there is no "rankuig" of events in his entries. Henry Jr.'s writing becomes 

noticeably shaky in the last few volumes, betraying his age. The last entry in Henry Jr.'s 

joumals is May 7,1951, a Monday when he notes: 'Nice day Ruth & I plowed garden 

still wet Ruth got Horses out of crop ground." He passed away in t 954 at the age of 6 5  

years. 
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The Sheppards b t  established themselves as home and cattle ranchers; later, 

their focus shifted to a kind of mixed-farming operation, the kind of ranchhg that took 

predominance over the earlier huge cattle operations. In "Not Just a Cowboy: the Practice 

of Ranchhg in Southern Alberta, 1 88 1-1 9 14," Warren Elofson describes rnixed-fanning 

as the combined raising of cattle with the cultivating of hay, greenfeed, and grains, the 

cultivating of gardens, and the raising of small Zivestock to keep the ranch kitchen 

supplied (205-216). In contrat, the huge ranches, funded by British and Eastern 

investors, focused entùely on the raising of cattle and grew only what hay was necessary 

for winter feed. These operations employed large numbers of ranch-hands, a few skilled 

as managers to run the operation and the rest to tend the herds. The Sheppards and others 

within their social group engaged in ranching that dernanded less of an initial capital 

investment, employed only occasional labourers, and required their daily involvement 

and active participation in the completion of chores. Importantly, the journals are 

consistent in their depiction of the family as a cooperative working group. 

The daily entries of the Sheppard joumals appear, at times, to be nothing more 

than notations of the chores completed and the quantities of feed and produce harvested 

and processed. As well, mentioned are the daily occasions of having tea with niends, 

regular attendance at church, and fiequent social events, al1 which seem insignifiant in 

the face of meta-history. Detectable patterns disclose meaning, however, upon 

deciphering the language of the journals. The Sheppards speak in a private vernacular, 

one shared between them and members of theü subculture of ranchers and cowboys; thus, 

it is within that context that these joumals should be read. For example, there are 
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everyday records of the weather throughout the jomaIs that rnight seem repetitively 

boring, but that are significant to the community. 

The weather played a crucial d e  in determining the well-being of the livestock as 

weil: during a particularly cold spell, Henry Jr. notes that he had to spend al1 day 

chopping ice in the creek to break through to running water so his cattle and dairy cows 

could drink. On February 9, 1939 he notes that the temperature was "48 [O FI below" the 

previous night, and "52 [ O  FI up at Berts" ranch. The consistent mention of the weather is 

significant ui its reference to the working and living conditions on the ranch. The daily 

amounts of min resulted in varying degrees of success for field crops, and determined 

whether the garden required manual watering. Weather determined whether or not to 

begin harvesting hay, if rain fell once the hay was cut and laid down in the field, its 

failure to cure properly would result in detenoration of quality and loss of nutrients. The 

weather was also a factor that deterrnined whether the Sheppards could travel to engage 

in the town's social activities and to visit fiiends, or whether their fiiends could travel to 

visit them. A blizzard on December 25, 1938 prevented some of their invited dinner 

guests fkom attending the Christmas festivities at the Sheppard home. 

Despite the difficulty of living in a climate that is subject to extreme and abrupt 

changes, the Sheppard family managed not only to succeed, but to prosper. Their network 

of social contacts within the church and community enabled them to sustain penods of 

isolation. According to reports on pioneer settlement in 1932 by the Amencan 

Geographical Society, socialization arnong rural inhabitants was one of the main factors 

that affected an individual's sense of well-being. In this study, C.A. Dawson argues that 

whatever "the costs of settlement in terms of subsidy fiom the resources of well- 
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established regions, the final measure of success or failure can be understood only in 

ternis of the modes of production and the standard of Living of the individual family" 

(45). The criteria by which he estimated a family's success or failure in establishing a 

"satisfjhg existence" included the degree to which that family utilized such community 

benefits as "educational, medical, religious, governmental, and other institutional 

resources" (45). By such standards, the Sheppard family would certainly be deemed 

successfiil: their farm income afTorded them regular medical and dental care, attendance 

at the local theatre, and involvement in activities that included secular and church 

meetings. 

The Sheppard joumals do not constitute a story of progress, however, even in the 

development of their ranch. They fonn a chronicle that charts the cyclical quality of their 

lives and of the nature around them, despite the fact that the idea of progress was no 

doubt a strong motivational force driving pioneer settlement in Canada and in the United 

States, too. Charles Beard argues in his introduction to J.B. B q ' s  The Idea of Progress: 

An Inquiry Into Its Growth and Origin, "the idea of progress.. . has exerted a powerful 

influence on the development of civilization in the United States" (xxxi). Indeed, he 

argues that it was "a leading principle of society" (xxxi). For settlers, Beard explains, 

progress meant "the improvement of their economic status," and thus rationally justified 

their exploitation of "material resources of the earth.. .in the interest of a comfortable 

life" (xxxi). While many "carried the idea to extremes and sought wealth for its own 

sake," Beard asserts, "piling up riches and lwuries in avarice.. .did not invalidate the 

fundamental correctness of the general judgement" (xxxi-ii). Technological 

advancements and the promotion of commerce were made in the light of progress (xxxv). 
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In contrast to these standards of success, however, the Sheppards did not accumulate 

material wealth or update their home with technological conveniences. Family members 

were, in fact, reluctant to install modem gadgets and continued to live a labour intensive 

style of life, even when opportunities arose that could have reduced their workload. 

Betty and Warren Zirnmerman, members of the Sheppard Family Park Society 

and longtirne employees and family fiends of the Sheppards, attest that Ruth and Evelyn 

retùsed to have electricity installed in the farnily home and preferred to use gas lamps 

instead. Dianne Vallée, curator of the Museum of the Highwood where the jomals are 

housed, says that until the time of Ruth's death, her only source of water in the kitchen 

was a cold-ninning tap on the wall. In Ruth's later years, a bathroorn with hot and cold 

m i n g  water was added onto the house, but for the majority of her life, Ruth preferred to 

use a wood-buming stove to heat water. The journals provide evidence to indicate that 

the Sheppards measured their success not in the accumulation of material goods, but in 

the joy they experienced in their daily activities. These daily activities comprise the 

content of the Sheppard journals. 

In addition to his daily journals, Bert Sheppard composed a collection of private 

mernoirs published as Spitzee Days. While catalogued as an historical text, Spitzee Days 

is a narrative that is meant to entertain, as well as to provide details of life in the early 

days of ranching in Alberta. The author's embellishrnent of his anecdotes makes his text 

resemble more a collection of yarns than an objective account of history. In contrast, 

Bert's journals and those kept by his father, Henry Sheppard Sr. and by his brother, 

Henry Jr., are stark, terse, and seemingly more objective in style. They note that while 

Bert worked as a cowboy, he was engaged in farming activity that was not consistent 
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with the typical image of the cowboy. Bert Sheppard had a taste for rabbits, and he raised 

a large number of thern, according to Warren Zimmerman, a longthe cowboy himself. 

Evidence in support is found in Henry Jr.3 joumals. He entered on November 12, 1934, 

that he "Cleaned 12 rabbits that Bert lefi." He often noted that his brother George came 

by regularly as welL to pick up rabbit food, presumably the refuse fiom the family's huge 

vegetable garden. In his memoirs, Bert notes merely that when he and his brothers were 

adolescents, they kept rabbits and that "with an eye on ms] piggybank, they persuaded 

wm]  to buy in" on the rabbit raising business (54). 

Interestingly, in Spitzee Days, Bert Sheppard valorizes and romanticizes the 

image of himself and his fnends and associates as cowboys to the degree that his 

historical subjects resemble the fictional characters and cowboy heroes of the Western 

novel. This is not to deny his prowess as a working cowboy. Indeed, his reptation as 

someone who could handle the job exceptionally well earned him the privilege of having 

the archive room of the Alberta CattIemen's Association (located at The Histonc 

Cochrane Ranche) named in his honour. Nevertheless, by way of a selective choice of 

infornation and romantic embellishment, he constnicted narratives that valorized himself 

and members of his society. He tells an anecdote about troubles at the local brothel in 

chivalric style. The house, he relates 

was about half a mile south of town along the trail. Two cowboys were 

riding along and heard quite a commotion going on in the house. One of 

them, a big ta11 hand fiom Montana, with a handle-bar moustache, wearing 

a big black hat, and black angora chapps [sic], stepped off his horse, 

pulled a six shooter, kicked open the door and walked in. Three young 
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bloods îkom town that had been giving the girls a bad time took one look 

and made a dive for the back door and were seen no more. 

(Spitzee Days 69) 

Bert employed rhetoncal strategies to fiame the images of men as renegades and men 

with power, and the images of women, at least those he seemed to admire, within specific 

and flattering contexts: as strong and robust. This occasion in which a nameless cowboy 

saves the damsels in distress resembles episodes in which L'Amour portrays his 

protagonists as cowboy heroes who Save beautifid cowgirl heroines. h The Tall Stranger, 

Rock Bannon rescues Sharon, his kiclnapped bride-to-be, fiom an unwanted suitor whom 

he has outgunned before liberating her: 

She was tied to the top of a boulder, out of sight fiom below except for a 

toe of her bwt. He scrambled up and released her, then unfastened the 

handkerchief with which she had been gagged. 

"Oh, Rock!" Her arms went about him, and for a long time.. .he held her 

close. (125) 

While it must be admitted that no history is written in the absence of ideological 

influence, there is evidence in Henry Jr.'s journals to suggest that he did not tailor his 

descriptions of men and the women to fit prescnbed gender images. The details provided 

by the journals are quite raw; that is, the daily events and the ranch work perforrned are 

tersely recorded without embellishment, suggesting that the physical labour done by both 

women and men seemed routine to the lives of the Sheppard farnily. In contrast, Bert 

Sheppard embellished his subjects with his own impressions dictated by his beliefs and 

ideologies. He notes in Spitzee Days that Miss Shakerley, the sister of Arthur Shakerley, 
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owner of  a small horse ranch, "decided it was her duty to carry on" when her brother was 

killed in World War 1 (2 17). The ranch was an outnt that bred and raised polo ponies and 

Shire horses, and Bert Sheppard has Miss Shakerley pictured mounted sidesaddle on one 

of her brother's fine-blooded polo ponies. Frederick Ings, one tirne owner of the Rio Alto 

Ranch, describes Mrs. Billy Cochrane in an equally flattering light. He asserts that her 

equestrian skills were exemplary and that, when coyote hunting with the hounds of the 

Quom pack, she would "spring into [her] saddle with perfect ease" despite her petite size 

and the height of her horse, and "once she was away, with her light weight, there were 

few of us who could keep up with hei' (Before the Fences 63). These examples 

demonstrate how editorial intervention can make narratives conform to ideological 

beliefs of what are proper male and female images. 

In Capturing Women: The Manipulation of CuItural Imagery in Canada 's Prairie 

West, Sarah Carter provides an example of editorial intervention that concems both 

gender and race. She argues that the joumals of Theresa Delaney and Theresa Gowanlock 

were "carefully constructed to serve certain interests while condemning others" (49). The 

women, having been taken and held captive in Big Bear's camp for two months, had 

made initial statements about "their relatively good treatment," says Carter, but their 

stones were later revised to represent ''their captivity as a tale of barbaric savages and 

helpless white women." (86). The myths surrounding this violent image tell the story of 

the settlers' hard-won existence under the adverse conditions of the savage fiontier. They 

perpetuate the Amencan notion of Manifest Destiny and the supenority of Christian and 

European civilization, the ideologies associated with Turner's fiontier thesis that the 

West was vacant temtory and available for the taking. 
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Turner's thesis denied the rights of aboriginal people and in ''The Significance of 

the Frontier," he described the 'Indians' as primitive, savage and a "common danger, 

demanding united action" (40-41). This example of bias was prevalent among the 

orthodoxy of historicism in the late nineteenth century According to Robert Asher, %y 

the t h e  of the American Revolution, white racial prejudice against American Indians 

was fully developed, with Indians being depicted as a race of infenor, devilish, red men" 

(his italics 109-10). In a revisionist criticism of Turner's text, Gregory Nobles says the 

indigenous inhabi tants were civilized people and had "well established territones, stable 

social conditions, and extensive trade networks" (1 1). To the 'Indians,' he continues, the 

New World was not "a howling wilderness, but home" (1 1). Robert Asher argues that the 

elevation of white people above the ranks of the indigenous inhabitants was merely a 

means to "justify robbing the lands of the different indigenous peoples of the New 

World" (1 10). 

L'Amour's protagonists mode1 this same view of the fiontier temtory and theu 

conquest of it. Their prime objective, typically, is to daim the land and settle it for their 

own use and matenal gain, an objective often achieved by way of brute force in a battle 

that ends in bloodshed. According to David Breen, such a depiction is not entirely unlike 

the events that marked the development of ranching in the Amencan West when, due to 

the lack of law and order, disputes over property ownership escalated into violent range 

wars. As he describes, the settlement of rangeland in America was brought about through 

a system of squatter sovereignty. Initially, this system worked well, Breen explains, "but 

as the range becarne more crowded such ill-defined range rights proved difficult to 

defend by legal means" (21). Such was not the case, he says, in the development of the 
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ranchhg industry in Canada where ranch territory was sweyed under govertmental 

supervision and legal claims were protected by the Northwest Mounted Police (21,85). 

The system was still functioning at the time of the Sheppards' settlement in Alberta 30 

years later. On May 20, 1907, Henry Sr. notes that he "rode across river to see Hyde and 

went on to Elliots to see him about lease of [section] 27." On May 21, 1907, he says he 

' W e d  croquet lawn [and]. . . finished putting in potatoes on [section] 14. Henry rode to 

see Elliot who sent word 1 could have the lease of [section] 27 for $1 50. for 6 month." 

Breen maintains that, in Alberta, peacefùl settlement was M e r  influenced by 

the presence of British investors into the Canadian cattle industry, and their advocacy of 

British justice strongly promoted the developrnent of a well-ordered and well-mannered 

society. Such was the consensus. In 1884, he notes, "the Calgary Herafd proclaimed: 

'The rough and festive cowboy of Texas and Oregon has no counterpart here. . . .the 

genuine Alberta cowboy is a gentleman"' (85). The development of the cattle or ranching 

industry in Canada thus constituted a series of events that contrast those that took place in 

the American West. The presence of an ordered judicial system demanded no heroics 

fiom the rancher in disputes over temtorial claims; rather, the establishment of 

precedents and laws prevented such disputes. The society that evolved was cooperative 

rather than cornpetitive, and the men who called themselves cowboys were of a diffèrent, 

perhaps a more couteous, class than their roughshod Amencan neighbours. The 

Sheppard cowboys were members of the Alberta set. 



Figure 3. Frïends of the Sheppard Family. 
Group at Riverbend Ranch Mounted, left to right, Sam Smith, the fish warden; Bert Sheppard, Fredie 
Crawford. Front row, left to right, Henry Sheppard Jr.; Arthur Crawford-Frost and Tom Hughes, weU 
lrnown Hereford breeders; Tom McMaster with dog, and Alfred Dayment. (photo fiom the collection of 
Ruth Maccoy). 



Chapter Four: American and British Cowboys and Cowboy Myths 

Bill Canavan ... was a tall man. narrow of hip and broad of shoulder, his 
features blunt and nrgged, not handrome but sïrong .... His cool dark eyes 
scanned the valley below ...rH e] was a young man with a plan. He wanted 
not wealth but a ranch, a well-watered ranch in good stock country, and 
he intended to settle for nothing less. 

(L'Amour mere the Long Grass Blows.) 

L'Amour's protagonist is a Western hero-the strong, silent type, fast with a gun, 

good with a rope, and a capable horseman. While he has ndden shotgun on stagecoaches 

and scouted Indians for the American army, most of his work has been as a cowboy 

trailing herds across the frontier. His dream is to raise his own cattle on his own spread, 

and with a desire to settle down, his sights are set on a prime piece of arable land: a 

valley of pastureland and fiesh running strearns. Canavan arrives in the valley with few 

assets: "a splendid Appaloosa gelding, a fine California saddle of hand-tooled leather, a 

.44 Winchester rifle and two walnut-butted Colt .44 pistols," and three dollars in his 

pocket (L'Amour 1-2). Regardless of meagre belongings, he is deterrnined to acquire his 

own land, to claim it through squatter's nghts and defend it with brute force if necessary. 

The plot of L'Amour's Westem novel is formulait and predictable. Canavan 

defeats his cornpetition, succeeds in acquiring the greater part of the valley for himself, 

and wins the heart of Dixie, the heroine, who equals hirn in character and exceeds him in 

wealth. Providence favours Canavan over his enetnies; he is a man of higher moral 

calibre than they are. They shoot men in the back. Moreover, they rustle cattle, altenng 

the brands with running irons to disguise the rightfbl ownership: he brands only 

mavericks, fiee-roaming unbranded cattle. Canavan is the good guy, the heroic vanguard 

of the all-American virtues of honesty and industry. He deserves to succeed. In the course 
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of events leading to Canavan's triumph, he rises in social status 6.om an itinerant worker 

to a land-owning cattle baron. He is the image of a self-made man. 

The cowboys who inhabit L'Amour's Western novels are symbols of American 

spirit: determination, tenacity, and individualism, ideologies that stem Erom American 

independence. The colonists' crusade to fiee themselves fkom European and British 

influence eventually evolved into a systematic doctrine of Manifest Destiny. As Smith 

&tes, '%th the achievement of Amencan independence, the belief in a continental 

destiny quickly becarne a principal ingredient in the developing Amerîcan nationalism" 

(10). Canavan is a symbol of the dl-American man exercising his God-given right to 

conquer the land, exploit it for economic gain, and increase his standard of living. 

Articulated by Walt Whitman early in the nineteenth century, the idea of 

continental conquest became a driving force in the design to populate and develop the 

land as an agrarian utopia (Smith 1 1). The West, beyond European control, was the place 

of this utopia, and the fkontier, the boundary that divided civilization and the untamed 

promised land. The cowboy, unfettered by the restrictions of civilized society, becarne 

the symbol of the fkee individual, the inhabitant of the open plains of an idealized and 

ever-receding wilderness. Ironically, as agriculture fïnally supplanted the wildemess and 

land was settled and civilized, the cowboy remained as a symbol representing the 

persistent longing for freedom beyond a non-existent tiontier. 



Figure 4. Alberta Frontier Cowboys. 
Bar U and Mosquito Creek wagons at the Big Hill branding corrals in 1892. Some of îhose identined are: 
Phil Weinard, Archie Jarvis, Charlie Mïilar, Hunter Powell, Charlie Brown, Mike Herman, 7U Brown, Jack 
Snider, Jack Graham, Shorty Nier, Lou Murray, Walter Ings, Alf Miles, Dave Bryant, Jack Blake, W.W. 
Brown, Jack Nichols, and Pete McElroy. (photo used with permission of The Museum of the Highwood, 
High River, Alberta). 

In contrast to the symbolic cowboy, and to representations that valonze him and 

glamorize the job he performs, Allmendinger defines the cowboy as a man of low social 

status who accepted jobs shunned by men of pnvilege and wealth. Unlike L'Amour's 

cowboys-men of high esteem and social importance-these ranch hands were menial 

labourers who, for various reasons, chose to live on the margins of society (9). Forced to 

submit to the demands of their ernployers, the cattle barons, the cowboys were rendered 

impotent in making decisions or controlling their own activities. For exarnple, by contract 

of their employment, cowboys were required to remain as bachelors (7). Allmendinger 

explains that unmarried status let them "subsist on lower wages," and by paying them 
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subsistence wages, the cattle barons controlled the cowboys' existence; cowboys could 

"live on ranches, and share crarnped quarters in the bunkhouse.. .[and] could always be 

counted on, for they were always there when the cattlemen needed hem" (6). 

Consequently, the cattle baron controlled the cowboys' sexuality as well. Because of the 

cowboy's geographical isolation and low economic status, social interactions between 

cowboys and women were often limited to obtaining prostitutes on paydays when they 

went to town. 

Unlike the cowboy hero, the working cowboy was not a lady's man. Lacking in 

social graces and short on financial security, cowboys were not even considered marriage 

material (7). Like the steers he tended, Allrnendinger asserts, the cowboy was castrated, 

metaphorically speaking (6). This assumption was socially reinforced at square dances, 

where the caller referred to unmarried ladies as "heifers" and the cowboys as "steers," 

that is if they danced at al1 (5 1). More often than not, Allrnendinger says, cowboys ended 

up as "nonpollinating wallflowers" (5 1). Metaphonc castration has never been the 

outcome for the cowboy hero of Western novels. Victory for L'Amour's Bill Canavan 

includes winning the love of Dixie, his female counterpart. 

The plot lines of Western novels are typical of the kinds of chivalric tales that 

culminate in the union of two dynasties. The handsome and courageous bachelor woos 

Dixie, the chaste bride with a huge dowry, she finally surrenders to his advances and 

agrees to a marriage that is sanctioned by her family and that combines their material 

wealth. Smith traces the origins of this typical plot line back to James Fenimore Cooper's 

Leatherstocking novels, and believes that despite Cooper's creation of characters whose 

lives took place beyond the restrictions of civilization, the author was reluctant to break 
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with literary traditions that maintaineci social caste barriers (71). When writing scenes of 

courtship, Cooper always required the hero and heroine to be of the same class and to 

possess the same degrees of gentility (71). Perhaps it is in this vein that L'Amour sets up 

Canavan's h t  meeting with Dixie, the hero's equal in courage and riding skills. 

Kmmediately, Canavan sees her as his potential bride. "She sat well in the saddle, poised 

and alert," he thinks, observing her, "nothing of coyness or fear in her manner. Every 

inch of her breathed of quality, but a quality underlaid with both fire and steel" (Khere 

the Long Grass BIows 5). Despite his self-proclaimed nght to such a match, Canavan is a 

man with no dynastic history. He is, however, a self-made man and earns hirnself the 

honour. 

Symbolically, Canavan represents changes in the Amencan social structure that 

took place during the continental conquest. As Beard explains, discarding the European 

feudal system in favour of democracy and fiee enterprise broke down the "legal barriers 

of caste," and with "class lines bosely drawn," an increase of social status was possible 

for the individual (xxxii). Similar loosening of class distinctions took place in Alberta 

among the British immigrants, and while traditional guidelines may have continued to 

direct their choices of partners in marriage, there was a distinct break down of class 

barriers among neighbours. At cornmunity gatherings, the various families mingled 

regardless of what status they might have had in England. There were a few people with 

greater investment capital than others, but for them to remain segregated from those of 

the working class would have meant confining themselves to a very small circle of 

ûiends. 
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The Sheppard journals show that the Sheppard family enjoyed the loosening of 

class distinctions and socialized with eveqhdy including those of high society and those 

they hired to help with the work on the family ranch. The emphasis placed, however, 

upon the royal visit of Edward, Prince of Wales, in Bert Sheppard's memoirs and in 

Fredenck Ings's account of local history demonstrates the high importance the British 

ranchers placed upon their comection with their homeland. British culture was 

maintained by families such as the Bedingfelds, settlers who arrived with considerable 

financial security and high British social status. They raised purebred draught horses and 

well-blooded polo ponies, and were close fnends of the Sheppards. The Bedingfeld 

ranch, known as the EP after its purchase in the early 1920s by the Prince of Wales (Ings 

164), was an example of many of the cultivated ranch properties that existed in the early 

twentieth century. The Bedingfelds are examples of the privileged settlers, to whom 

Lewis G. Thomas refers when he writes that, convenely to the stereotypical image of the 

homesteader as "impoverished backwoods famier," many who came to settle on the 

prairies had "access to hancial resources beyond the bare minimum necessary to bring 

[them] to [Canada]" (155). Mrs. Bedhgfeld was the widow of "Captain George 

Longueville Bedingfeld of the indian Army," and their son Frank, with whom Mrs. 

Bedingfeld imrnigrated to Alberta, was educated in Devonshire, England, and was a 

classrnate of Rudyard Kipling (LFMT 71). There is fiequent mention in both the 

Sheppard journals and in Spitzee Days of the Bedingfelds. In April, 1907, Henry Sr. notes 

that "Frank [Bedingfeld] rode in to High River on his way to Calgary show where he 

shows bis new Clydesdale horses" and on the following Saturday, Frank 'kame with his 

new stud home and stayed the night." On July 28, 1907, Henry Sr. says that he &ove 



"Bee, Jay and Bert to the Bedingfelds to lunch and took in Polo. Millarville against 

Pekisko 14 to 4." 

The journals offer examples to suggest that British settlers found class distinctions 

unimportant once they had arrived in Alberta, and thus, the relationship between social 

classes was harmonious and cooperative. The journals indicate, too, that the various 

families shared their produce, milk, vegetables, meat, and animal fodder, and assisted 

each other in the completion of farm chores especially when the task demanded extra 

help. On June 7, 1907, Henry Sr. notes that he built a "scalder for pigs," and that a 

neighbour "Ed Walsh came and helped us kill a pig. Weight 172 Ibs. Rain al1 day." On 

May 29, 1938, a Sunday, Henry Jr. notes that it was a "nice sunny day little shower at 

noon. Eve [&] Ruth went to Church Jim McDonald had dinner with us ~uncis '  also 

come to tea also the Countess & Oddette and the Lavenders to tea & supper." The Count 

and Countess de Foras and their daughter Oddette were neighbours of the Sheppards and 

customers for their diary products. Ings notes that Oddette becarne "one of the world's 

greatest singers.. .[and was] engaged with the Covent Garden Opera in London" (1 3). 

The de Foras family were among the titled French immigrants who arrived around 

1906 (Spitzee Days 56). Bert Sheppard lists the narnes of those to whom his mother 

played hostess, the guests who came to swirn, play croquet, and take tea at the Sheppards' 

Cottonwood Ranch: La Chaise, de la Claire, the Bidus, La Maout, and the "large family 

of the Marquis de Roussy de Sales" (56). Mostly, the mixed social group shared in 

activities such as tea parties, croquet games, polo, gymkhanas, and dances. On June 1 5, 

1 907, Henry Sr. "Went to meeting of Polo club. [F?] and &ove to Polo grounds. . . Saw 
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M'" Shakerley, very pleasant. aiso M'" West and Eckford. On the ~ 6 ~ ,  he took "Bee and 

George to Crossing * for Polo and Dance. Calgary Verstrs [F?] a h 1  dust storm when 

we got to High River Good dance." 

The Sheppard joumals clearly demonstrate that, with the exception of Bert 

Sheppard, the Sheppard cowboys were family men. They were different from the 

working cowboys, who could little afford to marry, and fiom the cowboy heroes of 

Western fiction, who chose to live solitary lives at least until the end of the novel. 

Perhaps because of the Sheppards' education and their British background, they were 

stable family figures, important members of the community, and strong supporters of the 

Anglican Church. The Sheppard men did not tote six-shooters or leave the women folk to 

tend the children and the chickens while they went off chasing adventure. Ben Sheppard 

seems to have been the only family member who fled the confines and restrictions of his 

community, or at least the persona created by the rhetonc in his memoirs presents him as 

the rnaverick. The introduction to Spi~zee D q s  reads that "Bert received his early 

schooling in High River, and his higher education from the back of a horse.. . acquiring 

the skills that made him one of the best bronco-busters and cowboys in the country" (8). 

How much Bert's persona matches the profile offered by the joumals is difficult to 

detemine. It seems that his skills as a horseman were put to better use in the methodical 

training of the horses bred and raised on the family ranch rather than in bronco-busting. 

1 Runcimans are close friends of the Sheppards and a fiequent visitors to tlic ranch. The family narne is 
usually abbreviated to "The Runcis". 
' Bert Sheppard notcs in Spirzee D q s  that ihc t o m  of High River "was origuially referred to as The 
Crossing due to the fact that the Macleod Trad crossed the river at ihat point'' (3). 



Figure 5. Bert Sbeppard, a modern cowboy. 
Bert Sheppard at the Rio Alto (OH) Ranch where he worked as manager for owners Roenisch and Ardern. 
He was later one of the owners of the ranch. (circa 1950). (photo used with permission of  Bert Smith of 
Longview, Alberta). 

By the time Bert was old enough to seek employrnent off his father's ranch, 

bronco busting seemed to have been outdated and unnecessary. As Frederick Ings writes 

in Before the Fences, full-grown wild horses of good qudity had become scarce. "In 

some places, throughout the British Columbia mountains there were some large bands of 

wild horses ninning ioose," Ings remembea, going back to about 1905 (77). The 

disappearance of full-grown mustangs made rough-breaking an unnecessary danger. Even 

at the tirne of his writing, approximately 1936, he says that "there were some to be found, 



but of such an iderior quality that they are of no value. Then, [approx. 19051 there were 

among these untamed mustangs, a fair number of really good horses" (77). The horse 

training techniques the Sheppards employed consisted of a slow process of gentling, 

beginning with halter breaking the colts they raised from birth, and then, when the horse 

was old enough, gradually familiarizing it with the saddle and bridle before riding it for 

the first time. 

Often the Sheppards trained their horses to drive as well, since hauling was the 

main use of the heavier breeds. As Henry Sr. notes on January 3, 1907, he "Halterbroke 

Pruks and Brownies colts [this] morning." January 9, 1907, he says that he "Got in horses 

and cought [sic] 'Salt' Sail ys 3yr old. Drove him with Punch. ran into a willow and broke 

fiont axle." The next day he says he "Turned out Brownies and Pruks colts. Drove Salt. 

. . .Bee and I drove to High River to see Mr. Limoges, took axle to be mended." With their 

focus on raising horses, Henry Jr. notes in his 19 19 journals that on June 2, "Dad & I 

fixed spring across the River Ben rode two colts." The next day they "took Steers over 

river in morning Bert rode one of his colts." On June 5, Henry Jr. says that he and his 

father "went fencing. Bert went to look at horses in [section] 24 wrote to Ottawa re 

land." The next day, he wrote, "Dad & 1 & Ben went fencing in morning. Mary & Dad 

went up to Runcimans after supper." On June 7, 191 9, he wrote that "Bert and 1 repaired 

fence Dad took mares up to Shakerleys," presurnably to be serviced by one of 

S hakerleys' stallions. 

The journals demonstrate that the family spent many hours working each day and 

that their lives were of a labour intensive nature. For example, on June 3, 1938, Bert's 
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entry reads that in the aflemoon he worked "spaying heifers for  TL^ -ch] at Big Hill 

corrall. ARer supper.. .went to Hughe's to butcher steer." The Sheppards were members 

of a community that valued bard work. Their work ethic is dernonstrated by an anecdote 

in Leaves From the Medicine Tree that somewhat disdainfully describes a less than 

industrious member of theu comrnunity. Charlie Blunt was a remittance man, born in 

India, educated in England, and liked by everyone, but so carefkee and lazy that his 

investrnent in cattle ranching 'kas most unprofitable" (96). Consequently, due to his 

unsuccessful venture, Blunt gave up ranching and retumed to England. He seems not to 

have shared the community's belief in hard work, and hard work was fiuidamental to 

success in the New World to provide the necessities of life. 

Uniike the cowboys of Western fiction who seemed to subsist solely on beans, 

necessities for the Sheppards included a well balanced dieî and a variety of foods. They 

grew and harvested their own homegrown produce for sale and for the dinner table: 

tomatoes, corn, potatoes, tumips, cauliflower, cabbage, lettuce, radishes, and peas. As 

well, they harvested a variety of bemes that were canned or made into jarn, and made 

marmalade, for which the Sheppards bought irnported Seville oranges. They bottled beef 

for preservation, and smoked pork, ate fish caught in local streams, and raised chickens, 

turkeys, ducks, and rabbits grown in pens on the ranch. The majority of the journal 

entries of Henry Jr. make note of the chores of food production done by family members. 

They shared in milking and making butter, washing laundry, baking bread, gardening and 

harvesting of produce, and regular whitewashing of the bouse. In addition, they grew 

fodder for their livestock during the spring and summer months, and during the colder 

3 Bert Sheppard purchased the '"LZ" Ranch in 1939. The letters are superimposed as a brand symbol. 
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months were responsible for the daily feeding of cattle and horses. These marketable 

livestock constituted the family's income, and the joumals were used to note the profits 

of sales. The journals also note the weights of cattle and pigs butchered and the price per 

pound of the meat sold. 

Work ethics were an important aspect of settlement on the Canadian prairies and 

in the American West, as well, and were embodied in myths about cowboys. For 

example, L'Amour demonstrates his belief in work ethics in his Western novels, in his 

descriptions of men who "asked no favors but stepped up and did [their] share of the 

work and even a little more" (Where 17te Long Grass Blows 102). Such ethics are 

demonstrated, too, in the way that Canavan observes Tom Venables, Dixie's brother, 

thinking admiringly that Venables "had pitched right in and had worked hard, driving 

himself to keep up the Pace set by the older, more knowledgeable hands" (1 02). 

Venables, like Canavan, is a cowboy of popular fiction who, with his macho qualities and 

behaviour, has long been a metonyrn for male superiority, power, and individualism. 

Allmendinger notes that politicians like Theodore Roosevelt and Lyndon B. Johnson 

employed the mythical cowboy image to appeal "to the American public by describing 

their administrations in terms of the cowboy's rugged and individualistic work ethic" (4). 

The Sheppard cowboys may have been hard workers but, with the exception of Bert, they 

did not cultivate rugged masculine images of themselves. Neither did they portray 

themselves as independent fiom society, an admired quality of mythical cowboy figures. 

There is no doubt that the West and the fiontier have had a strong impact on the 

consciousness of Americans. Smith's study in Virgin Lund traces these ideas "and 

follows the principal consequences of [their] impact in literature and social thought" fiom 
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their inception in philosophical works to their surfking in the fiction of Hennan Melville 

(4). A novel such as Moby Dick depicts aa autonomous male who, rather than choosing to 

conform to a conservative rniddletlass society, endeavours to escape his sense of 

confinement by seeking adventure in remote parts of the world. The search for a remote 

wildemess as a means of escaping civilization resounds in the character of Daniel Boone, 

who Smith views as the embodiment of an unfiilfilled desire for the wildemess. 

Allmendinger seems to connect this wanderiust to the cowboy myth of driffting. He writes 

that cowboys "have always been rendered as threats to society's propertied class.. .as 

unskiiled and unemployable vagrants who drift through the West on the loose" (7). The 

reality, he explains, is that seasonal ernployment required cowboys to move fkom one 

ranch to another, 'hever living long enough in one place to acquaint themselves with 

townspeople or to challenge their own stanis as social outsiders" (7-8). L'Amour 

appropriates the myth of drifting-the version that defines cowboys as restless social 

mavericks-and judges it as an escape f?om social responsibility. He provides a clear 

statement of his philosophy in Canavan's soliloquy. Alone and nursing his drink in a 

saloon, Canavan realizes tbat what he wants is a home. He reckons that it 

was al1 very well to ride the wild country. He had loved riding it and 

still did, but there was more to life than that. The empty people, they 

wanted nothing more; they chafed at bonds because they were not mature 

enough for discipline.. . He had seen too many of them, sad, misguided 

people, railing at institutions and ideas they were too juvenile to accept. 

The important things called for rnaturity, for responsibility. Too many fled 

fiom it, wanting to be back in childhood when somebody else coped with 



the problems. (86)  

L'Amour's summary of American non-confonnism seems simplistic in view of the 

dispute between conservative thinkers, who believe in social obedience, and liberal 

minded t hinkers, who advocate freedom of t he individual. Jane Tomp kins' understanding 

of the West is that it "functions as a symbol of freedom.. .[an] escape from the conditions 

of life in modem industrial society: fiom a mechanized existence, economic dead ends, 

social entanglements, unhappy persona1 relationships, [and] political injustice" (4). 

The idea of the West, as an escape from Iife's problems, is as true for today's 

readen of Western fiction as it was for American settlers. As Smith explains. those in 

govemment in the nineteenth century saw the vacant land in the West as a place to which 

the poor could migrate. The Homesteader Act was a means of alleviating the problems of 

poverty in the east, "a safety valve" by which the unemployed could leave the cities and 

secure a cornfortable living on their own quarter sections of land (234-45). The problem 

with the plan, Smith asserts, was that unemployed workmen "seldom had the money 

needed to transport their families to the free public lands and to feed and shelter them 

until a crop could be made" (239). The history of establishment of cattle ranching in 

Southern Alberta by British cowboys bears little resemblance to the problems of the 

American fiontier. People such as the Sheppards came with enough capital to negotiate 

land purchases and to support tliemselves and their families until they had developed 

their homesteads to the point of self-sufficiency. 

A second problem posed by the Homestead Act concemed a lack of skills that 

such a homesteader would need to possess to ensure his success, skills he could not 

obtain without a long apprenticeship (239). As ranchers, the Sheppards were required to 
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learn the skills necessary to the performance of their labour in order that they might 

successfiilly manage the cattle herds that provided a large part of their f m  income. In 

this respect, they did have to serve apprenticeship, but the Sheppards had the aciv-mtage 

of being experienced horsemen before their arriva1 in Canada. Even the women rode. Bee 

Sheppard and Doreen Runciman are noted to have been experienced equestrians, Mrs. 

Runciman having been trained at an English academy (Tales and Trails: A History of 

Longview and Surrounding Area 225). With a solid background in horsemanship founded 

during intervals of military service (Breen 13) and maintained by regular practice in 

gymkhanas, larger home shows, polo, and coyote hunting, the British were well equipped 

to take on their occupation as cowboys. 

The British cowboys learned some of their cowboy skills fiom established 

cattlemen who, in turn, had learned them fiom the American cowboys who anived with 

the herds fiom the United States. Cowboys like John Ware and George Lane stayed on to 

work as managers for the largest cattle operations and taught their skills to eastem and 

British settiers. These men were the "real working cowboys" of Allrnendinger's study. 

Eastemer Frederick Ings gratefhlly acknowledges their influence upon the Canadian 

cattle industry, saying, "our best riders came fkom the States and they taught us al1 we 

knew of cattle lore.. . . We were young and we learned quickly, we had to, as it was 

essential that we knew these things well" (Before the Fences 25). Ings owned the Rio 

Alto (OH) Ranch where Bert Sheppard later worked as ranch manager. Bert appears to 

have been the most highly skilled cowboy of the family, and the skills he learned fiom 

working on his family's ranch and at the OH Ranch were passed on to him by the 

experienced American ranch hands. 
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The history of the British cowboys does not bear any resemblance to  L'Amour's 

tales of the social irresponsibility o f  cowboys on the western tiontier, except perhaps that 

gentlemen cowboys might constitute the mature and responsible individuals that 

L'Amour's protagonists admire and emulate. The British cowboys were clearly not in 

search of  an escape fiom either social or domestic responsibilities. In fact, they sought to 

bring with them to  their new Alberta homes the culture and civility to which they had 

been accustomed in England. In their endeavour to  build a social structure, they clustered 

in smaIt comrnunities and established schools, hospitals, community centers, retail stores. 

and churches. The Sheppard family members were regular attendants at Sunday services, 

and Henry Ir. noted in his joumals that he also participated in parish meetings. Henry Sr. 

was instrumental in establishing and building the nearby school. As he notes on March 

23, 1907, a Saturday, he "Rode with Jay to help build a stable for boys ponys at School 

House got walls, gable end boarded and rafters up, also built coaI bin" and he made 

various entnes regarding hospital meetings. On January 24. 1924, a Thursday, he notes 

that he attended a "Hospital meeting [and] Had lunch and supper with the Alexanders and 

went to the Bagpipe concert with them." On February 21 o f  the same year, again on a 

Thursday, his entry reads that he "Had dinner at Hospital with the rest o f  the board [with 

a] meeting afterwards." 

One reason that the Sheppard family maintained close community ties might 

originate in their ownership o f  the land they farmed and the livestock they tended. They 

were not disenfianchized o r  socially ostracized individuals, but rather, they were active 

and responsible participants in the facets of their community such as cultural 

development and areas that govemed commerce. The degrees o f  education among their 
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social group suggest that they were the likeliest candidates to take personal interest in the 

local govemment. Henry Sr., as hm been previously mentioned, was a magistrate. Such 

roles, seerningiy customary to hem, set them at odds with the American working 

cowboys of Allmendinger's study. Despite assuming social responsibility, they did not 

assume roles of leadership, unlike the cowboy heroes of L'Amour's Western lore. Their 

activities in community &airs were as cooperative members of the group directing social 

and commercial development. 

Despite L'Amour's stereotypical characters, his novels have some redeeming 

value in that they offer portrayals of the kinds of social changes that took place during the 

American settlernent. L'Amour's brief biography in mere the Long Grass Blows notes 

that he and his wife did an enormous amount of research for his novels and that he took 

particular interest in historical authenticity. Consequently, his cowboy adventures 

fiequently parallel actual historical trends and events. For example, The TalZ Stranger 

reflects the transformation of the western fiontier fiom huge cattIe empires to smaller 

individually owned ranches. In this novel, the cowboy hero Rock Bannon reveals himself 

not just a penniless cowboy, but the stepson of a rancher and the heir to thousands of 

acres of good grazing land. His desire for Sharon Crockett, daughter of a settler, 

motivates him to serve as an ombudsman between his stepfather, Hardy Bishop, and the 

settlers who want to squat on a portion of the valley that constituted the farnily ranch. 

Bannon's inevitable marriage to Sharon syrnbolizes the transformation of the Arnerican 

fiontier fiom ranching empires under the ownership of a limited few to the division of the 

land among a vast number of pioneer settlers. 
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David Breen charts a similar transformation in Southern Alberta. He credits the 

development to the mandate of Frank Oliver, appointed Minister of the Intenor in the 

Laurier cabinet in 1905, which required the major cattlemen to renegotiate their leases of 

large land holdings, and permitted settlers to move into the temtory (1 18, 126-27). Henry 

Sheppard Sr. was one of these settlen. Some of the properties were under the control of 

"The Big Four" A.E. Cross, Pat Burns, George Lane, and A.J. McLean. The largest cattle 

operations were the Cochrane Ranche Company, Ltd., the North-West Cattle Company, 

the Oxley Ranche Company, Ltd., and the Walrond Ranche Company, Ltd. (29). The 

latter two and other smaller properties were investments by titled Britons and lesser 

gentry who, for the purposes of ranching, immigrated to Alberta (29). The Sheppards 

were among the growing number of British cattlemen. 

Breen asserts that the cattlemen fiom Britain, as well as those fiom eastem 

Canada, served to greater influence the establishment of the cattle industry in Alberta 

than did the ~rnericans! He -tes that "contrary to popular belief," the Amencan 

influence upon the Canadian cattle industry '%as resûicted to the few Amencan foremen 

and cowboys whose duties were confined mainly to the physical management of cattle" 

(30). Most of the largest ranches were managed by professional men fiom eastem 

Canada, some educated at Oxford, and these cattlemen blended easily with "the town 

business and professional community," Breen writes, 3 0  create a stratified and cultivated 

society in imitation of the social structure they had formerly known in Canada's eastem 

cities and in Great Bntain" (98). The picture Breen presents is that the cowboys of 

Alberta evolved fiom the cattlemen who were British and Eastern businessmen, and Erom 
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the settlers, many of whom came f?om Britain and were schooled in cattle management 

by the experienced American cowboys. 

The Sheppard joumals support Breen's view and refute the common notion that 

many who came to settle in The New World were social rnisfits and rebels. Those who 

came to Alberta were upstanding members of British society, and they brought that 

society with them. The details of the joumals, while providing an accurate and detailed 

account of these pioneering cowboys, ofien challenge historical representation of 

senlement in Southem Alberta. For example, the joumals offer no suggestion of conflict 

between the cattle barons and the ranchers who ran smaller operations or of any social 

problems caused by class distinction. As Breen asserts, "North American 

histotiographical bias has immortalized the sturdy west-ward moving pioneer farmer as 

the emblem of democracy and progress and characterized cattlemen as autocratic and 

obstructionary. The true picture is hardly so black and white" (5 1). 

The complexity and solidarity of the society existing during the development of 

the cattle industry suggest that the cowboys and ranchers of Southern AIberta were not a 

group of anti-social individuals, a quality that Allmendinger uses to descnbe the real 

American working cowboy. With backgrounds of cultured social upbringing, good 

education, and good financial means, these Alberta cowboys naturally found themselves 

responsible members of a closely-knit community. 

One purpose of this study is to present a realistic view of the cowboy to refute the 

mythical image that valonzes him. Despite the ability of American media in the 

' Table 14 (p. 178) in Breen's test charts the flow of ernigntion to Albcrta. In 1885 and 189 I twicc as man!. 
settlers came fiom Briiain a s  from Amenca. Not until 19 1 1 were tliere equal numbers from both countrics. 
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mid-twentieth century to impinge the non-existent, myihological cowboy image upon 

Canadian sensibilities, historical events in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries dernonstrate that the cowboys of the Canadian West are dissimilar to their 

American counterparts. As previously noted, Breen suggests that divergent social 

practices and ideologies separated the cattle ranchers living in the United States from 

those living in Canada. He reasons that dunng the development of the cattle industry, 

Americans established land ownership by squatters' rights and brute force, while the 

Canadians divided the ranching temtory through legal surveying of the temtory and the 

establishment of governmental laws. Thus, he asserts, the American cowboys were a 

lawless group of individuals compared to the Alberta set, who were gentlemen. The 

Sheppards serve as an example of these gentlemen cowboys. 



Chapter Five: The Eero in Canadian Eistoricai Fiction 

Two significant ideas that arise in history proper and historical fiction are human 

progress and great men whose actions account for such progress. Both ideas are 

theoretical concepts, and there is no consensus that they are entirely meaningfùl. Charles 

Beard asserts that "the idea of progress cannot be regarded as a 'law of social evolution' 

or an inevitable interpretation of histoncal development" (xxx). H.T. BucWe, Thomas 

Babbington Macaulay, and Edward Gibbon were among those who supported the idea of 

progress (Ritter 341). H.T. Buckle believed that history was essentidly the history of 

human progress, and Gibbon asserted in Decline and Full of the Roman Empire that 

"'every age of the world has increased and still increases the real wealth, the happiness, 

the knowledge, and perhaps the virtue of the human race"' (qtd in Dictionary of 

Historical Concepts 341). By the 1930s the idea had lost its universal acceptance because 

of such factors as the "unsuccessfùl peace settlement that followed World War 1, the nse 

of Fascism, [and] the deteriorathg world economic picture" (34 1). Subsequently, 

progress came to be regarded "not as an objective fact of histoncal development.. .but as 

a kind of unempirical ' faith' that people displayed" (341). 

The idea of the great man or the hero rests on similarly shalq ground. John H. 

Trueman notes that historians "have swung between extremes of worshipping and 

debunking heroes" ( m e  Anatomy of History 71). Thomas Carlyle and John Stuart Mill 

believed in the great man; Macaulay, however, "reacted strongly against the notion of 

heroes in history [and compared] them to persons standing advantageously on a height" 

(7 1 ), that is, men who had the advantage of being in the nght place at the right tirne. E.H. 

C m  and Sidney Hook maintained balanced views, neither accepting nor rejecting the 
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notion, "whereas R.G. Collingwood reject[ed] the idea that anyone really knows the 

consequences his actions wiii bring" (71). 

One issue that concems the development of cowboys as heroes is their connection 

to the image of the great man and the social purpose of the image. The myths surrounding 

the cowboy are in alignment with the kinds of historicd narratives that attribute the 

occurrences of great events in history to the actions of great men, and that dramatize 

these events as evidence of social progress. L'Amour's Western novels are typical of 

such narratives and reinforce the notions of heroes and progress. His cowboys are 

powerfùl and possess a kind of omniscience, somehow recognizing that their actions will 

bring about beneficial social changes. Rock Bannon perceives that negotiating seulement 

for the homesteadea squatting on the perimeter of his stepfather's rangeland is the right 

thing to do. "It had been a hard task to persuade Hardy Bishop to let them stay," he 

thinks, for his stepfather "knew what it would mean to let settlers get a toehold in his nch 

valley.. .they would encroach more and more on his best range** (The Tall Sfranger 53). 

Such is progress, he believes. Bannon sees a potential persona1 benefit for himself and for 

society: the probability that Sharon, the daughter of one of the squatters, will become his 

wife and together they will work towards progress and help populate the temtory with 

white folk. Bishop concedes that this is a desirable effect for "certainly there were no 

women amund Bishop's Valley but an occasional squaw" (54). He exhibits a power of 

omniscience equal to Bannon's. Reminiscing about his ambitious endeavour to stock the 

valley with cattle, now fattened and ready for market, he prophesies that one day Bannon 

will inevitably "'start clrivin' these cattle east [to market]. . . Mark my words,"' he says to 
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Bannon, "'there'll corne a day they'Il make you rich"' (55). Of course, it is L'Amour, the 

omniscient nmtor ,  who knows this, and not the characters. 

The TafZ Stranger was written in the 1950s after the "West was won"; thus 

L'Amour has the advantage of a retrospective Mew of history. He knows how settlers 

moved in to take up residence in divided rangeland and how civilization flourished in the 

subsequent development of communities. L'Amour's novels mode1 the ideologies that 

&ove the conquest of the fiontier: the American sense of Manifest Destiny and the belief 

in progress as a gift of Providence. Despite his awareness of the years of war that 

followed fiontier settlement, he still colours his account of the historical events with 

notions of progress. As Tompkins suggests, L'Amour's fiction served as distractions 

fiom the discouraging social conditions of the post-war period. Perhaps L'Amour's 

purpose was also to provide a means of bolstering the faith of the Amencan people in the 

growth of prosperity and in their own sense of greatness. 

L'Amour occasionally ascends the soapbox to harangue about morals and virtues; 

for example, in Where the Long Grass BZows he has drafied a long paragraph delineating 

Bill Canavan's philosophy of ethical and social responsibility. "In the idea of 

progress.. . there is inevitably an ethical element," Beard asserts; it is up to us, however, to 

"determine whether the movement of history is in a desirable direction.. .and what 

choices are to be made to accelerate the march toward the good" (xxix). Whether it is 

possible for the individual to assess the consequence of his or her actions is difficult, or 

perhaps, as Collingwood mahtains, impossible to determine. Such is the dilemma for 

Abe Spalding, the "great man" in Fredenck Philip Grove's Fruits of the Earth. Spalding 

deliberates the merits of his pledge to act as an instrument to progress at any cost. 
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Ultimately, he does, even at the cost of filial alienation. When Abe's wife complains of 

neglect because of his unnatural cornmitment to work, he reacts "with rising anger" and 

answers in defense tliat he was making the "'country fit to live in. That is my task. The 

task of a pioneer. . . . I've built a farm which produces wealth. Give me another six years 

and 1'11 double it"' (54-55). Progress for this self-made man is to build a fortune fiom the 

ground up of his prairie homestead. 

Like L'Amour's cowboy hero, Bill Canavan, Grove's protagonist wants land and 

more land and, determined to get it, he moves corn eastern Canada. Upon his arrival. he 

puts his back into his labour: "he was committed.. . he stayed with the work till it was too 

dark to see. He was here to conquer. Conquer he would!" (23). Driven by a desire to 

obtain the traditional or colonial symbols of success, Abe Spalding nurses "a dream: of a 

mansion such as he had seen in Ontario, in the remnants of a colonial estate-a mansion 

dominating an extensive holding of land.. . [dlominating this prairie" (20). Grove charts 

Spalding's progress fiom the novice homesteader breaking sod to the prosperous wheat 

f m e r  whose innovative techniques aided by a bit of luck provide him the capital to 

build his dream house. Grove betrays a certain ambivalence towards the notion of 

progress, however, at least towards material and technological progress. Five years afier 

the huge mansion has finally been erected, Spalding examines the brick and mortar and 

notices that 

already little grains embedded in the mortar were crumbling away; already 

the edges of the bricks were being rounded by a process of weathering.. . . 

The weathering process would go on and on.. . Dr. Vanbruik told him of 

the clay mound covering the sites of ancient Babylonin cities.. . . The 
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moment a work of man was hished, nature set to work to take it down 

Dissatisfied with the mutability of Life, and hding ernptiness in the matenal wealth he 

has accumulated, Spalding sets about to find meaning elsewhere and transfers much of 

his energy to the political arena to facilitate social progress. Feeling he must erect a 

school and build roads for the benefit of his children and the comrnunity, he assumes a 

position of command. He is the great man of history, if not omniscient, then at least 

possessing greater degrees of sagacity than the ordinary folk around him. He unabashedly 

employs his supenor intellect to decide the course of the future on the Canadian fiontier. 

In contrast to Spalding's urgent drive towards progress, a quality with which 

Grove dramatizes his fictional account of prairie settlement, the Sheppards seemed not to 

have entertained grandiose visions of the fùture. Nor did they valorize themselves or 

perceive theü actions as bringing about consequences that were any more significant than 

those brought about by other community members. They seemed not to have been driven, 

as is Abe Spalding, by a need to elevate themselves in social status. A pragmatic outlook 

directed their actions, and the focus of their daily lives was upon the present and the tasks 

at hand. The Sheppard joumals portray a life that was cyclical in nature rather than 

inclined towards technological and material progress. The fi@ years or so that comprise 

the entire collection document the repetition of annual cycles of plowing, seeding, and 

harvesting of grain, hay, and vegetables, and record the births, growth, and breeding 

program of the Sheppard cattle, dairy cows pigs, chickens, and homes. 

In contrast to Spalding's sense of dnidgery in the chores he performed, the 

Sheppards seemed content to do their daily work of fence maintenance or hauling manure 
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fiom the cow sheds and horse stables. Such labour made up the details of their lives. On 

June 1, 1907, Henry Sr. noted that he took Jock, his stud horse, "across river and turne0 

him out with mares," after which he went with his sons Henry and George "across with 

waggon [in the] afiernoon and repaired fence on South side of field." In 1939, on April 

14, Henry Jr. is again repairing fences. His journal entry reads "nice day Buckskin Nellie 

came to breakfast hauled manure for flower garden. tixed fences NW corner.. . Dick 

came about his wagon P.M. Vaccinated horses & oiled harness. Eve went to Mm Gibson 

for tea." Bert Sheppard had similar duties to perform, and wrote that on March 25. 1938 

there was a "new bom calf, Fred went to Shakerleys. Gus and I brought 16 head from 

[section] 7. M e r  dinner fixed fence at waterhole." On May 3 of that same year he noted 

that he and "Fred.. . fixed fence in the moming Aftemoon Fred started farming. Finished 

gate." The hauling of manure was a continuous chore. Henry Jr. noted that on August 9, 

1938, he "hauled manure fiom hen House & fixed pen 10 loads." Henry Sr., too, in 

between his tasks as Justice of the Peace, hauled manure, sometimes a wagonload with 

his draught horses "Salt and Punch." On April2, 1907 he "raked manure over new 

croquet ground Turned out Roan and Bay colt.. . Idaho's and Georges two colts.'' 

Seemingl y, the S heppards were satisfied wit h t heir existence. They were not driven 

by greed as is Spalding, who needs to be the best and the wealthiest in his district. "He 

must have more land!" he detemines; "He could not be satisfied with the fact that, if he 

killed a pig and a calf in the fall, there was meat in the house. To him, farming was an 

industry, not an occupation" (58). Clearly, it is the Sheppards' satisfaction with providing 

meat for the family and completing their daily routine of farm chores that separates them 

fiom Grove's imaginary pioneer. Spalding imagines himself to be a hero. When the 
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district floods and a displaceci culvert needed urgent attention, he saw it as "an 

emergency in which his captaincy went unchallenged. None of those who saw him that 

&y disputeci his leadership for years to follow" @O), and when he is elected to "the 

council Abe became the undisputed leader of his district " (96). Abe saw it as his duty to 

command. Conversely, when the Sheppards experienced a similar event in the flood of 

1929, there was no emergency; the replacement of the bridge was as ordinary an event as 

fence repairs. Henry Jr. noted on June 3 that the weather was "Still cloudy & some min 

River rising fast. Went to get cows in about 10.30 after which bridge went out. Water al1 

over town with no school." On June 6, 1929, they "Tried to haul bridge back to position 

but could not do anything too boggy so pulled it to pieces." On June 7, they began to 

rebuild and noted that they 'Finished Bridge by dimer tirne and then worked on spring 

box 1 took cream down after dinner."' 

Spalding faces his duties with such zeai that he is too busy to enjoy or even 

observe the life around him. Yet he faces the loss of his persona1 time with stoical 

fortitude despite the fact that such sacrifice makes his life slip away quickly with a lack 

of joyousness. He is awakened by his son's insistence that he corne and observe a vesper 

sparrow, an occasion that he felt was "an excursion into the mysterious realms of 

childhood (1 13). "With a pang," Abe realizes that "he was missing much in life" (1 14). 

Unlike Grove's character, Henry Sr. took time to observe life around hirn. This personal 

quality is perhaps due to an appreciation developed in the course of his education. He 

seems truly to have been a gentleman. On April2, 1907, he noted that he "saw four 'blue 

birds' Also saw geese flying South. which look as though weather was still cold North." 

The s p ~ g  box was built into the creek and was where the jugs of cream were stored for freshness. 
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Henry Sr. gave fieely of his time to his neighboun and seems to socialize with 

many. On February 9, 1907, he mentioned that "Yorke drove through place. I put a shoe 

on one of his mares." The rounding up of cattle required the cooperation of individuals 

from various ranches, and as Henry Sr. notes in his joumals, the Sheppard family helped 

when not doing their own work. In an entry on August 14, 1908, he wrote that " [ ? ] 

came with cattle and stayed allnight [written as one word]" and notes that the following 

day, "George went with [ ? ] to help drive his cattle". On May 12, 1907, he noted that 

they "Branded Aubreys stem and al1 my cattle that were not branded. Walter Morley 

came along." The Sheppards relished their work and took pride in doing it well. They 

performed the daily tasks of the cowboy and often those that bordered on delicate 

veterinary procedures. On May 14, 1907, Henry Sr. noted that "A 2yearold [written as 

one word] heifer had trouble calving and we had to use the hamess to pull calf away." 

Unlike Henry Sr., Abe Spalding derives no joy from his work, but assumes the 

role of a martyr. Moreover, he becomes a loner. Rather than participating in his 

community, in the course of bis effort to be the best, he sees his neighbours as 

cornpetitors. He thus manages to alienate not only his wife, but those who know hirn as 

well. His sister, however, sees him as a demi-god and defends Abe's choices to his 

neglected wife. Through her voice, Grove conveys his ideologies and beliefs about 

settlement in Canada. "'It's the pioncer's lot,"' Mary proclaims; "'The pioneer used to 

Iive through periods of actual starvation. To-day, with settled districts al1 around, distress 

takes the form of financial stringency'" (60). It is Spalding's greed, of course. that drives 

him to increase his wealth, and convinces him that he never has enough. Conversely, the 

Sheppards seemed content with the quality of their being, and appeared to have had their 



needs met without financial stress. They never sought wedth as means of hding 

fulfillment, but rather, they engaged in social activities to provide pleasure in their lives, 

and in fact, shunned technological progress and chose the simpler life without its modern 

gadgets. 

Addicted to the idea of progress and their desires for more, the Spaldïng farnily is 

lefi dissatisfied with their lives. Despite the provision of every convenience, Ruth, 

Spalding's wife, remains unhappy and feels neglected. He retorts with the clairn that he 

has given her "every labour-saving device known: electric washer and drier, dish- 

washing machine, vacuum-cleaner, septic tanks, bathroom, hardwood floors, and so on" 

(148), but discovers that w technology can uicrease the quality of his tirne. Ultimately, it 

is Grove's purpose to portray the folly of Spalding's vision of himself as an instrument of 

progress. Grove seems to sneer at American visions of progress in the disdain Spalding 

has for his neighbour and political cornpetitor Wheeldon who ''though naturalized in 

Canada, remained at heart a citizen of the United States, and.. .felt it incumbent upon him 

to keep alive the tradition or fiction that the Yankee is more progressive than any one eise 

on earth. Change seemed progress to him" (207). For Grove, like Gibbon, the important 

kind of progress is the progress of human virtue. The underlying intent of his histoncal 

narrative is a moral one. Grove's text is a vehicle by which he might lecture on the evils 

of disintegrating moral fibre brought about by unnatural hcreases in the economy. 

"Amusements," he instructs, become necessities of life and a "tendency to spend 

recklessly and to use credit on a scale hitherto unknown was linked with a pronounced 

weakening of the moral fibre" (288). 
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As a lesson, Grove demonstrates the error of the Spalding family in the disgrace 

of their daughter Frances who, compromised and seduced by a marrïed man fiom the 

cornmunity, is shamed by an illegitimate pregnancy. In the voice of Mary, Abe's loyal 

sister, admonishing his wife for teaching the children to seek 'bfÙlfilment of their wishes 

away fiom home," Grove wams of the dangers when children break away fiom 

traditional and conservative family values (309). Ruth rises to the challenge of defending 

her child's honour and punishing the culprit through legal action. On behalf of morality, 

she "felt as if her action had invested her with a consciously heroic attitude towards life" 

(320). Her daughter's misbehaviour is just one incident of the wild goings-on of the 

younger generation, a group of teenagers with too much money, too much time on their 

hands, and too little parental guidance. To rat@ the situation, ultimately, Abe nses to 

the challenge of maintaining high moral standards in the district. M e r  retiring fiom the 

political arena, Spalding reconsiders and says, "1 was wrong.. . 1 see rny duty again," and 

accepts nomination (344). On betialf of the district, he takes strong action against the 

offenders, and as Grove says in the h a 1  words, "there were not a few who breathed the 

traditional sigh of relief' (347). Abe Spalding is the hero. 

Grove's historical account of pioneering on the Canadian fiontier constitutes what 

Hayden White describes as a story that "points to a moral, or endows events, whether real 

or imaginary, with a significance that they do not possess as a mere sequence" (1 7). 

Grove's novel is a moral tale contained within the vehicle of Canadian historical fiction, 

and is not unlike history proper for, as White asserts, "it seems possible to conclude that 

every historical narrative has as its latent or manifest purpose the desire to moralize the 

events of which it treats" (18). Whether Grove blarnes technological progress for what he 



perceives as social moral disintegration, or whether he attributes the downfall of 

Spalding's comrnunity to the common human vices of avarice and lust, the author places 

himself in the position of vanguard of human virtue. 

Grove's lectures on morality are placed in between the lines of a historical 

narrative depicting progress in the early 1900s; he wrote his novel, however. in the late 

20s, and had the benefit of hindsight, as did L'Amour. The growing disillusionment 

towards progress at the time most likely tinged his view. Grove's previous novel of 

Canadian pioneer experiences is Sertiers of the Marsh. wntten in the early 20s, and like 

Fmits of rhe Earth, it is heavy with moral condemnation. Such evaluation places it 

distinctly apart from the Sheppard journals, which, as annals, are devoid of value 

judgements and narrative drama, but places it alongside Bert Sheppard's Spitree Dnys. 

Both Grove and Bert Sheppard contextualize their historical information within dramatic 

narratives, stones of conflict between two or more individuals that resolve in a triumph of 

good over evil. Both authors have taken up the battle for social morality. 

In Spifree Days, Sheppard tells of two murders. His father, Henry Sr., was Justice 

of the Peace at the time. One of the individuals tried was eventually declared insane. but 

not before instigating a shoot-out in the courtroom. firing two shots at the judge and t hree 

at the attending constable (19 1). The second murder trial also ended in a declaration of 

insanity for the defendant. Consequently, the man escaped hanging for the murder of his 

wife, a civil action thought to be "a great miscarriage of justice," Bert Sheppard notes, 

believing that murderers ought to hang (192). A similar state of affairs surrounds the 

protagonist of Grove's novel Settfers of the Ma& Niels Lindstedt. 
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Niels, the young Swedish immigrant, is charged with the murder of his wife, and 

his sanity is questioned rnuch to his shwig protest (192). Weigbing carefidly the 

prisoner's character, "the many good deeds ascribed to him, and the character of the 

murdered woman" Niels is found guilty of a lesser charge "of manslaughter with 

attenuating circwnstances" and is sentenced to '?en years in the federal prison, with hard 

labour" (192-93). The woman murdered was the type Sheppard called "ladies of easy 

virtue" who occupied "no less than five houses" around High River (69). Niels had been 

deceived by the treachery of the woman who, with her make-up and fancy coif, had 

pretended to be someone younger, a suitable wife for the pioneer farmer. Discovenng her 

without her make-up one day, Niels is aghast: "the face!" he thinks, "It had been that of 

an aging woman, yellow, lined with sharp wrinkles and black hollows under the eyes, the 

lips pale like the face" (163). As in Fruits of the Earrh in which Grove discems that 

''nothhg destroys modesty and sexual morality in a girl more quickly" than wearing 

make-up, silk stockings, silk underwear and silk dresses (289), Grove's tales of morality 

lean towards extreme conservatism. 

In Niels, Grove idealizes standards of morality that by today's standards reflect 

Victorian prudishness or some kind of neurosis. Rejected by the young and frigid virgin, 

Ellen, who is Niels's tnie love, Niels succumbs to the advances of Mrs. Vogel, a widow, 

and allows himself to be seduced by her. "He had done what he had never done before," 

he agonizes; "he had touched a woman: the tortch had set his blood darne. He almost 

hated the woman for what she had done to him" (121). Out of shame and moral 

obligation, he mamies her. Even then, he imagines himself as a fallen man and believes 

that the "hole antecedents of [his] marriage were immoral" (1 60). She sneers at him for 
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being such a "milk-sop that [he] could not bear the thought of having gone to bed with a 

woman who was not [his] wife" (154). Tormented, Niels searches for ways of 

understanding what he has done, for ways in which he could have rectified the situation, 

and decides that even had he feigned feelings of love for her, his "marriage would have 

been worse than concubinage: it would have been prostitution on his part!" (160). He 

becomes emotionally crippled, loses al1 interest in life, in his farm, even in his personal 

appearance, and when he discovers her in the amis of a lover, he despairs to the point of 

insanity. Finding her once more in a party of men in his own house, he takes his gun and 

shoots her (1 87). In his paroxysm, he aiso shoots Jock, his once beloved horse, for 

kicking at him in the stable (1 87). 

Ironicaily, it is Clara Vogel, Niels's estranged wife, who voices Niels's qualities 

of strength and determination that in the end show themselves conclusively as those 

needed by settlers if they are to survive and prosper on the Canadian fiontier. "'There 

was a time.. .when 1 was in love with you,"' she confides; "'1 adrnired your strength of 

body.. . the energy and determination with which you learned English and went to work. 1 

thought you were a man"' unlike the artists, writers, and newspaper men she knew who 

were "weaklings in her eyes, or the businessrnen who were dull" (1 55).  Grove portrays 

Niels stereotypically as the staiwart immigrant, '"fiesh fiom the squalour and poverty of 

the old country.. .with a drearn of a place of [his] own, with a cornfortable house,"' a wife 

and children, and a prosperous farm (104). Like Fruits of the Earth, Settiers qfthe Marsh 

charts the labours of the novice famer to his success: the hewing out of his homestead, 

the building of his loghouse, barn, and outbuildings, the accumulation of his livestock, 

and the hawesting of successive crops until he becomes materially wealthy. "In this 
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country," Niels thinks, "life and success did not, as they had always seemed to do in 

Sweden, demand some mysterious powers inherent in the individual. It was merely a 

question of perseverance" (45). Such views echo American independence. America being 

the land of oppominity where democracy and fiee enterprise made success possible for 

any determined individual. "Yet, material success was not enough," Niels estimates. 

Grove makes it clear that moral character and strength of will are essential components 

that must progress with settlement of the country. The sequence of events comprised of 

Niels's downfall or fa11 from grace, his atonement, and his eventual return to society 

echoes a teleological history, the Biblical account of Adam and Eve, expelled from Eden 

to wander the world in retribution until they fïnd their way back to etemal bliss in God's 

Company. Niels finds solace in studying and memorizing the Old Testament, and he 

repeats phrases, searching for a tmth in them to match his own conclusions about life 

(1 72). Biblical prophesy underlies the American idea of Manifest Destiny and the 

endeavow to cultivate a "Garden of The World" in the western Frontier. A retum to the 

Garden is how Grove depicts Niels's return home after his penitentiary sentence: 'Yhe 

vista opened on his yard.. . . There stood the buildings-granary, stable. cowshed, 

irnplement shed, pig-pen, milkhouse, and . . .dwelling" (198). Not only has he found his 

way back home, but he is to have an Eve with whom to share his garden; Ellen, his hue 

beioved, has corne to see the error in her ways and finally accepts him as her mate. 

A picture of Adam and Eve cultivating their garden stands foremost in Martha 

Ostenso's Wild Geese. While the author attempts to create a realistic portrayal of pioneer 

life on the Canadian fiontier, her novel, nevertheless has an underlying current of 

romance. The lead roles in this romance are played by Lind Archer, the school teacher, 
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and Mark Jordan, not a true homesteader, but the caretaker of the Klovacz f m  while the 

farnily is away. Caleb Gare is the homesteader who, like Abe Spalding, dreams of wealth 

and prosperity and neglects his f k l y  cruelly in his effort to achieve his goals. Like Abe, 

Caleb is not content with putting food on the table, and is seduced by avarice into raising 

flax, a money crop. His immorality is punished by death in the swamp. 

Ostenso's Lessons in morality are more subtle than Grove's, and she avoids the 

soapbox, but her ideologies reveal themselves in the porbayal of her various characters. 

Lind, for example, is the noble heroine, a quiet and gentle vùgin who blushes modestly, 

wears "dainty silk underthings" and, seen through the eyes of Judith Gare, is the colour of 

wild honey (1 1). In cornparison, Judith is a strong and rebellious young woman with a 

"great, defiant body, her chest high and broad as a boy's; her hair.. .wild-locked and 

black" (8). Sounding much like a cowgirl heroine in a L'Amour Western novel, she rides 

the "colt, Turk, north across the grazing land like some dark young goddess, her hair low 

against the horse's mane, her blood avid for speed" (86). Lilcewise, in the manner that 

Dixie impresses Rock Bannon with her riding skills, Judith displays the f i e  in her to her 

beau by forcing "the horse to rear upright on his hind legs, his mouth wide, nostrils 

distended, eyes swimming" (88). 

Later, in a fury of anger with her mother, Judith beat her home "funously, goaded 

him with her heels. . . .raged at him [until] he wanted no more of her on his bare back," 

then proceeds at a gallop, nding through a clearing of low sturnps, laughing and crying 

when she and her horse stumble and fa11 (150). As if risking the wellbeing of her home in 

her reckless flight is not a negligent act but one that proves her courage and prowess, 

Ostenso pictures Judith in an admirable light. She makes this clear in her account of 



Judith's breaking of the colt Turk. Rather than adopting a technique of gentling as was 

employed by the Sheppards, the young woman throws a saddle on the colt and hangs on 

dunng his careening, bucking, and near somersaults until her wrists are bleeding from 

having wrapped the reins around them, and the colt is lathered in a sweaty froth and 

ceases out of exhaustion (43). Judith is like a cowboy heroine or a bronco rider of the Old 

West. 

The setting of Ostenso's story is the Canadian prairie rather than the American 

plains and her characters are not cowboys, but rather, homesteaders, Icelandic immigrants 

etching out a bare subsistence on the wild prairies of Manitoba. They are what Thomas 

describes as the stereotypical Canadian pioneer, the "impoverished backwoods farmers" 

who stoically face their meagre subsistence and labour away. Like the Sheppard familv. 

the community porîrayed in Wild Geese engages in haying, hoeing potatoes. clearing 

brush, mi lking, gardening, and growing vegetables, but unli ke the S heppards who seem 

to take pleasure in their daily chores, the characters of the novel perceive their labour as 

dmdgery. Ostenso describes Amelia almost as a slave whose daily work never ends, who 

gardens and cleans and cooks at the command of Caleb, her domineering husband. "Lind 

was filied with pity," Ostenso writes, "as she watched [Amelia] move about the room" 

doing her domestic chores late in the day; she "must surely have been worthy of a better 

lot" (14). 

Conversely, when Lind is visiting Mark at the Klovacz farm and engaging in 

some activity such as making custard, setting "it away on the shelf.. . [while] she went 

about prepanng the rest of the meal," Ostenso ponrays the teacher as a woman composed 

in perfect domestic bliss (13 1).  In the time Lind and Mark share. the author has them dine 
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together, play the phonograph, dance, discuss books they have read, philosophize, and 

stroll along observing the beauty of the world around them. The difference between Lind 

and Amelia in their views of domestic duties is that Lhd does them out of love for Mark, 

while Amelia, gnidgîngly and with bittemess, perfonns these chores for an oppressive 

and cruel husband. Lhd, because of her education, has fieedom to choose her activities, 

and thus, has a more optimistic feeling about life than does Amelia. Lind is philosophical 

and, at t he s ,  sees the world around her with a poet's eye: she had a ' tery lofty 

feeling.. .[standing] in the clear moming, with the serene world lying below" (245). "'It's 

hard to imagine,"' she says to Mark, '"that people are concemed with anything ignoble 

when you look out on the world like this'" (245). Mark and Lind are citizens elevated 

above the working cornmunity of Oeland by their degrees of education. Mark was 

educated by Catholic priests and Lind, of course, is a school teacher. Despite Ostenso's 

admirable portrait of Judith, compared to Lind, she is a rough diarnond, uneducated and 

without many career or marriage options. 

In the conversation between Mark and Lind when they speak objectively about 

the community of Oeland, Ostenso seems to impart a notion of class distinction, and 

clearly, those with education rank higher in her hierarchy than the labourers who work in 

the fields. "'These people [the homesteaders] are thrown inward upon themselves, their 

passions stored up,'" Mark notes, "'they are intensified figures of life with no outward 

expression"' (93). Lind agrees saying, '"1 think perhaps hurnan life, or at least human 

contact, is just as barren here as farther north'" (93). Like Grove, Ostenso places high 

importance upon education and culture, not so much in what she says, but in how she 

defines her characters and what qualities she assigns them. Grove openly lectures on the 
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value of education. As Niels puts in time in the penitentiary, he "attended evening classes 

conducted by the schoolmaster of the village: hi& school classes.. .[in] French and 

Latin.. Algebra, Geometry [and] Science.. . [acquiring] a vocabulary which would enable 

him to read real books" (195). In Fruits of the Earth, Abe Spalding heads a district 

assembly to establish a school district narned in his honour because "it seemed imperative 

that parents should train their [children] to make a living of their own" (1 78). While 

Spalding is disinclined towards the initial plan to establish high schools, for he wants his 

sons to assume his role and take over the fami, he reluctantly agrees. Such is progress, at 

least in an Arnoldian sense. 

Matthew Arnold was an advocate of a system of public education and believed 

that the knowledge of literature would prepare fùture generations "to l e m  and propagate 

the best that is known and thought in the world" ('The Function of Cnticism at the 

Present T h e "  439). 'va great change is to be made in human affairs," Arnold 

proclaimed, 

the minds of men will be fitted to it; the general opinions and feelings wiU draw 

that way. Every fear, every hope wifl fornard it; und then they who persist in 

opposing this rnighty current in human affairs, wiU appear rather to resist the 

decrees of Providence itselj; than the mere designs of men. They wiZi not be 

resolute andfimi, but perverse and obstinate. (his italics 427) 

These ideas were the foundation of a liberal education and a means to induce cntical 

thinking, and they were no doubt among those that Henry Sheppard Sr. absorbed during 

his years at Oxford. Moreover, they were the foundation of the modernist project, "the 

infmite progress of knowledge and.. .the infinite advance towards social and moral 
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betterment" (Jürgen Habermas, "Modenity-An Incomplete Project" 1 6 1 ). Habermas 

explains that the modemist project was formulated in the eighteenth century by the 

philosophers of the Englightenment, and promoted "the understanding of the world and 

of the self, moral progress, the justice of institutions and even the happiness of human 

beings" (165). The novels of Grove and Ostenso are modemistic; the authors advocate 

moral progress and public education as the means toward that end. The novels speak of 

the modemist belief that culture has a progressively humanizing effect, and yet, with dark 

irony, their works foreshadow the growing disillusionment in the idea of progress. "The 

twentieth century has shattered this optimism," Habermas proclaims ( 165). 

The events of World War II proved unmistakably that despite evidence of 

progress in culture and science, moral progress remained an elusive a goal. The genocide 

of the Jewish people in the death camps of the Nazi army rendered so bleak an outlook 

that George Steiner was prompted to state that we: 

know now that a man can read Goethe or Rilke in the evening, that he can 

play Bach and Schubert, and go to his day's work at Auschwitz in the 

morning. To Say that he has read them without understanding or that his 

ear is gross. is cant. In what way does this knowledge bear on literature 

and society, on the hope, grown almost axiomatic from the time of Plato to 

that of Matthew Arnold, that culture is a humanizing force, that the 

energies of spirit are transferable to those of conduct? 

(Preface, Language and Silence: Essays on Lmgicage. Liferaiwe, md fhe b~hirman) 
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The events of World War LI raise the question: how c m  any kind of progress be made, 

whether constituted as an increase of wealth, of happiness, or of knowledge, if it has been 

made at the costs of genocide and of the virtue of the human race? 

For the Nazi Party, German impenalist zeal and the betterment of the Arian race 

justified the annihilation of the Jews. With their lingering modemist overtones, Grove's 

and Ostenso's novels belong to the class of novels that romanticize European 

imperialism, the meta-narratives that maintain Euro-centnc hegemony and propagate the 

notion of white superiority. Fmits of the Earth, Settlers of the Marsh, and Wild Geese 

celebrate the pioneer settlement of the Canadian frontier. but with the exception of the 

half-breed Malcolm, a minor character in Ostenso's novel, there is an absence of the 

Canadian aboriginal people who were displaced or annihilated in the course of that 

settlement. Guy Vanderhaeghe's The EngMman's Boy addresses this injustice. The 

author discloses the customary manner in which Hollywood films misrepresent historical 

events in their depictions of Frontier settlement, and exposes the prejudice. not only 

against aboriginal people, but also against Jews, that is associated with racism. 



Chapter Six: The Cowboy Hero As Symbol of American Independence 

The last general roundup took place in 1907. They met at Coaldale Lake, 
and there were twelve hundred roundup outfits and over eighteen hundred 
horses in the cavvies. So ended an epoch that started only a quarter of a 
century earlier in this country; yet such was the color and romance of its 
bief  duration, that its ever lengthening shadow Iives on, in western garb, 
in fiction, [and] on the screen.. . 

(Bert Sheppard Spitzee Days 45) 

The open range grazing and mass round-ups to which Sheppard refers took place 

on the Canadian frontier, but the events refiect a sirnilar trend in America when cowboys 

on horseback tended the cattle and sang around the carnpfire about their homes on the 

range. Hollywood films have portrayed the days of the cattle empires in tales of 

adventure, and have forged a false image of the cowboy, the hero of those tales, 

permanently and indisputably upon the rninds of the public. "'images take root in your 

rnind, hot and bright, like an image on a photoplate,"' Guy Vanderhaeghe proclaims in 

The Englishman 's Boy through the voice of the big Hollywood film producer, Darnon Ira 

Chance; "'once they etch themselves there, they can't be obliterated"' (1 07). Films have 

made the cowboy the symbol of Arnerican "[e]nergy, optimism, [and] confidence," 

Chance infUrms screenwriter Harry Vincent; that is, they symbolize the myth of the 

American spirit (1 80). 

A myth "'in a sociological sense,"' Vanderhaeghe explains in another voice, that 

of Rachel Gold, is "'a complex of pictures which express the deepest desire of a group"' 

(270). Rachel advises Harry that in the hands of Chance myths become dangerous tools 

of persuasion. The myth may have no "'grounds in reality,'" she cautions Hany; "'it's 

there to motivate people, [and] provide the impetus for violent action. Because [according 

to French philosopher Sorel and his disciple Chance] violence is the only means of 
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invigorating a degenerate society"' (270). For Chance, whose ideologies are antithetical 

to those of the Enlightenment, the myths are the manifestation of his intuition, his innate 

passion, and are not subject to revision by reason. ùispired by his self-image as a 

visionary, Chance has a dnving desire to make "the great American movie," (1 33) an 

inspiring and magnificent film that will fi11 ''Amerka's spiritual emptiness with a vision 

of itself' (18). His drearn is to produce a Hollywood Western that depicts frontier 

settlement in a historical document that "would end conflicting interpretations of the 

past" (17). He sees the history of the fiontier as a celebration of the American pioneers, 

the '"lion-hearted men and women who carved a splendid civilization out of an uncharted 

wildemess"' (230). Chance does not see that what he believes are ideologies impressed 

upon him at an earlier age, that they are merely his prejudices, and that they need critical 

examination. His believes have been shaped not only by Sorel, but by film producer D. 

W. Griffith, a self-educated man raised on "bis father's, the old Colonel's" interpretations 

of the civil war and the American spirit (1 8). As Chance relates, Griffith was an 

"obsessive eccentric" whose obsession with history was transfomed into epic films (1 7). 

With Griffith as a mode1 for his own role as a filmmaker, and film as the medium by 

which to influence a large number of people, Chance becomes a dangerous proselytizer. 

Vincent cornes to recognize this and womes about the "savage, distorted, paranoid lens 

through which this picture is going to be shot" (267). Chance, however, believes his 

vision of the past to be the correct interpretation, and wants to portray the seitlement of 

the h n t i e r  as a glorious and noble tirne in American history. The cowboy, its symbol, is 

the hero to ca ry  his message. 
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The cowboy Chance has in mind is the hero variety "in a big white hat.. .in a pair 

of hand-twled boots.. . [with] a silver saddle and.. .a horse that's a11 mane and tail" (277). 

He hires Vincent to find a frontier cowboy and compose the story of his life into a film 

plot. The cowboy Vincent Ends is Shorty McAdoo, no cowboy hero, but rather, more of 

an uneducated menial working cowboy, "a runaway from some hard-scrabble, heartbreak 

farm. . . [whose] kind were thick as ticks on a dog" out West (30). He is a witness of and 

participant in the Cypress Hills Massacre. Shorty McAdoo is a fictional character; his 

cohorts, Tom Hardwick, John Evans, and Philander Vogle are not. They were real men, 

the wolfers who instigated the brutal massacre of the Assiniboines in the late 1800s, and 

they were no heroes. They situated themselves at Fort Spitzee and Fort Whoop-Up 

among those who traded whiskey to the Native tribes in retum for buffalo robes. 

Frederick Ings recalls that Fort Whoop-Up "was the refùge of the worst desperadoes of 

the western States. Built by Healy and Hamilton. two of the notorious tirst traders; it was 

burned by the Indians in 1871 and rebuilt the same year" (Before the Femes 45). 

Other men who took part but are not mentioned in Vanderhaeghe7s text were 

Dave Akers and "Liver-eating Johnson," a self-proclaimed "Indian killer." Their persona1 

attributes attea to the barbarity of the men trading with the Assiniboine at the time of the 

Cypress Hills Massacre. A description of Dave Akers in Lemyes From the Medichw firr 

says that he "had a very pleasing personality except when aroused, then he displayed a 

terrible temper. He was shot and killed at Fort Whoop-Up by Tom Percell in 1894, during 

an argument over the ownership of some horses" (1 70). "Liver-Eating" Johnson received 

his nick-narne by killing an Indian and supposedly eating his liver. Johnson denies the 

accusation saying that he merely had gotten the Indian's liver on his knife when he 
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stabbed h. "1 wasn't goin to waste no good cartridges on 'em, for I could Iick any Injun 

1 could lay my paws on," he said. "We had a three hundred yard run to the bushes, but 1 

caught the Injun by the hair and throwed him down.. . 1 danced and sang on the Injun's 

body, for that's what they done to a party of whites a few days before. 1 scalped hirn, then 

danced and sang some more. The I ran my knife into him and killed him, and part of his 

liver came out with the knife" (1 70). Johnson is described "as a big, burly individual, 

with a bushy beard and a heavy mat of hair on his chest. His formidable appearance did 

not belie his gory feat" (1 70-01). They called themselves the "Spitzee C a v a l v  or the 

"Spitzee Police," and Iike a kind of Mafia of the Canadian fiontier, they "declared 

themselves the law of the land" (1 7 1). "It was John Evans as leader, and others of these 

men that staged the Cypress Hills Massacre in 1 873" (1 7 1). 

Vanderhaeghe' s mixture of real and fict ional characters re flec ts current 

disillusionment in the ability of history to determine what really happened. In his 

intertextual blending of the oral history of Shorty McAdoo, the plot of Chance's film and 

Hany Vincent's account of its writing, and Fine Man's narrative of his exploits in 

acquiring horses for his Cree band, Vanderhaeghe challenges historical meta-narratives 

that clairn authority over and propose to silence other contesting interpretations of 

history. As well, the author incorporates actual events in Canadian history within the 

fictional plot line. The mixture of fact and fiction creates ambiguity concerning the 

referential value of the names of people and places, and the various interpretations of the 

events. The result is that The Englishman 's Boy becomes more important for the lies that 

are revealed than for the historical truth it tells. As Gregory Lucente asserts, when 

literature's signifjing elements are "'liberated fiom the illusion of their dependency on 
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anything both worldly and prior, [they] gain theu importance and their particular value 

because of rather than in spile of their status as a lie"' (his italics qtd. in Hutcheon 142). 

Linda Hutcheon argues that the use of histoncal individuals and fictional characters 

disrupts the reader's reception of traditional narratives. Vanderhaeghe's text does what 

Hutcheon descnbes as challenging the "institutional structures of bourgeois society 

(usually seen as being reinforced by realism) by awakening readers to the political 

implications of accepted literary practices" (141-42). Vanderhaeghe's text echoes 

posûnodem increddity towards meta-narratives such as those the cowboy represents: the 

stories of the progress of Amencan civilization through continental conquest. 

Vanderhaeghe has researched various interpretations of the Cypress Hills 

Massacre in texts such as Whoop- Up Coun fry: The Canadian-American West, 1865-1 885 

and has blended these accounts to present a particular moral interpretation of the events. 

Elder Chief Dan Kennedy oners yet another interpretation in Recollecfions of An 

Assiniboine Chief: As he remembers, the massacre occurred during a t h e  of famine, the 

winter of 1872-73. He relates that 

[a] srnall gang of "wolfers" who arrived at Benton after a winter's hunt 
reported they lost their horses to Indian raiders. A punitive expedition was 
organized by the whitemen to exact swift vengeance on the perpetrators. 
But as they neared the Cypress Hills, the Cree horse-traders outwitted 
them when they veered off towards Ghoskitanka, where there was a large 
camp of their people. The Benton gang who had picked up the trail of the 
home thieves lost the tracks at the Whiskey Trader's Post and there, with 
the aid of firewater, hatched the sinister plot to wreak their vengeance on 
the unsuspecthg and innocent Assiniboines. . . .the men sent a messenger 
to the Stonies (Assiniboine) demanding restitution. When refbsed, the 
demand was repeated.. .saying that if the horses were not retumed 
irnmediately they would open f i e  and attack the camp. [In the resulting 
conflict, one of the wolfers was killed and the remaining five] then opened 
up with their Henry repeating rifles and fired relentlessly. The Indians fled 
leaving their wives and children in a hail of bullets. 



The whitemen continuecl their slaughter. Then they made bontires 
of everythjng that was left in the camp. Remaining were the bodies of 
eighty slain, among them Wankantu, an old Indian who had been 
ruthlessly clubbed to death by the Amencan murderers. His head was 
irnpaled on a lodge pole that was displayed above the smouldering ruins.. . 

(45) 

The events retold by Chief Dan Kennedy parallei much of the story Shorty McAdoo tells 

Vincent in Vanderhaeghe's fictional account. Instead of "Wankantu," the wolfers find 

Chief Little Soldier who had been "too drunk to stir when the women had cleared the 

camp" (287). They ernpty their weapons into him and then, as McAdoo relates, Vogle 

"chopped his head off with a hatchet, stuck it on a pole, and marched him up and down 

through the burning village so he could get his eyes hl1 of the consequences he had 

wrought by being unmannerly and by trifling with a white man's property" (287). 

The reader is lefl imagining just how filmmaker Damon Ira Chance might have 

twisted the events to portray such despicable individuals in a positive light. We are told, 

however, that he rewrites Vincent's script into yet another stereotypical portrayal of "how 

the West was won" in which the cowboys are the good guys and the Indians are the 

enemy. Chance wants his film to represent Amencan progress on the fiontier, to be, as he 

says, "'a celebration of spiritual and physical strength"' (25 l), and an inspiration to the 

Amencan people because "'in the world we face at this moment, we must keep strong. 

Only the strong will survive"' (252). Vincent comes to realize that underlying Chance's 

celebration of Amencan spirit is an anti-Semitic message, which like a bad omen to a yet- 

unforeseen-fiiture, reveals the atrnosphere of racial confiict brewing in the world prior to 

World War II. 
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The p s t  and present world blend intertextually as Vanderhaeghe relates the 

making of the film, and the ongoing conversation disputing different interpretatiom of 

history is a heteroglossia of voices woven together in a Bakhtinian manner. Rachel and 

Vincent are the voices of humanist ethics; Chance is the voice of bigotry, uncntically 

accepting racist ideologies and a Euro-centric version of history. Chance takes the raw 

facts and places them within a specific context to support his misguided vision. "'Facts 

are of the utmost importance,'" he says to Vincent; "'If 1 can convince the audience the 

details are impeccably correct, who will dispute the interpretation?"' (230). 

Like Vanderhaeghe's filmmaker, Bert Sheppard was cognizant of the reality, of 

the magnetic features of the fiontier era, and despite his realization that open range 

ranching was a failed e~~er i tnen t ,~  he advocated the popular trends that romanticized the 

cowboy and kept the Euro-centric stories of fiontier settlement alive. Bert Sheppard 

relished his childhood memories of High River when cattlemen were kings and cowboys 

roamed the streets. "A western atmosphere prevailed in the town," he wrote in Spitzee 

Days; a "town scene in television's Bonanza gives one a pretty good picture of what High 

River was like in those days," but he admitted that his home town "could hardly be called 

a cowtown" at that time because of its rapid development (47). The period to he refers is 

the 1920s' the sarne tirne during which Damon Ira Chance filmed his depiction of The 

Cypress Hills Massacre in The Englishman 's Boy. Bert Sheppard's memoirs betray his 

nostalgia for the past in that they cover only those events that took place before 1929, and 

they attest to his recognition that the working cowboy had evolved into a mythological 

6 Fredenck Ings notes that the turn of the nineteenth century marked an end to open range ranching and 
mass round-ups for, as he explains, "thousands and thousands of cattle" proved too unmanageable, and "it 
was thought wiser for each district to hold its owa roundup" (Before the Fences 27-28). 
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image. In spite of this understanding, he nevertheless dehed  himself as a cowboy. His 

collection of stories portraying himself, his family, and his niends is carefully selected 

and edited to contribute to the creation of a specifically Western culture in High River. 

Bert Sheppard's memoirs offer a narrow or consemative perspective on life in 

High River. He laces his stories with ideologies that reveal, by al1 accounts, Euro-centric 

views of settlement in Southem Alberta, the views that prevailed during the negotiation 

of leases on land that was once Stony territory. His stories depict the appropriation of 

Stony temtory as proceeding in a just and legal manner. The rights of the British settlers 

to acquire such land are without question. Many of the people mentioned throughout the 

text mode1 the kinds of manners, behaviour, and attitudes exemplified by Bert Sheppard's 

family. Generally, they are the polite and hard working ladies and gentlemen of the 

British society in which he grew up. He notes that he knew a few fools and scoundrels as 

well, but these he relegates to anecdotes about the immoral or the merely incompetent, 

the focus of ridicule. 

His perspective is narrow perhaps because, unlike his father who had the 

advantage of studying at Oxford, Bert Sheppard's education was limited to the level of 

grade ten obtained at a local school. He reminisces in Spitzee Days that he began his 

career as a cowboy in about 191 8 after attending "school for ten long years" at which 

time he "got away.. h t o  the hills where there were still lots of horses to ride" (47). Bert 

Sheppard identified himself with cowboys, the "jbow-legged men of the range.. .[who 

rode] their horses down the street" and derides the " fmers  in their striped bib overalls, 

busthg about delivering their butter and eggs" (47), dodging the fact that his father and 

brother Henry were among those who supplemented their ranching income through the 
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sale of dairy products. His editing is selective for effect. In fact, even his own journals 

reveal that he kept at least one dairy cow on his ranch. He noted on February 28, 1938, 

that his partner "Rumpus made butter &ter supper" and on January 24, 1939, he recorded 

that 'Xumpus went to Sale at Cayly [sic] bought jersey milk COW." The daily records of 

Bert Sheppard's journals make it clear, however, that his primary focus had been on 

cattle ranching since they consistently note the tasks done in the care of his cattle. He 

does not edit his daily notations to support his image as a cowboy. He does edit his 

memoirs, and for that pwpose, includes in Spitzee Days, a picture of himself on 

horseback taken in 1925 "when his bread and butter was breaking horses for the Foothill 

Ranches" (225). 

Through his narrativization of the history of High River, he transforms the 

occupation of cowboys into a drarnatic adventure. Cowboys are his heroes. Like the 

characters in Louis L'Amour's Western novels, the cowboys Bert knew were exceptional 

individuals. It is with regret that he acknowledges the end of their reign, marked by the 

replacement of the horse with the automobile as a means of transportation. The horse, the 

cowboy, and the cattle are symbols of what he calls "The Wild and Wooly West" (278). 

He depicts the era paradoxically, as a time of adventure and drama with carousing, 

drinking, and celebration, and a tirne of stringent moral standards, a tirne of "old 

fashioned values" of which Grove's Abe Spalding m o m s  the loss. As Sheppard notes, 

"Today [approximately 19801, sex is bandied about fiom evexy quarter: television, radio, 

cinema and magazine. When 1 was a kid, there wasn't al1 th is  hullabaloo" (69). Although 

he never quite gets around to saying what exactly is wrong with the world at the time of 
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Mting, his anecdotes of the past are laden with the implication that something of high 

moral value can be learned f?om the experiences of the past. 

Like Vanderhaeghe's fihmalcer whose Western film will serve to cite heroics of 

the past to bolster flailing American spirit and confidence, Bert's memoirs betray a kind 

of underlying hope in the progress of humanity. There is a moral even in his seemingly 

trivial accounts, and a lesson to be learned. He ofien scoffs at gentility as if it was an 

indication of weakness or naivete and celebrates brute strength. For example, in a chapter 

he entitles "The Old West," he tells the story of Charlie Lehr, the old Bar U roundup 

cook, who rough broke a team of "big salty broncs" for hauling (1 16). "Each of these 

horses was. . . throm' and hog tied.. .then haltered with a heavy bronc halter.. . hwnessed 

. . .hooked up to the wagon.. .and given a whirl around the prairie, with the judicious use 

of a good rawhide centered buggy whip" (1 16). Bert Sheppard admires the bmte strength 

and prowess Charlie Lehr displays, saying that the man '+ad not driven a chuckwagon.. . 

over the open range in Southem Alberta for years for nothing" (1 16). In contrast, 

however, the journals of the Sheppard family indicate that they did not practice rough 

breaking but used a gentler method that took a little longer perhaps, but was l e s  

dangerous to man and animal. 

Bert's demonstrations of the bravado of the men of the Alberta fiontier seem 

constructed to suit the stereotypical images of fiontier men such as Daniel Boone, Kit 

Carson, and others. He shared the opinion of Fredenck Jackson Turner that gentlemen 

would not survive the challenges of the wildemess. Indeed, Turner's belief was that the 

wildemess masters the colonists.. .strips off the garments of civilization 

and arrays him in the hunting shirt and the moccasin. . . .Before long.. .he 
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shouts the war cry and takes the scalp in orthodox Indian fashion. Ia short, 

at the fiontier the environment is at first too strong for the man. He must 

accept the conditions which it nirnishes, or perish, and so he fits himself 

into the Indian clearings and follows the Indian trails. 

('The Significance of the Frontier in American History [1893]" 33) 

The colonist discarded civilization to survive or, in the words of Vanderhaeghe's bigotec 

filmmaker Damon Ira Chance, "'savagery answered savagery"' (255). Turner valorized 

Daniel Boone as representative of the ideal colonist who could adapt to the wildemess, 

describhg hun as "a great backwoodsman, who combined the occupations of hunter, 

trader, cattle-miser, farmer, and surveyor.. . [who] pioneered the way for the fàrmers" 

(44). Bert Sheppard portrays his historical personages in much the same way, as a blend 

of real and fictional characteristics. 

Boone, like Davy Crockett, Gregory Nobles argues, "had become a living 

legend.. . a creature of popular culture who was half man and half myth, half fact and half 

fiction, a fiontier favorite" (1 52). Boone and Crockett were mythic syrnbols of Manifest 

Destiny which, in the words of John L. O'Sullivan, was the "true mission of the United 

States.. .[the mission] 'to overspread and to possess the whole of the continent which 

Providence has given us"' (qtd. in Nobles 155). The impulse for expansion, Nobles 

wites, was encapsulated in "Davy Crockett's farnous motto, 'Be sure you're right, then 

go ahead'" (155). Such is the belief of Louis L'Amour's cowboy hem, Bill Canavan, who 

once his mind was made up %as a force with which to reckon" (Where the Long Grass 

Blows 2), and of Vanderhaeghe's filmmaker, who tmsted his intuition to guide him along 

the path of action. 
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Bert Sheppard is another who does not seem to doubt his correctness. Some of bis 

stories are amusing, and they do no hann except poke fun at old neighbours and fkiends. 

He recalls the foolishness of young inexperienced horsemen, Englishrnen whose habit of 

taking "the bridles off before unhooking the traces" of their buggy "usually ended up 

with dire results" (1 17). During a duck hunting expedition, Snowden and Overton, two 

such foolish gentlemen, "tied the lines up to the wagon seat, but failed to drop the tugs" 

so when they left the team and "blazed awsty" at the ducks, "the team took off' (1 17). 

Such accounts are amusing; however, when Sheppard writes about the "foolishness" of 

the Stony Indians in whose territory the British had settled, it is another matter. Then, his 

ridicule unintentionally loses its lightheartedness and takes on a tone of racial 

discrimination. 

h a passage Sheppard entitled "History Repeats Itself' while seemingly 

expressing sorrow over the degeneration of aboriginal people, he creates a derogatory 

narrative. He employs analogy, comparing the Blackfoot of the 1920s to those transient 

and marginalized white people living in the Highwood Mobile Home Park in the 1980s. 

"Talk about mobility," Sheppard wrïtes, ''twenty or thirty picturesque teepees would be 

set up in less than half an hour" (1 70). "Their main object in coming was the dead 

animals that had been hauled.. .to the nuisance gro~nd,"~ he wrote, and %orne of the old 

squaws" would drive wagons into the community garbage disposa1 ground and haul out 

meat while the "bucks would go into town.. .and get what spoiled h i t  and vegetables 

they could find" (1 70-01). "In those days, welfare was an unheard of thing," he 

concludes, and "the Indians were by necessity not too fussy about what they ate" (1 70). 

7 The "nuisance ground" was a cornmon name for the garbage durnp. 
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Bert Sheppard's insensitivity to the difficulties of aboriginal people brought about by 

European colonization suggests that he held an unquestioned Euro-cenûïc view of 

settlement on the Alberta prairies. 

Sheppard's narrative seerns indicative of the usual attitudes held by British 

settlers. He writes that the Stony Indians (Assiniboine) who "were Christianized by the 

McDougall Missionaries at Morley" did not succumb to the debauchery of the Amencan 

whiskey traders like other Plains Indians, but remained "a fine aibe and none of them 

were addicted to liquor" (13). He is especially patronking towards those aboriginal 

people who supposedly aligned themselves willingly with the plans of the Canadian 

govemment to appropriate theu lands for use by the British. He devotes the first chapter 

of his memoirs to them because of "the decision of Chiniquai, head chief of the Stony 

Tribe of Indians," to have his "Reservation along the Bow River at Morley" instead of in 

the "upper reaches of the Spitzee country" when they turned over their country '90 the 

Great White ~other '"  (12). 'The decisions of the Indians at this tirne," he says, refemng 

to the signing of Treaty Number Seven in 1877, "made it possible for many fine ranches 

to be established in the upper High River country'' (12). In his journals, he mentions 

having "Indians" working for him, but he never calls them by narne, in contrast to his 

consistent mention by narne of other hired labourers. 

Bert Sheppard's views of the Assiniboine seem indicative of the racial prejudices 

held by British settlers conceming others of different races in the community. An excerpt 

fkom the High River Times dated May 191 1, which Bert Sheppard titles "An Impudent 

Jap," recalls that a confiict occurred between a "good and esteemed citizen, Mr. J.C. 

8 "Great White Mother" refers to the British Monarch. 
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Braziei' and "the Jap head waiter of the St. George Hotel" (149). This conflict resulted in 

Mr. Brazier physically assaulthg the waiter for the "ndiscreet.. . handling of the dishes 

and viands spread before9* him and his guests, and a retaliation by the Japanese man in 

the form of threatening Mr. Brazier with a knife (149). The waiter was remanded into 

custody, but no mention is made of any punishment for Mr. Brazier's conduct. 

There is no evidence in the journals of Henry Sr. and Henry Jr. of their attitudes 

towards members of the Blackfoot and Stony tribes, and there is Little indication of their 

relationships to Chinese members of the High River community. Henry Sr. and Henry Jr. 

merely refer to a man they called "Chink," who lived just outside the Sheppard ranch and 

to whom they sold soup hens, but they do not comment on him in any manner that is 

derogatory. They would have been gentlemen lïke Scotty, one of Vanderhaeghe's 

Canadian representatives, and the only gentleman among the wolfers, and as Scotty Sap, 

"a gentleman is one who never inflicts pain" (1 14). Bert Sheppard did not mention in his 

journals of having had dealings with this particular man, but he does note in his memoin 

that "a Chinaman" Jim Ting, a cook at the Alberta Hotel in 1908, had his cue forcehilly 

severed for allegedly having angrily "poured some hot grease*' on one of the waitresses 

(152). In a similar incident, Sheppard notes that "Long Tom Key, who was cook at the 

Oxford, in a fit of temper, prodded one of the girls with the point of a butcher knife," was 

taken outside by three cowpunchers, and, in "about the same length of time and in about 

the sarne rnanner that a calf is wrestled down and marked, he was stretched out over the 

chopping block and trimmed up with the woodpile axe" (1 52). In this anecdote, Bert 

Sheppard seems to convey a sense of justice done to the Chinese cook for his 

misdemeanor, especially when he selectively omits evidence to support the view of the 
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local magistrate who, of course, did not condone such acts. Leaves From the Medicine 

Tree notes that W .  E. Holmes, "appointed a Justice of the Peace July 1,1892," tried Tom 

Dean "for cutting off the cue (pigtail) off a Chinaman, and was fhed with the costs of the 

court. In his reprimand, the Magistrate told Dean never to corne before him again for 

'manhandling an Oriental"' (1 13). As Justice of the Peace, Henry Sheppard Sr. would 

have tried similar cases as well, and one would assume that because of bis liberal 

education, he would have held views as broadminded as those of W. E. Holmes. 

Bert Sheppard did not receive as high a degree of education as his father. He 

openly mocks schooling and the degrees of refinement it can bring. While he 

demonstrates an appreciation for knowledge, he seems to have left its pursuit to his 

governess mother and his scholarly father. He does not appear to have entirely shared 

their humanistic ideologies and their pursuance of a life of gentility. In the case of 

Bertram, the man acquitteci of the murder of his wife by judgement of insanity, Bert 

Sheppard implicitly challenges the decision his father made in his role as magistrate. 

When a mob gathered outside the Town Hall, wanting to "string him up7" Bert's father, 

"Who was a J.P., one other man and the police stayed around the town hall steps till one 

o'clock, when the crowd finally dispersed" (192). In Bert's opinion, hanging is the 

appropriate method of dealing with murderers so that they "ceased to be a menace to 

prison guards and the public in general, and were no longer a drain on the taxpayer" 

(192). One cannot be sure whether his statement of such beliefs is merely a rhetorical 

strategy to support the building of his self-image as a rough and tough cowboy, fiee of 

social restrictions and guided by a kind of primitive "law of the land". His omission of 
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the trial of Tom Deane for removing the Chinese cook's cue, however, suggests that he is 

in eamest and is indicating his views on what he sees to be just treatment. 

Bert Sheppard's views seem to contrast those of his father, especially in his 

depiction of a kind of justice in the removal of the cook's cue. The three cowpunchers 

who measure out the justice are cowboy heroes much like the "big ta11 hand fkom 

Montana.. .[who] pulled a six shooter, kicked open the doof' and rescued the ladies of 

easy virtue from trouble caused by some of their customers (Spitzee Days 69). As in a 

Hollywood movie, by his detailed description-the handle-bar moustache, the big black 

hat and black angora chaps- Sheppard drives the hero image home and transfomis his 

historical figure into as fictional a character as one h d s  in Vanderdaeghe's historical 

novel. Bert Sheppard pictures his fictional cowboys, himself included, existing on the 

fiinges of society, somewhere just over the edge on the side of wilderness where a man's 

gun metes out justice. He displays conflicting views about civilization, however; while at 

times, he seems proud of the gentlemen and ladies his mother entertained on the 

Cottonwood Ranch, the titled French and English aristocratie ranchers, at other times, he 

pokes fun at the foolish Engiishmen whose expertise as equestrians does not match his 

own. He leaves the reader to wonder if the brutish manner in which he contextualizes 

events of social justice is merely contrived to create an aura of bravado in his portraits of 

pioneenng ranchers and cowboys. In any case, his anecdotes support the stereotypical 

depictions of such individuals and the myths of their experiences on the fkontier. 

Like these myths, Vanderhaeghe's The Englishman 's Boy is full of historical 

events that are "half fact and half fiction." Vanderhaeghe's purpose is to refùte the idea 

that progress on the hn t ie r  was noble. His text reiterates that progress was wrought at 
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the expense of genocide to disprove the accounts of historians such as Frederick Jackson 

Turner. Turner propagates notions of the nobility of American traders in the conquest of 

the fiontier and its resulting progress of civilization. Turner explains that steady 

"exploration was carried into the wildemess by [traders and that] . . .the rapidity of this 

advance is comected with the effects of the trader on the Indian" (39-40). He claims that 

because of the goods and guns that traders could supply, "the remote and unvisited tribes 

gave eager welcome to the trader," and he applauds the trader's power in its promotion of 

settlement in that his presence affected a rapid disappearance of "pnmitive Indian life" 

before the pioneer f m e r  appeared on the scene (40). The Englirhman 's Boy refûtes such 

valorization of the traders living at the edge of civilization. Unlike Turner, Vanderhaeghe 

presents a perspective of their existence that describes the traders and their Company in a 

bleak and unbecorning light, and questions the authority of a singular perspective. 

At Fort Benton, the location of the 1. G. Baker and T. C. Powen trading 

companies, Shorty McAdoo, the Englishman's Boy, opens the dom to a frontier bar and 

is met with the stench of "dense smoke, animal heat, stale sweat, and rancid grease.. .[and 

theJ smell of unwashed hide-hunters, mule-skinners, prospectors, and bullwhackers" (48). 

He discovers that the traders, whose purpose was to swindle the Indians out of their 

buffalo hides and pelts by plying them with whiskey, saw their customers as "devious, 

heartless, sneaking, despicable, duty foes" (30). These biases bear similarity to the way 

Turner depicts Indians. As Vogle says to Hardwick, "'1 swear to Christ you're happy as a 

pig in sofi shit that them Indians lified out horses. You're just looking for an excuse to 

take a crack at them"' (45). Out of the reach of civilization and the law, the traders are in 

the position to react to their prejudices without reason and without consequences. Both 
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history and Vanderhaeghe record that in 1873, the territory "no& of the Milk w v e r  

was] beyond the reach of the Choteau County shenff, the United States Marshals, the 

arrny, [and] the Indian agents. On the Canadian side of the line there were no 

meddlesome Iawmen of any stripe whatsoever" (165). 

Like Daniel Boone and the myths surrounding him, Vanderhaeghe's characters 

are haif fact and half fiction. They are not honoured individuals who faced the wilderness 

with courage and defeated the indian enemy; they are, as Frederick Ings describes, some 

"of the worst desperadoes of the western states" (45). The band of outlaws that called 

themselves the Spitzee Cavalry-Job Evans, Tom Hardwick, Philander Vogle, and 

others-engaged in the worst kinds of extortion and criminal behaviour including the 

brutal murder of the Assiniboines carnped near Cypress Hills in the year of 1873. The 

Spitzee Cavairy was associated with the whiskey trade, which is described by Phi1 

Weinard' s "Early High River," pub lished in Alberta Historical Review (Summer 1 W6), 

and reprinted in Leaves From the Medicine Tree. Weinard describes such trade as "not 

cornmendable, but it was their only way of making a living with such strong companies 

as the Hudson's Bay or the North West Fur Company.. . . Whisky was the only article 

they could handle profitably although they traded tea, tobacco, blankets, powder, etc., 

[because] the Indians preferred whisky to anything else.. ." (172-73). The recipe given for 

trade whiskey says, "One part of alcohol was poured into three parts of water, in which 

red pepper, Jamaica ginger, molasses, chewing tobacco, and sometimes bluestone, had 

been boiled. . . . At times nothing was added to the water but bumt sugar or red ùik for 

coloring" (173). The trading methods descnbed are that usually ' a  smail keg of whisky 

[would be traded] for a large robe. . . .Sometimes a robe could be secured for a tin cup 
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full" (172). "It always required three men," the description continues, for "it was no easy 

task to keep the squaws fkom stealing back the robes their lords and masten had parted 

with for a Little whisky, and which took them several days of the hardest toi1 to produce" 

(1 72). 

This record by Phi1 Weinard, a mernber of the British social circle with whom the 

Sheppards were fkiends, demonstrates appreciation for the injustice done to the 

Assiniboine people and an appreciation of them as people. Vanderhaeghe's text bears the 

same quality. His method of weaving the stories of Fine Man into McAdoo's account of 

the Cypress Hills Massacre and Harry Vincent's ethical dilemrna at being implicated in 

Chance's misrepresentation of the event, acknowledges, too, that the abonginal people 

have a history. Theirs has existed silently, however, in the shadow of the European meta- 

history, such as those accounts written by Turner. Whether it was Vanderhaeghe's 

intention or not, the ideologies of Damon Ira Chance bear some resemblance to those 

held by Turner. Turner's and Chance's respective interpretations of fiontier settlement 

and valorization of those who took part in the historical conquest propagate notions of the 

American spirit, the ideas of progress and Manifest Destiny. The cowboy hero is the 

symbol and embodiment of these myths. Characterizations of him in films such as 

Chance's Besieged, Vanderhaeghe's fictional Western, and in those actually made in 

Hollywood present hirn as a hero, ridding the western îkontier of Indians to make it safe 

for the womenfolk. But he is a hero only in the limited interpretation of colonial history 

that justifies progress and continental expansion at the expense of the annihilation of the 

aboriginal people. 



Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

The cowboy hero of the popular imagination developed through the Beadle Dime 

novels of the nineteenth century, and according to Henry Nash Smith, is linked to myths 

about settlement on the American fkontier. These heroes eventually evolved into the 

cowboys of the twentieth century novels of Louis L'Amour. The Beadle novels initially 

featured fur trappers and, later, cowboys as the main characters, and narrativized 

Arnerican ideologies and beliefs conceming independence fiom European control. As 

well, these novels perpetuated notions about the hardiness and individuality of the 

pioneers who traveled west to homestead. As Merle Curti asserts, myths of pioneering 

'"confimied Amencans in the traditional belief that obstacles were to be overcome by the 

courageous, virile, and detemined stand of the individual as an individual'" (qtd. in 

Smith 1 1 1). Jane Tompkins asserts that cowboy myths were bom not only as a reaction 

by Amencan settlers to European control, but as a rejection of Eastern ideologies and an 

assertion of a separate western or Arnerican society. The cowboy of the popular 

imagination who ties his bedroll to the back of his saddle, and tums his home westward to 

ride away fkom eastern civilization is, however, a non-existent ideal. Blake Allmendinger 

argues that the real working cowboy is not an independent, courageous individual; he is a 

socially disenfranchized, menial worker who tends the herds owned by the cattle baron 

(6-12). With the exceptions of his clothing and labour skills, the American working 

cowboy bears little resemblance to his mythical cousin, the cowboy hero. 

A third variety of cowboy evolved during the pioneer days in Canada: the cowboy 

of the Canadian west. He differs fiom the cowboy hero of pulp fiction in that he is not 
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merely an imaginary ideal; he is an individual who is inherent in reality, having evolved 

during the development of the cattle industry. The Canadian cowboy also differs fiom the 

American working cowboy in that he ofien owns the cattle he tends and is a responsible 

and cooperative member of his comrnunity. The culture that grew up around the 

development of the Canadian cattle industry, specifically, the culture associated with 

Alberta cowboys, had strong British and Eastern Canadian influences. Contrary to theù 

Amencan counterparts, the members of the Alberta society of cattle ranchers sought to 

retain their European connections. 

The Sheppard journais, kept by Henry Sheppard Sr. and two of his sons, Henry Jr. 

and Bert, provide details of the reality of the cattle industry in Alberta during its 

formative years. The Sheppard family were among many British settlers who, David 

Breen asserts, "strengthened the British social milieu characteristic of the Canadian 

ranching comrnunity" (29). Their journals demonstrate the British influence upon 

settlement in Canada and the cattle industry, and challenge the stereotypical images of 

settlers as stalwart individuals carving out a meagre existence on the harsh Canadian 

prairies. The Sheppards and many of their fnends in the cornmunity of High River in 

Southem Alberta were, what Lewis G. Thomas describes as, privileged settlers; that is, 

they were educated and cultured individuals with sufficient financial resources to 

facilitate their settlement in Canada (1 55-56). The details of the Sheppard journals 

provide evidence to revise stereotypical images of pioneers as impovenshed backwoods 

f m e r s .  The journals are important to our understanding of Canadian settlement for, as 

Thomas notes in Ranchers ' Legacy, the "acceptance of stereotypes impoverishes our 

perception as surely as a recognition and appreciation of difference enriches it" (1 53-55). 
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In writing the joumals, the Sheppards did not seek to romanticize or valonze 

images of themselves or their community of settlers. Written. seemingl y. with no 

audience in mind, the records of the family's pioneering experience are ofien no more 

than terse accounts of their existence. In contrast, accounts of pioneer cowboys and 

f m e r s  that have been written for a specific readership ofien embellish their characters 

with larger-than-life qualities to appeal to a reader's interest. Valorization of settlers 

occurs in Canadian novels such as Frederick Philip Grove's Fririts of the Ecrrrh and 

SeMers of the Mmsh. and Marth Ostenso's Wild Geese. and in the American pulp fiction 

such as the Western novels of Louis L'Amour. Ostenso's characters are stalwart 

pioneers; L'Amour's and Grove's are physically strong and socially powerfùl, they 

assume leadership, and they possess the ability to see the tùture before them and know 

the impact their actions will have upon the development of their communities. For 

example, Grove's character Abe Spalding imagines himself as leader among men. and 

acts upon a kind of clairvoyance, driving his society towards greater progress. The 

Sheppards were ordinary citizens. They did not imagine their lives in terms of material or 

technicai progress; their lives are described in their joumals as being of a cyclical nature 

rather than as developing in a linear progression. The Sheppard joumals differ from the 

novels of Grove, Ostenso, and L'Amour in that they do not embody any sense of superior 

morality; nor do their authors employ their writing to proselytize their personal beliefs. 

The Sheppard joumals are merely accounts of history that add to the heteroglossia of 

perspectives, a view of history that is presented by Guy Vanderhaeghe's The 

Ei~g/ishman 's Boy. 
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The Sheppard joumals were written, it seems, exclusively for the purposes of their 

authors, and constitute relatively unbiased presentations of the ranching experience in the 

early days of Alberta. The exceptions are the published memoirs of Bert Sheppard. In 

Spitzee Days, Bert composes and edits anecdotd accounts of life in High River during the 

1920s to present a specific picture of himself and his fnends as cowboys of the popular 

variety. He valorizes the cowboys he knew and cultivates his own image as a member of 

the cowboy sub-culture within bis community. The historical perspective of Spitzee Days 

is clearly Euro-centric in that he privileges the views and ideologies of the British 

community at the expense of community members who were of aboriginal, Chinese, or 

Japanese origin. His jounials demonshate his beliefs in the racial superionty of his 

British society in the manner in which he mentions the workers hired on his ranch; he 

refers to aboriginal workers as "Indians" while othes are referred to by their Christian 

names. Similarly, Henry Sr. and Henry Jr. lean toward this racial attitude in their 

references to a nearby Chinese resident only as "Chink". 

The Sheppards were arnong colonists who benefited fiom the appropriation of 

aboriginal temtory. They seemed to have enjoyed prosperity when their liberal education 

(Henry Sr. having been educated at Oxford) should have made them concerned with the 

plight of the Stony people (or Assiniboine), and should have prompted them to question 

the imbalance of wealth in their district. As Bert Sheppard notes in his memoirs, 

members of the Stony band scavenged tiom what the Sheppards referred to in their 

journals as the "nuisance ground," the garbage durnp. He seems unaware, however, that 

the social condition of the Stony tribe was a direct result of the British colonists' forced 

displacement of the tnbe h m  land that traditionally belonged to them and that sustained 
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them. Instead, he ridicules the Stony people's efforts by scavenging to survive. SMlarly, 

Bert Sheppard ridicules the Stony men and women to whom his mother had provided 

medical aid. 

On one occasion, Bee Sheppard assisted a "squaw" who had "a blood stained rag 

wrapped around what remained of two of her fingers.. . [der  she had] amputated them at 

the second joint that day with her loiife, in rnourning for two of her relatives that had 

died" (Spitzee Days 16). Bert Sheppard's account echoes Vanderhaeghe's description of 

the Native woman Shorty McAdoo calls a '%me Indian" (146). As McAdoo relates, Ruth 

Big Head had the Indian "trained.. .out of her so that most any of the white women in 

those parts could have took a lesson nom her on proper deportment and staying sobe?' 

(146). Her Assiniboine ideologies simmered, nonetheless, beneath this image so that 

upon the death of her husband she "sawed the little finger on her left hand" in rnourning 

for h i .  (147). Unlike Vanderhaeghe, Sheppard betrays a certain alienation and lack of 

understanding of the Assiniboine culture, and perhaps a feeling that the Assiniboine are 

barbaric in cornparison to his British community. Sheppard's reaction manifests itself in a 

kind of disdain for the Stony woman's ideologies, specifically, her mourning practices. 

He ridicules another Native to whom Bee Sheppard offered help as well: "one of the 

bucks" after he had corne "wanting medicine for a sore throat. My mother mixed up a 

strong mustard plaster, out of flour, mustard and water" which he ate instead of applying 

to his chest (1 6). Rather than demonstrating understanding of the man's mistake, Bert 

Sheppard emplo ys the anecdote to demarcate the di ff-ences between Native and British 

people, and to imply that, of the two groups, the British had superior intelligence. 
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The jounials do not refer to the Stonies or other tribes in High River except for 

Bert Sheppard's mention of the '?ndians" who worked for him. They are nameless and 

silent. The Sheppard cowboys were gentlemen and, as Vanderhaeghe asserts, "a 

gentleman is one who never inflicts pain" (1 14). The Sheppards could not have been 

oblivious to the aboriginal people in the High River area, but theu education did not 

prepare them to solve the problems they encountered with Native culture in the process of 

their settlement. One cannot adequately determine whether, despite Henry Sr.3 education 

and culture, he was unable to educate al1 of his family members to fiilfil1 the goal of the 

rnodemist project which promoted "the understanding of the world and of the self, moral 

progress, the justice of institutions and even the happiness of human beings" (Habermas 

165). Perhaps, instead, as Habermas suggests, the modemist project is still incomplete, 

and still more education is required. Bert Sheppard demonstrates by his anecdote about 

the Chinese cook that merely a little education provides one with the means to sound 

one's opinions but not with the means to critically examine them. He was more of an 

uneducated, working cowboy than a scholar like his father. Altematively, Justice of the 

Peace Holmes demonstrates by upholding of the rights of that Chinese individual that the 

degrees of education of the group of British cowboys, to whom the Sheppard family 

belonged did provide them with some appreciation of the rights of others. 

The high degree of education possessed by the British cowboys of the Canadian 

fkontier disallowed the creation and spreading of cowboy myths that boasted of the 

genocide of Native people. Unlike the distinctly American traditions, neither are there 

stories of range wars and tales of bloodshed that resulted as f m e r s  and cattlemen on the 

fkontier battled over temtory. As David Breen argues, the settlement of land in Canada 
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proceeded in an orderly and law-abiding manner. Ownership of land and cattle motivated 

the British cowboys to form active interest in the development of a general economy to 

sustain the cattle industry. Ownership motivated them, as well, to establish cooperative 

communities in which to live as they carried on their industry. Such was the process of 

colonization. 

Prairie settlement in Canada was realized as colonization. In contrast to the plains 

settlement in America that resulted as a rejection and a distancing from European or 

British control, Canadian cowboys sought to retain their British culture. This desire set 

Canadian settlers apart from their American equivalents who, according to Frederick 

Jackson Turner, sought to establish a uniquely American society as they moved 

westward. Accounts of American fiontier settlement demonstrate the rejection of 

European institutions, and reflect, Billington argues, Turner's belief in the "vital 

importance of westward expansion" (4-5). Canadian settlement and the development of 

the cattle industry in Alberta might be understood in the terms of what Billington 

describes as a Teutonic interpretation of history, that Canadian "institutions were 

transplants fiom medieval Germany and England" (4-5). 

The American determination to achieve independence. to break away fiom 

European civilization and the restrictions associated with its government, contnbuted to 

the development of American myths that portray the fiontier as the "Wild West" and 

cowboys as Marlboro men: masculine, tough, and individualistic. The Alberta settlernent 

was marked less by rugged violence and more by the importance placed upon the 

cultivation of civilized behaviour. The British settlers who became the cowboys of the 
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Canadian fbntier were influenceci by their desires to bring their European culture with 

them; thus, while they engaged in the same type of work as Amencan cattlemen, their 

days of tending cattle were interspersed with tea parties, polo matches, and other cultural 

events. The British cowboys of Alberta were gentlemen. They did not fit the popular 

image of the cowboy hero, worshipped as an ideal. Nor did they fit the images of the real 

working cowboy, a menial worker, or the cattle baron, the working cowboy's employer, 

individuals who existed at opposite ends of the social scale. With their degrees of 

education and civilization, the British cowboys existed somewhere in between. They 

were responsible, contributhg members of the ranching society in the days of settlement, 

and performed active parts in the development of the cattle industry in Canada. 



Chapter Eight: Epilogue 

World War 1 had an effect upon the cattle hdustry in Alberta when many of the sons of 

British ranchers enlisted to serve. As David Breen observes, "British leadership within 

the ranch community was especially reduced" (214). He notes that "A. E. Cross drew 

attention to the decline of the old social order in his testimony in 1916 before the Royal 

Commission on Land Settlement and Irrigation," saying that prior to that t h e ,  they 

had another class of men that originally came up, that is, the public-school 

boy corn England. . . . They had money, more or less, but did not have the 

expenence, wanted too much pleasure and not enough work, and nearly al1 

of those chaps have gone back. A lot of them have gone to the war.. .there 

are a few Ieft in the country today. (qtd. in Breen 214) 
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Appeadix A: Sheppard Joornals: Physical Description 

2 1 volumes including a daily journal dated 1 9 1 4 that accounts for work perfonned 
gauging water on local rivers around High River, and a ledger of insurance sales. 

burgundy leather-like; covered pasteboard; 10.8 cm by 15.2 cm and 1.3 cm thick 

burgundy leather-like; covered pasteboard; 9.5 cm by 15.2 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

black leather-like; covered pasteboard; 16.5 cm by 20.3 cm, .6 cm thick 

black leather-like; covered pasteboard; 16.5 cm by 20.3 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

black leather-like; covered pasteboard; 16.5 cm by 20.3 cm, .6 cm thick 

green & black paper-covered pasteboard; 20.3 cm by 32.4 cm, 1.6 cm thick 
pink blotting papa altemated with writïng paper 

green paper-covered pasteboard; 20.6 cm by 33.0 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

black paper-covered pasteboard; 21 .O cm by 33.0 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

burgundy & black paper-covered pasteboard; 2 1 .O cm by 33 .O cm, .6 cm thick 

brown paper-covered pasteboard; 21 .O cm by 26.7 cm, .6 cm thick 

green paper-covered pasteboard; 2 1 .O cm by 33 .O cm, .6 cm thick 

green & red paper-covered pasteboard; 21 .O cm by 33.0 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

green paper-covered pasteboard; 21 .O cm by 33.0 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

green paper-covered pasteboard; 21 .O cm by 26.7 cm, 1 .O cm thick 

1925, 1926 (January 1 to August 15): 
black paper-covered pasteboard; lined notebook; 18.4 cm by 24.8 cm, .6 cm thick 

1926 (August 16 to December 3 l), 1927,1928 (January 1 to April23): 
black paper-covered pasteboard; lined notebook; 18.4 cm by 24.8 cm, .6 cm thick 

1928 (April24 to December 3 1 ), 1929, 1930 (January 1 to July 3 1 ): 
black paper-covered pasteboard; lined notebook; 18.4 cm by 24.8 cm, .6 cm thick 

1930 (August 7 to December 3 l), 193 1, 1932,1933 (January 1 to November 8): 



black cardstock; lined notebook; 18.4 cm by 24.8 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

1933 (November 9 to December 3 l), 1934 (January 1 to June 4): 
black cardstock; 17.1 cm by 21 .O cm, 1.3 cm thick 

Ledger (Insurance): red & green leather-like material covered pasteboard; 22.2 cm by 
35.9 cm, 2.2 cm thick 

1 9 1 4: green clo th-covered pasteboard; 17.1 cm by 2 1 .O cm, 1.3 cm thick 
Daily Journal used for documenting measurements (gauging rivers) 

1 1 volumes including 5 five-year joumals and 6 one-year journals 

19 19: green leather-like matenal covered pasteboard; 7.6 cm by 1 1.4 cm, .6 cm thick 

1929: red leather-like material covered pasteboard; 7.6 cm by 12.1 cm, .6 cm thick 

1 930 (January 4 to December 3 1 ), 1 93 1 (January 1 to 14): 
red leather-like material covered pasteboard; 9.8 cm by 15.2 cm, 1 .O cm thick 

193 1 (January 1 5 to December 3 1 ), 1932 (January 1 to 22): 
red leather-like material covered pasteboard; 9.5 cm by 15.2 cm, 1 .O cm thick 

1932 (January 23 to December 31), 1933 (January 1 to Febniary 23): 
red cloth-covered pasteboard; 9.5 cm by 14.0 cm, 1.6 cm thick 

1934, 1935, 1936, 1937 (January 1 to 11): 
5 year journal; burgundy paper-covered pasteboard; 8.9 cm by 13.3 cm, 1.9 cm 
thick 

1 93 7 (January 12 to December 3 1 ): 
burgundy paper-covered pasteboard; 7.0 cm by 12.1 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

1938,1939: 
5 year journal; green paper-covered pasteboard; 8.9 cm by 13.0 cm, 1.9 cm thick 

1940,1941,1942: 
5 year journal; burgundy paper-covered pasteboard; 10.2 cm by 14.0 cm, 1.9 cm 
thick 

1943,1944,1945, 1946,1947: 
5 year journal; blue paper-covered pasteboard; 10.2 cm by 14.0 cm, 1.9 cm thick 



1948,1949,1950,1951: 
5 year journal; brown paper-covered pasteboard; 10.2 cm by 14.0 cm, 2.2 cm 
thick 

Bert Shemard 

1938, 1939,1940 (January 1 to June 30): 
black cardstock exercise book, spiral bound; 18.4 cm by 23.5 cm, 1.3 cm thick 

1940 (July 1 to December 3 l), 1941, 1942 (January 1 to July 3 1): 
blue cardstock exercise book; metal ring bound; 17.8 cm by 24.1 cm, -6 cm thick 

1947 (Jamary 1 to April 12): 
green cloth-covered pasteboard with black leather-like matenal trim; 17.8 cm by 
2 1.6 cm, 1.3 cm 
thick 



Appendix B: Excerpts from the Sheppard Journals 

Henry Sheppard Sr. 

January 1,1907 Tuesday [ ? ] Brown who spent the night here having driven 

some of [Cambells?] Cattle to Walshes to winter went home. ~ a ~ '  rode   ans on^ to 

Gardners where he is to stay till Saturday. Burkes came to dinner Cold al1 day about 6" 

@?ahreni~eit]~ above zero. 

January 2, 1907 Wednesday 2S0 below Tumed out of stable Sallys and   au des^ 

colts Cleaned out calf shed [this] moming ~ u b r e f  hauled straw and filled up pigs peu, 

etc 

January 3, 1907 Thursday 21 O below. Cold al1 day. Halterbroke Pruks and 

~ r o w n i e s ~  colts [this] morning. Aubrey hauled a load of hay after [noon?] Burkes cailed 

after supper with [our?] mail and Christmas numbers.' they had [ ? ] with them. 

January 4,1907 Friday 17["] below zero. Bright & sunny Aubrey went for a load 

of coa18 Partons mine got home at 5 pm Henry and 1 fed cattle in West corral1 Burkes 

went to High River Whitbread called in for mail. 

January 6, 1907 Sunday Jay came home fiom Gardners Burkes and Miln called 

in on their way home, Burke very much elated at having done well in his case against 

~ o b b s '  14O below. 

January 7, 1907 Monday Aubrey cleared out shed. Whitbread came for Burkes 

calf belonging to dead cow Put down iron [maiden?] kitchen stove Snowed a liale last 

night. 9" below Cold north wind. 
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January 8, 1907 Tuesday 19O below. Drove to High River. Saw MT. ~ i m o ~ e s ' ~  

who has been back fiom Montreal 10 days Tumed mild [in the] afternoon with light soi? 

West wind. Aubrey went to Burkes and got 6 yearlings [ ? ] and 3 2yr olds 

January 9, 1907 Wednesday Only 5" of fiost. Got in horses and cought [sic] 

'Salt' Sallys 3yr old. Drove him with  unc ch." ran into a willow and broke nont axle, 

very quiet. Aubrey hauled a load of home hay 

January 10, 1907 Thursday 1 1 " of fiost. foggy Turned out Brownies and Pruks 

colts. Drove Salt. Aubrey got a load of straw Bee and 1 &ove to High River to see Mr. 

Limoges, took axle to be mended 

January 1 1, 1907 Friday 7" below zero Snowing and blowing fiom the north. 

Aubrey cleaned out shed. Ed Walsh rode in for a cow of McKhons. Thorp came fiom 

High River Aubrey fed straw to cattle. 5 of his steers went back to Burkes. 

January 12, 1907 Saturday 29" below zero. SW Wind. cold Thorp left for home. 

Aubrey hauled a load of hay. Henry got Aubrey *s steers back fiom Burkes. A bunch of 

steers came in at south gate which 1 moved out.'* Drove Salt. 

January 17,1907 Thursday 17" below. Coldish Wind aftemoon Aubrey cleaned 

[cleaned crossed out] helped me to halter break [brand symbol] and Idahos colts, 

aftemoon he went for straw. Henry and 1 rode across river to look for the and did not 

fïnd him McWilliams came to see Aubrey about buying his 2 wheeled cart 

January 23,1907 Wednesday 8 O  of fkost. Stormed fiom the North with snow at 

10 oclock and kept it up al1 day. Aubrey went to [ ? ] for a load of coal. Jay and George 

to school, George stayed at McWilliams as it was cold Henry and 1 halterbroke the sorrel 

and rom colts. 
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March 23, 1907 Saturday Yeilow hen set Rode with Jay to help build a stable for 

boys ponys [sic] at School House got walls, gable end boarded and rafters up, also built 

coal bin. Aubrey hauled hay for colts and straw for v13. [ ? ] [ ? ] V that lost her caif 

died. Cold W wind blowing al1 day. 

March 28, 1907 Thmday Aubrey hauled straw for V cattIe. Drove Pepper up to 

Walshes and got a bag of tumips fimm them. Saw Mace's bulls on the way to the 

Purebred stock show Calgary. A very good lot. Snowing al1 day 5 inches George and 

Aubrey went to a basket social at Methodist chape1 Aubrey did not get back till 1 am. 

and George lost his pony and stayed the night at McWilliams 

Apnl 1,1907 Monday Heard that the Burkes had gone to Sheep Creek on their 

way to Mcleod Rode to Woods to get some straw for V and had to go to Vemys. Frank 

pedingfeld] rode in to High River on his way to Calgary show where he shows his new 

Clydesdole horses. Aubrey hauled hay for colts [this] mornhg and straw fiom Vemys 

aftemoon. About 2 inches of Snow. Heard ground Lark and [ ? 1. 

Apnl6, 1907 Saturday Frank came with his new stud horse and stayed the night 

Henry and 1 drove Pepper and Sally to Hi& River 

Apnl7,1907 Sunday Mm Robertson and party came for croquet Macy came 

with his bu11 had dinner and went on to Big ~ i l l ' ~  

April2 1,1907 Sunday Aubrey hauled hay for Brand symbol VI. Rode to see 

horses and repair seeder. Otto Tabert came to [ ? ] Bedingfelds came aflemoon and 

stayed the night. 

May 12, 1907 Sunday Branded Aubreys s t em and al1 my cattle that were not 

branded. Walter Morley came along. 
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May 14,1907 Tuesday Aubrey finished seeding. Rode over river and saw w?] 
about renting [section] 27 After which m rode up to field and helped Aubrey plant 2 

bags of potatoes Aubrey brought disk home A 2 yeur old heifer had trouble calving and 

we had to use the hamess to pull calf away. Hany Walsh rode up to see if he could get 

seeder and helped in [ ? ] 

May 18, 1907 Saturday Drove Jay and George to Hi& River lay went to sel1 his 

beef but it was too thin and he had to bring it home again. Had meeting of polo club to 

elect officers. Wood and Hills president and vice-president Ekford Captain Aubrey went 

to Burkes for lumber got 85 feet. Dick went home. 

May 2 1, 1907 Tuesday Raked croquet lawn. Aubrey disked fiernoon finished 

putting in potatoes on [section] 14. Henry rode to see Elliot who sent word 1 could have 

the lease of 27 for $150. for 6 months. 

May 24, 1907 Friday Ran in horses and took them across river with Henry. 47 

head Aubrey hauled hay for stable. Went with Aubrey to repair gate and fence leading 

into [section] 27. River quite low. 

May 25, 1907 Saturday Got int the Fitz Herbert mares and took them across river 

with Aubrey and [R?]. 6 head making 53 head Took 28 head of cattle and gathered 21 

making 42 head in field. Whitbread called. 

May 26, 1907 Sunday Rode with Henry to look for 5 head of cattle that are out 

Brownie and Fan foaled. Mr. Limoges, Robertson, Anderson Mr. & Mm. Lindsay, M'" 

Barnett and Vincent came to tea and croquet. W a m  and bright. Bred ~ o s i e . ' ~  
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June 1, 1907 Saturday Took Jock across river and turned him out with mares 

Henry George and 1 went across with waggon aftemoon and repaired fence on South side 

of field. Bought Burkes rom pony [ ? ] my rom mare. Dull and showery. 

June 5, 1907 Wednesday Rode with Henry to Walshes and got the LeClair filly 

took her across river and saw mares Fitzherbert Chestnut filly foaled Watered garden & 

made stone boat and a scalding trough for killing pigs Gardener came for the night 

June 7, 1907 Friday Built scalder for pigs. Ed Walsh came and helped us kit1 a 

pig. Weight 172 lbs. Rain al1 day. 

June 15,1907 Saturday Drove Bee Henry and George to Crossing Had lunch 

with Mr. Limoges. Went to meeting of Polo club. F?] and drove to Polo grounds Fine 

and warm going down a little rain after we got home. Saw M'" Shakley, very pleasant. 

also M'" Wood and Eckford. 

June 23,1907 Sunday Mowed lawn and played croquet afiemoon 

June 24, 1907 Monday Al1 went to High River to see Light Horse sports. 

June 28, 1907 Friday Drove to west Township South to see Section 29 Dick has 

rented, to Halls for dinner and on to [Hous?], drove ont0 [sections] 29, 19,23 W of 4 

which 1 have applied for. Saw some good land south of Blackfoot reserve. Heavy rain 

about 5.30 wiul thunder slept in stable loft. mosquitos [sic] bad. 

July 18, 1907 Thursday Took family to Agricultural show at High River. Got 2nd 

pnze with Beagle in saddle horse cl as^.'^ 

July 24, 1907 Wednesday Drove colt who went well. also Rates 4 yr old 

July 25,1907 Thursday Rode to High River and saw Dr. Leannonth. Went to 

Polo match Calgary Versus High River, Calgary won. Lloyd working on land 
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Juiy 26, 1907 Friday Dmve Grey colt who got away with empty wagon having 

taken much out of it. Lloyd [ ? ] and got hay in and 1 had quite a sprint with [ ? ] Took 

Bee and George to Crossing for Polo and Dance. Calgary Versus [F?] awfbl dust storm 

when we got to High River Good dance. Hauled 2 loads of manure with [ ? ] 4 yr old 

July 27, 1907 Sahuday Came home. Very hot. Drove grey colt who went much 

better. 

July 28,1907 Sunday Drove Bee Jay and Bert to the Bedingfields to lunch and 

took in Polo. Millandle against Pekisko 14 to 4. Mn. and Dr. Learmonth came just as we 

got home. MY Learmonth stayed. 

July 29, 1907 Monday Drove both colts moming. Started Lloyd mowing Bromes. 

Henry and 1 &ove Badger and Sally to ~ r o s s i n ~ . "  

July 30, 1907 Tuesday Lloyd finished Bromes. Got in cattle and branded calves 

moming aftemoon [doped?] everything with Park Davis. Lloyds sister came 

August 3, 1907 Saturday Lloyd and 1 took wheat to Crossing. 1 went on to 

Thompsons for seed wheat and got 25 bushels Heavy rain at Crossing stayed for supper 

and got home about 9 pm. Bee Mm. Learmonth Henry and George went to Pekiskos to 

see Polo lunch at Hills with Robertsons 

August 14, 1908 Wednesday Boys went up to stack. rained aftemoon about 3 

oclock. [ ? ] came with cattle and stayed alinight [written as one word] 

August 15, 1907 Thursday George went with [ ? ] to help drive his cattle Lloyd 

hauled manure. Mernoon Henry and Lloyd mowed George raked. 

August 23, 1907 Friday Cyril and Nelson arrived about 1 1 am having borrowed 

a buggy fkom the Alexanders to which place they walked The boys went stacking hay 
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and George raked. 1 mowed 4 acres Afternoon Cyril and Nelson took buggy back and 

&ove Pepper and Salt to Crossing for their things 

August 24, 1907 Saturday Henry and Lloyd finished rnowing section 145. Cyril 

and George and 1 rode across river to see stock 1 shot 4 ducks Nelson and Jay fished. 1 

started Henry and Lloyd to mow on [section] 10. 

August 25, 1907 Sunday Rained during the night with Thunderstom. Shorts 

horses got in around the house and 1 had to get up and turn them out. Mowed croquet 

lawn. 

August 3 1,1907 Saturday George and 1 went to Crossing lunch with Mm 

Robertson, saw Mm [Trott?] . C y d  got his home fkom Bonds. Mernoon M" Robertson, 

Trott, Madam and M'" De Rossa, Mr and Mm Clanval came 1 drove Madam Rossa round 

the place. Mn and M'" Leannonth also came. Boys mowed 

September 3, 1907 Tuesday Got home about 4.30 having kept in High River by 

W E ~ o l m e s ' ~  wanted me to help hirn give two men bail, who had shot a yearling bu11 

and were committed to take them [ ? ] Henry and Lloyd rnowing. 

September 9, 1907 Monday Started binding and stooking19 again worked about 

2% hous when irons holding [ ? ] broke Drove with Cyril and Pepper and Badger to 

Crossing got new irons Pepper behaved badly and ran us into willows East of bridge 

had to unhook we ran for 5 miles d e r  we had hirn hooked up again Henry and Lloyd 

went to mow and rake. Very hot 

January 1,19 18 Tuesday Very wam~ a strong Chinook aftemoon Bert and 1 went 

for a load of hay rnoming. Afternoon worked on double door for Berts room. George got 

back fkom High River and brought horses along putting them in section 7. 
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January 2,19 18 Wednesday George and 1 went to lix gate at South East corner 

of section 7. Bert rode to the Bedingfelds. Finished door in Berts room. George got in 5 

colts to wean. 

January 8, 1918 Tuesday Snow and 2û" of fiost Finished double door and pasted 

paper round cracks Wrote to F [Crandell?] insisting on my resignation h m  Board of 

[Alberta?] High River [Rep?]. 

January 25,1918 Friday Quite cold and some snow aftemoon Rode to Shurmans 

for a school district meeting aftemoon Bad snow and wind storm while hding steers 

February 7, 1 9 1 8 Thursday George hauled hay [section] 16. Calgary Executive 

meeting at which W A Geddes proposed the retirement of the Bishop much to his 

annoyance. 

February 2 1, 19 18 Thursday Very much warmer. Chinook started about 2 pm. 1 

rode up to [section] 7 with Ross in hayrack and made two gates in south hay corral1 fiom 

which he hauled hay. Went on to Hal Fitzherberts to see him about a [ ? ] Called on 

Mace and looked at his bulls and yearlings 

February 26, 191 8 Tuesday Nice mild day. Ross started out for hay but had to 

retum on account of [grade?] being drifted up. so hauled Greenfeed. 1 rode to [ ? ] on 

[Tongue?] Creek for auction sale. bought a filly coming one year old. Pnces hi&. [ ? ] 

coming 3 [bought?] $85.00 a head. Stopped the night at John Arnolds. 

February 27, 1 9 18 Wednesday S trong West Wind Went back and halter broke 

the yearling and took her home Ross hauled green feed. 
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February 28,19 18 Thursday Fine morning. Dug out grade. Mernoon Ross and 1 

went for hay Strong West wind got up after dinner Harry Hardy and Budd [Weiss?] 

came for dinner Hardy O ffered me $1 15 .O0 a head for steers. 

March 1, 19 1 8 Friday Du11 and colder. West wind to 1 0 am then North wind and 

a little snow Ross and 1 went for hay to Roots stack. Afiemoon Ross hauled Green feed 

Fred Hicks retumed the oats 1 lent hirn and had tea with us. Most amusing. Sandy 

Robertson came about seed oats 

March 2, 191 8 Saturday Beautifùl day. Warm. Ross hauled hay fiom [section] 7. 

1 fixed up place for seed oats. Mary drove to Longview with Ross 1 went as far as 

Whitmans for a school meeting at which Trustees were appointed me [ ? ] chairman. 

Came back with Brown in his car. Sandy Robertson hauled seed oats. 

March 5, 19 18 Tuesday 24" below and a North wind which went down about 10 

am Ross hauled sheaves morning. 1 put up the washing machine 

March 7, 191 8 Thursday Mild wind during m o d g  and a little snow aftemoon. 

Ross hauled green feed. Drove with Ross to Shermans sale bought Plow, Rake and 

seeder. $30 $28 $30 Got harness that George sent up fiom Sandy Robertson. Bought 20 

chickens for $25.00. 

March 9, 19 18 Saturday Drove to High River with Jack & Squaw. Boys had 

supper with me. Looked after Insurance and sent off Cheques. Talked with Carson Hayes 

who came out on Evening Train 

March 10, 1918 Sunday Coldish West wind. Church 8 am. Drove home and 

brought George [ ? ] along. He has his discharge. having him wounded in 3 places and 

lost the sight of his left eye. 
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March 20, 1918 Wednesday Ross and 1 hauled hay fkom Browns stack rnorning 

and 1 got another load aftemoon. Allen Grant carne in car and bought 20 head of my 

steers. Ross put on his best clothes a e r  dimer and said he was going to Calgary. He 

went with Grant in the car. 

January 8, 1919 Wednesday Themorneter 42" 6.30. and 55" in shade at noon. 

George came in car for breaas t .  Bert drove with hirn up to Lineham's logging camp to 

see Mr. Wilson. he got home about 7. Cupman, Jim Peddler called and had dimer. 

Douglas Bruce came. Mary and I drove over to Sandy Robertsons and got 500 lbs of 

potatoes. 

January 15, 19 19 Wednesday Fine mild day. Bert rode across river and brought in 

horses for Chumbley to see they are looking pretty thin. Chumbley who George drove up 

bought 3 head Jack, Squaw and rom 3 yr old. 1 fell through the stable loft and hurt my 

leg while finishg the floor. 

January 2 1,19 19 Tuesday Coldish moming 22" of fkost but warmed up about 10 

am. Bert and I threw some more mud on the stable. Phi1 Weinard walked over fiom Len 

Fitzherbert's and had dimer with us. Basil Sims came to borrow hay-rack. 

January 22, 1919 Wednesday Very mild al1 day & strong chinook Bert and 1 got 

some clay across the river for the stable and got to mudding. Young Momson walked in 

fkom Bull creek crossing to get help to fix his wagon and broken rack. 1 lent him a rack 

and we helped him unload and load up. 

January 27,1919 Monday Bert and 1 hauled 10 loads of manure out of stable 

corral1 and 1 started windows in stable. Sandy Robertson came over about 8.30 to tell me 

Maryland had phoned George to Say he was shipping a load of steers tomorrow. 
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Febniary 7,19 19 Friday 1 P below zero, but no wind. Hauled a load of green 

feed hom across river and put it in loft. Bert chopped ice where stem water We hauled a 

load of hay £tom stack in swamp for stable and steers. 

Apnl 12,19 19 Sahuday Nice day. Hauled a jagZo of hay cleaning up corral1 Mr. 

Hanson and Bonde11 came to lunch. Roy Marshall came to dinner. George brought Henry 

home about 2.30. Henry looking very much older and tired with his j o ~ r n e ~ . ~ '  It is over S 

years since we saw him Novernber 1913. Bee's fûneral. 

Apnl 13, 1919 Sunday Cold strong East wind We al1 went down to High River 

to see Mt. Turner at the Arnolds. Evelyn Robertson & Mr. Cyril Nelson came in Mr. 

Turner looking very thin and ill. Children quite interesting The boys and 1 branded the 

colts during the morning. Bill CF?] came to dinner 

A p d  14, 1919 Monday Got plow ready for work. Vaccinated the yearling steers 

and turned them out in [section] 7. 

Apnl26, 19 19 Saturday Warm day no wind. Plowed al1 day. Boys went to moon 

for cattle and weighed the steers at W Sims. average 824 lbs. 

April27, 19 19 Sunday Very hot 7S0 shade Branded & Vaccinated steers. Boys 

took them to [section] 7 with two mares and colt. [ ? ] & Car1 came to cal1 

A p d  29,1919 Tuesday Rode with Bert to Grants and branded 70 head of 2,3 

and 4 yr old steers. Some snow and rain during the aftemoon Henry got a load of hay. 

May 9, 1919 Friday Henry took float to [section] 7 finished harrowing. Bert and 1 

went to High River for meeting of Skov Lumber Co. which made a dividend of 10%. Saw 

George who had supper with us. 
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May 1 1, 1 9 1 9 Sunday S tarted the boys off for Grants with cattle. Henry Mving 

wagon with 6 calves. Bert and 1 drove cows. We gathered the rest out of Section 7.9 

cows, 6 yearlings and 3 cows of Henry's 

May 14, 19 19 Wednesday Finished seeding about 2 pm. Mary Henry Bert and 1 

Swan who is going north to the Yellow Head to look for land al1 went to High River. 

back about 7.1 took seeder round by bridge to plow on [section] 20. Milk cows pulled out 

and could not be found 

May 24, 1 9 1 9 Saturday River very high Very warm Smoky Evel yn, Tootles, 

Beaudry, pastrofie?] &ove up about noon but did not stay. Bert and 1 finished gate and 

hung it. Henry made a cage for M a y  hem. Aftemoon we got two loads of hay in loft. 

Bert rode across river and found Judy had a colt. He went by bridge 

June 3, 19 19 Tuesday We al1 went up to [section] 7 and gathered the steers which 

we &ove over to [section] 29. Aftemoon we took a steer that had porcupine quills in his 

nose up to Bruce's corral1 and pulled them out. Billy Barlin rode over and rode Berts rom 

mare who bucked pretty hard 

June 4, 19 19 Wednesday Very hot day Henry and 1 went up to [section] 28 and 

cut some gate posts & gate rales [sic]. Henry and Mary went to Longview for mail Bert 

took mares to M'" ~ h a k e r l e ~ s . ~ ~  Silver and Jackson Brownie s e r ~ e d ~ ~  

June 5, 1919 Thursday Very hot day Henry and 1 went up to [section] 7 and put 

in forty new posts Bert rode the gray 'ïhompson mare up to [section] 24 to see horses 

also his roan 3 yr old Aftemoon Henry worked at wagon seat. 1 peeled rales [sic] and 

posts. Bert started to make a gate. 
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July 23,19 1 9 Wednesday We aiI went to Bedingfelds for the aftemoon party of 

old timen who al1 tumed out and enjoyed themselves. Mr. Frank gave Mary a black cock 

bud which we took home Bert took mares to Shakerleys 

July 24, 1 9 1 9 Thursday Henry and 1 rode up to Pete [ ? 1, Forrest [sic] ranger, 

stopping at Beaudries for dimer. Pete took us up the river and showed us the Valley 

where Nightingales hones were m g .  1 made an application to gaze 30 headt4 

August 16, 1919 Saturday Very hot day. Henry and 1 went up to [section] 7 to 

tepair sweep. Bert went to help Dawson with cattle. Bert brought back a mare to break 

We drove the two bay colts together 

August 17,1919 Sunday Very hot day. Rode over to School Section and looked 

at steers. Went up to [section] 7 and fïred up rake. Bedingfelds, Mr Frank & wife Joshey, 

came to tea also Sandy Robertson's wife and 2 children. Boys brought mares from 

School Section we caught Brownie and Peg for haying2s 

August 25, 19 19 Monday Fine morning hot followed by cold North wind about 

1 1 am with rain to North. Mary the boys and 1 went to High River. Mary to start for 

England Bert to go to Calgary for the Starnpeed [sic] Saw Mary off at 2 [.8?] pm M'" 

Julia Robertson going with her. Train very crowded. Started stack in hay corral1 with one 

load 

August 26, 19 19 Tuesday Henry and 1 picked peas to preserve for winter put 

down about 6 quarts in stone pickle jars not being able to find sealers. Did the weeks 

washing! Afternoon Grant came about his 20 steers. We took the cattle over to Lionel 

Fitzherberts and picked out Grants car loadt6 Bischoff came along and bought them from 

Grant. Took them to ~uncis .~ '  
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August 3 1,1919 Sunday Looks like rain George and Bert came. Bert full of 

Stampeed [sic]. Threw off two loads of hay that we hauled yesterday. 

September 1,1919 Monday Du11 and cold wind al1 day. Boys got out and hauled 

in 2 loads. 1 washed the clothes. Baked, made butter and boiled some Beef. Bruce came 

over after supper. 

September 2,19 1 9 Tuesday Cloudy moming but cleared afterward Boys haying. 

1 rode down to Browns for bolt for guard of McCormick machine and on to hay field. 

M'" Shakerley waiked over to offer $30.00 a ton for 10 tons of hay. Will Freeman had 

d h e r  with me Dug some rocks out of trail afiemoon. Henry brought back broken 

casting fiom Deering mower 2 loads 

September 3, 191 9 Wednesday Henry rode up to Sam Smiths for casting which 

he has got Boys went to hay field and hauled in two loads I took car to High River to 

attend a meeting of the Skov Lumber Co at which we decided that of $8000.00 

additional capital could be raised to start a yard in North Country where crops are good. 

12 percent, $5,800.00 [subscnbed?]. Home by J D [Stills?] to get a casting for Deerïng 

mowers Home by 8.30. 

September 5, 191 9 Friday Henry went mowing after dinner. Bert went shooting 

with Justin ~ r e e m a n ~ ~  and shot two ducks Made bread 

September 7, 1919 Sunday Went to Church at High River. took Justin Freeman 

along with us. Got most of two loads of hay off and stack topped out Heavy rain after 

supper and most of night. Dick Westroppe came to supper and stayed the night. 
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September 8, 1919 Monâay 2 1/3 of an inch of rain Everything pretty wet. Henry 

took a team to help Aiex Thompson & McDonald build a bridge over Bull creek. 1 

washed the weeks washing and made about 5 lbs butter Spread out the wet hay in rack. 

September 16,191 9 Tuesday Boys hauled two loads and finished cutting green 

feed 1 washed. Baked. Made butter, and Cooked. 

September 19, 1919 Friday Went to Stockyards and bought 24 steers at 8 [cents] 

went to see Jack Weinard in Hospital . . . Home on evening train 

October 19,191 9 Sunday Nice bnght day but wind keen. Henry and 1 &ove car 

to Bedingfelds and heard fiom Frank about the sale of his ranch to the Prince of Wales. 

Saw George who passed taking brand symbol7UI Brown to High River. Phi1 Bischoff 

called in about 4 pm 

December 2 1, 19 19 Sunday Beautifid day. George came to meet [Chomister ?] 

to show hirn a team, too small. The boys went up river and cut some Christmas trees 

which George took back. Hanson came to ask us al1 there for Xmas 

December 22, 1919 Monday Spring like. Thermometer 45" 6 am not any wind 

and hot. Henry went for hay. Did the weeks wash. Bert took saddle horses to High River 

to have them shod and attend a High School supper. Henry rnixed pudding for Xmas. 

December 23, 191 9 Tuesday Beautihl day. Fred [ ? ] came about 2.30 and paid 

for George's saddle Boiling pudding al1 day & preparing turkey. Bert got home 7.30. 

January 16, 1923 Tuesday 40" about 6 am. Real old fashioned Chinook al1 day. 

13 inches of water running on ice of river Henry took team over to [unidentified ranch 

symbol] and got them shod 1 helped Mary wash and made 10 lbs butter 
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January 24, 1924 Thursday Hospital meeting.2g Had lunch and supper with the 

Alexanders and went to the Bagpipe concert with them. Henry hauled sheaves fkom 

[section] 7 and hay fiom School Section fed cattle. 

January 29, 1924 Tuesday 8" frost, quite warm al1 day themorneter up to 48O 

Helped Mary wash and chumed 10 lbs butter Bert got a load of hay fkom School Section 

and fed cattle. School Board meeting at which we decided to get rid of Hedley. Henry got 

back h m  High River. 

February 4, 1923 Monday 20" fiost. Mild day. Bert and 1 gathered cattle out of 

[section] 19 and took 59 head up to [section] 7 bringing 3 to feed at ranch. Had a look at 

trough which is holding water ok. Mernoon frost. Mild day. Bert and 1 gathered cattle 

out of [section] 1 9 and took 59 head up to [section] 7 bringing 3 to feed at ranch. Had a 

look at trough which is holding water ok. Mernoon propped up fence in feeding corral 

with cross pieces. Boys dipped colts and yearlings for lice3* 

February 2 1, 1924 Thursday More soft snow towards evening. Quite mild al1 day. 

Had dinner at Hospital with the rest of the board meeting afterwards. Home about 7 pm. 

Harry Taylor here. Got car fixed up while 1 was in Calgary. Henry fed cattle in [section] 

7. Hauled sheaves down and hauled hay afternoon feeding cattle in [section] 19. 

February 29,1924 Friday 8" frost. Henry and 1 cut up the beef, Sandy came along 

and helped us, she [the heifer] weighed 651 lbs. Sandy stopped for dinner Bruce came. 

Henry hauled the last load of straw and fed cattle. 1 rode to look thru cattle. Henry drove 

up to the Runcirnans to get Evelyn to go to a dance at High River but they were too late. 

March 17, 1924 Monday 20° h s t  milder through the day, no wind Rode up to 

[section] 7 and put cattle on feed 1 threw out yesterday Made 9 1/2 Ibs butter. Henry rode 
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[crossed out] went up to [section] 7 and fed cattle hay. Saw Tom Mac and M'% Vaughan 

also Sam Smith & Evelyn driving to High River for a masquerade dance at Oddfellows 

Hall. Spotted yeliow & white cow in season. 

March 20, 1924 Thursday Not very cold but stomiing al1 day with heavy snow 

showers Cleaned off most of the horses in Economy barn. Sale started about 10.30 

pnces for good heavy horses up to $225.00. Aftemoon went to Hospital meeting. Saw 

our horses sold about 5 pm. pike3' and 1 got home about 7.30. roads not too bad comuig 

back. Henry fed cattle 

Henry Sbeppard Jr. 

Apnl 1 2, 1 9 1 9 Saturday reached Calgary 7 : 3 0 ~ ~  had breakfast le ft  for High 

River via Aldersyde [ ? ] I picked up George. 

April 13,19 19 Sunday al1 went down to High River in car and had tea with the 

Amolds. Saw Evelyn & Mn. Turner. 

April 18, 19 19 Fnday Drove over to M'" Shakerleys with Mary & Bert. 

April 19, 19 19 Saturday Went ploughuig in aftemoon. 

Apnl25,lg 19 Fnday Mary Mr  els son" Bert & Dad went to Sale. 1 ploughed. 

April26, 1919 Saturday George & 1 rode down to Bert Moors for 5 steers 2 yr 

weighing 4 1 20 lbs. 

Apnl27, 19 19 Sunday Branded stem turned them out in afiemoon & went to 

look over horses. 

April28, 19 19 Monday Ploughed al1 day. Dad & Bert went to Grant's bnnging 

him back & looked at cattle 
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May 12.191 9 Monday Came home again with wagon & tearn got here by dinner 

time planted potatoes. 

June 1, 19 19 Sunday Al1 drove to church. Bert got his saddle Drove home by 

Bar U [ m e n  as brand symbol] Saw [George] Lane about [section] 24 went in Saw the 

Olsens who gave us tea. 

June 2-19 19 Monday Dad & 1 fixed spring across the  ive?^ Bert rode two 

colts. 

June 3, 19 19 Tuesday took steers over river in morning Bert rode one of his colts 

Thompson went up to Bruce's to take porcupine quills out of steer. Bailey came down 

fiorn Bruce's to ride Bert's mare 

June 5 , lg  19 Thunday Dad & 1 went fencing. Bert went to look at horses in 

[section] 24 wrote to Ottawa re land" 

June 2 1, 191 9 Saturday Bert & 1 took mares to ~hake r l e~s '~  & looked at colts in 

[section] 24. went for rails for spring3' in afternoon very hot. 

July 4, 1919 Friday Dad & 1 drove to High River to sel1 ~lirn" 80 Police went to 

Dentist had two teeth out & one fil1ed 

July 23, 19 19 Wednesday Westroppe came to dinner family &ove over to the 

Bedingfelds to attend [ ? ] Party. 

August 2, 1919 Saturday Bert took 30 head of horses up to Forest Reserve 1 took 

mares up to Shakerleys for last time & put them in School section. Bred Kit. 
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September 20,1919 Saturday Dad got home for breakfast bought car load steers 

Calgary left after in car for Okotoks. we memy Jr. and bis brother Bert] followed on 

horse back. 1 came home with car and ran into shower at Longview. 

September 21, 1919 Sunday They [Henry Sr. and Bert] got home with cattle in 

afternoon. Stopped at Mr Taylor ovemight. 

October 13,1919 Monday Dad went to get stove. George came over River 

having broke axles at Flat Creek Bert came over fiom Bar U [written as brand symbol] . 

Stayed night. 

January 17,1929 Thursday Light fa11 of snow Cold north wind got up in morning 

Took load of oats to be chopped ~ v e l ~ n ~ ~  had a tea party consisting of Mn Betton Ms 

Burke & Mn Nelson. They al1 did justice to the good eats Ruth sick did not go to school 

January 18, 1929 Fnday 1 [O] below very strong cold north wind al1 day Kept 

cows in. Ruth able to go to school went up to Georges for dinner 

January 27, 1929 Sunday 32 below. with foggy atmosphere water hole fiozen for 

horses. had to chop new one!' 

March 12, 1929 Tuesday Bill did not come back4' 

March 13,1929 Wednesday could not get man so Ruth & 1 millced cows Sam 

came up & helped clean stables out. 

April 1, 1929 Monday Took bu11 down to stock yards went out to McLeods in 

aftemoon to get new bu11 with Ruth & Kirton 

April 10, 1929 Wednesday Went up home to get two colts nice day got there 

about 1 :30 
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April 11, 1929 Thursday Came home again with horses. Saw Kenneth [Runciman] 

up t here 

April 19, 1929 Friday 18 degreesJ2 frost could not plow al1 afler dinner Jack 

finished plowing 20 acres by chinksJ3 We treated wheat in morning which I finished 

after dinner Sam came up for straw M" Kirkman came on way up to the Hansons Ruth 

& h ore en^ went to Mm. Browns party 

A p d  23, 1929 Tuesday Cold wind & cloudy Jack started sow wheat by Chinks 1 

finished putting earth in hot bed & put cabbage in Kenneth pulled out for hills 

May 13, 1929 Monday Wet most of moming, cleared up till about 3 when rained 

hard could not work on spuds. went to pull greenfield corral down after dinner. 

Transplanted Rhubarb E. Transplanted sweet peas 

June 3, 1929 Monday Still cloudy & some rain River rising fast. Went to set 

cows in about 10.30 afler which bridge went out. Water al1 over town with no school 

June 6, 1929 Thursday Tned to haul bridge back to position but could not do 

anything too boggy so pulled it to pieces's 

June 7, 1929 Friday Finished Bridge by dinner time"6 and then worked on spring 

box" 1 ttook cream down after dinner 

June 12, 1929 Wednesday Very hot 84' in shade 1 harrowed potatoes which are 

just showing through. ~ a c k ~ ~  plowing loaded Wilson 50 bushrfs Oats 

June 17, 1929 Monday Fine day [Fine day crossed outr9 Wet moming raining 

strong west wind Willie brought 4 pigs in car with his family Jack & 1 went to George's 

to get sideboard plowing in p. m. 
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July 15,1929 Monday Tony & 1 finished cellar in morning took mixer back aAer 

dinner also wheelbarrow got T. Berry to corne & work. Ruth left for hills with Doreen 

muncirnan] & Kirhan Evelyn rode along as far as the rive8' 

August 7, 1929 Wednesday Stacked al1 morning al1 that was raked Tom went on 

mowing & broke tongue 1 2" raked same in aftemoon. 92O in shade no wind very 

smokey. 

August 2 1, 1929 Wednesday Started to cut oats south creek & finished this side of 

slough. 1 stooked wheat Runcies & Hansons came for gymkhana. took Eve out. Dad & 

Boys rode Came home about 7 [p.m.] for tea 

September. 22, 1929 Sunday Ruth & I went to church. Mr. Howcroft preached 

Mm. Arnold & Bob brought us home. Eve & Ruth went for a ride after dinner cold wind 

blowing & looked storrny 

September. 23,1929 Monday Cloudy hauled 8 loads green feed Bert came to 

dinner having brought Dad down to hospital [~ucaman?]~'  starting threshing about 5 PM 

started to rain about 8. 

October 19, 1929 Saturday Put boards on g r a n d 2  got chops3 for pigs helped 

Bert ship cattle took cows down. Sold old Hens & Ducks to Chinks George came up 

December 1 1. 1929 Wednesday Dad & Bert came down in car. Dad for hospital 

meeting, stayed the night. Dad with us & Bert with George Sam came up for rawhideS4 

& stayed for dimer. Chink brought up chickens for Dad 20 [degrees] below zero Cold 

& cloudy al1 day. Hauled hay 

December 27, 1929 Friday Bert went to Calgary 1 cut up pigs & cleaned up killing 

stuff. Pigs weighed 195 [and] 175 lbs. Bert came back & stayed with us for the night 
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December 28, 1929 Satutday Strong wind got Bert home with pork, Fish & 

balance of hem finished cutting up pigs. Wind went down after dinner hauled load of 

hay to R. Thompson 2070 bounds?] at S 1 4 ~  Alex came down to work at sick cows 

Eve went to visit at hospital 3" above fieezing 

December 29, 1929 Sunday finished cuning up pigs & got them into the salt. 

George came up & got some spare ribs & pork took a piece down to Sam. 

Januitry 6, 1938 Thursday Nice day Blue died ams5 hauled her outs6 

January 7, 1938 Saturday [sic: Friday] Strong W Wind & dust Sam came up 

Shod team ui front he got a 114 of dead cow Blue for dog meat. Kenneth pulled out afler 

tea 

January 26, 1938 Wednesday Still warm hauled Barley straw a.m. [Skovy?] came 

for rack P.M. George come up for Rabbit food." Mn Cousins called. Unloaded chop. 

January 27, 1938 Thursday very warrn until4 [p.m.] when North Wind got up & 

froze al1 the pools up. Eve went to ME Wright's for tea Jim [W?] came for calf. Pump 

came apart had to haul it up & fix it.'* 

January 28, 1938 Fnday Nasty day snowing & Blowing fiom North. Cleaned east 

shed. Eve went to Dons's tea party George came up for mik 

January 29, 1938 Saturday Cold but Clear. Worked around place. Eve made 

another 20 lbs. Marmalade 3rd lot.59 

March 9,1938 Wednesday fine. Cleared up amund ~aboose.~ '  hauled Jag of 

bedding fiom Barley Alice calved Bull. Doreen went for a ride. Henry came over after 

supper. Kids saw a Robin. Blue Buds are also back. 
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April25, 1938 Monday Cloudy Cool al1 &y H W Z ~ ~ '  Finished plowing 11 a.m. 

took h m w  over and nnished tonight 1 dug up rest of Goosebemes & planteci hot bed 

April26, 1938 Tuesday Cloudy till this evening Uncovered Raspberrïes by stable 

P.M. hauled 2 loads manure [manure is crossed out] straw nom Wheat stack spread it 

out. Joe Robertson came for eggs Dr Little Came to test cows6* 

May 1 1, 1938 Wednesday Nice Windy P.M. Henry finished seeding [lot?] Barley 

about 3.30 Cp.m.1 Ruth & 1 seeding Clover. got about 2 m?] in. Henry harrowed Eve 

whi t e ~ a s h i n ~ ~ ~  

June 9, 1938 Thursday 1/2 inch rain & 1/2 inch today Started to fence but had to 

stop 9.30 [a.m.] for rain Cleared up about 3 P.M. Killed pig after tea. 

June 11, 1938 Saturday fine But Windy South Worked on fence around Creek 

coma1 al1 day Mn ~ o u s i n s ~ ~  borrowed team & plow Ruth & Ken corne for Derek this 

rn~rn in~ .~ '  Eve went to town P.M. 

August 10, 193 8 Wednesday Hot day. poisoned Thistles a.m. Henry cultivating 

P.M. Seeding. 1 took cultivator back to Kisers Betty got sleeping sickness Dr Little came 

d o m  

August 1 1, 1938 Thursday Betty no worse Went to town for salts & strychnine 

Henry seeding got south field finished Kenneth to dimer Eve & Ruth went to town. 

Ruth to pictures. I cut wild oats around greenfeed66 

September 22, 1938 niursday N Wind a.m. hauled Balance of Barley 1 load 2 

loads greenfeed east field ~orkilmo~' pulled in his outfit 2 P.M. threshed Regular Oats 

813 bushels Started West end 5 P.M. 
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October 20,1938 Thursday beautihl âay 85 in shade. Henry went for Chop 2900 

[lbs.] P.M. hauled hay h m  Centre stack 1 finished whitewashing Got up 50 cabbages6' 

also r n a ~ ~ ~ e l s ~ ~  & finished them Eve went to Mm Holmes for tea with Hilda. 

November 6,1938 Sunday nice day Eve went to church a.m. 1 went to Vestry 

[meetingl7'. put hay in loft George helped me. Mae came for Bert 7 a.m. to go McIntyres 

got back about 9.1 did not see them. Ruth came back fiom Runcis. 

December 25, 1 938 Sunday Cold & Blizzardy. Strong N Wind Cold little snow 

d n h g  Bert & Rump could aot get down. George had Xrnas dinner with us No one 

went to church 

January 9,1947 Thursday Nice mild day W Wind hauled Manure fkom shed 

started to make chute for Boar Ruth to the show7' Bert down am with Calf for Ruth. 

Wild 

March 18, 1947 Tuesday Nice day Went to town for Fertilizer Sam came up for 

team Bert to supper. on way home fiom Bull sale opening saw his Calf win 

~ h a t n ~ i o n s h i ~ ~ ~  

Apnl5, 1947 Saturday nice day hauled load Brome a.m. Bert came with his 

power spray [ ? ] Cattle for Warbles Phoned Miller about wheat. 45 bus @ 1 50 

May 18, 1947 Sunday Nice day Buck making his Rabbit Ruth to Fair 

grounds PM we pickled [wheat?] 1 worked on Drill P.M. 

July 2, 1947 Wednesday nice day Hot We al1 went to stampede. saw Parade 

a.m. Ruth & Winnie dressed as silver Knights big crowd. Runcis al1 down Little min 
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July 3, 1947 Thursday We al1 took in the stampede am P.M. Ruth down again 

after supper with Winnie & Isabel the Runcis also down Bert got two pnzes for 

~aiorninos'~ 

September 20, 1947 Saturday Nice warm sunny day snow nearly al1 gone Buck 

hauled Manure I finished Ruths Feeder for Calves Bert staying the night. 

October 20, 1947 Monday Du11 snowing since supper time We filled Bridge 

approach's hauled 12 loads Manure garden We put 61 chicken in Hen House 

Bert Sheppard 

January 1, 1938 Saturday 40' above, mild al1 day. Slirn and 1 went up to [section] 

23 in the moming. Frank Heslip and ~ u r n ~ u s ~ ~  hauled hay. Aftemoon Gordon went to 

town with Bill Cooper. Rumpus bought Nellie Chapmans milk cow. Washed show ~a l f . ' ~  

January 3, 1938 Monday Mild day. A7 [brand syrnbol ?] man "the Bengall Tiger" 

came to see Frank Heslip. Frank and Rumpus hauled hay nom [section] 7 in the morning 

Went up to [sections] 7 and 23 to look at cattle. Aftemoon fixed up hen-house. Gordon 

and ~ r a n k ~ '  Butchered. Went to Post Office with Rumpus. 

January 4, 1938 Tuesday Mild moming, Vem Cooper came for beef and looked 

at radio. Rumpus and Frank hauled hay. Allernoon they hauled greenfeed from 

Trembleys. Rumpus and 1 went to Fitz-Herberts with car for chickens and took 1/2 hind 

quarter of beef to Miss Shakerleys. 

January 9, 1938 Sunday Mild al1 day, Gordon and 1 went to the Swans for dimer. 

Aftemoon looked at cattle in [section] 23 and then went over to Hughes' for skating party 

got home 1 A.M. 
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January 12,1938 Wednesday Chinookhg again in the morning, Rumpus went to 

Calgary and took Neil [Web?] dong. Frank and 1 rode to New ~ o r k ' ~ .  Mernoon Gordon 

and 1 went up to [section] 23 to work cattle. Took thirteen head to section 7. 

January 13, 1938 niursday Mild moming, cleaned up the house, Gordon went to 

[section] 7, Frank went to New York. The Macleary girls and Mrs. Riddel came for 

dinner. Aftemoon went with Rumpus to ~ h i c a ~ o ' ~  and called at the Wallatas. Pipe-line 

laid in stubble field across the river, cellar started on subdivision 1 1. 

January 14, 1938 Friday 40° above. Went to New York with Rumpus. Got 

Mckay to put connection in line. Aftemoon dipped calves, went to Post Office for mail 

and got a new regulator for Hesiip house. Water running. Mer supper went down to 

Hamptons, phoned Burnett about oil ~ e l l s . ~ '  

January 17, 1938 Monday Nice morning. Rumpus and 1 went to town, had dinner 

at Henry's Rumpus brought vet out and tested miik cows. 

January 18, 1938 Tuesday Nice moming. Rumpus churned. Went up to [section] 

7. Ed Marston came about one o'clock, Rumpus and he went to New York in the car. 1 

took cart up to [section] 23 with salt. 

January 20, 1938 Thursday 27' of fiost. Halter broke 12 heifer calves8' Gordon 

and 1 went to [section] 7 to open water-hole in the morning. Fred came in the moming. 

Pipe line fioze up, Rumpus thawed it out. 

January 24,1938 Monday 27O fiost. Frank and Fred went to New York to bank 

up Franks house. Gordon went up to [section] 7 to open tank. Rumpus and 1 went to 

Black Diamond to see cows. Rumpus bought two cows fiom Jack Lee, 1 bought two pigs. 

Had dinner at Hotel. Frank brought back pipe fiom Coopers. 



Summary for January 

January was a f h e  open month hardly any snow, the temperature going below 

zero only six days in the month. chinooking most of the time, with one or two moderately 

strong winds. Cattle wintering well. Considerable activity in the oil-field, two demcks 

being built on the N.W. 1/4 [section] 20. R. Peterson made a start with the dairy. Had a 

house built in NewYork. 

March 7, 1938 Monday 14" above zero. cold north wind, Gus and 1 went to 

[section] 23 brought home 4 cows leaving 49. Fred hauled hay Dave sawed his thumb 

badly. In the aftemoon Frank and 1 butchered, Fred hauled hay. 

March 19,193 8 Saturday Cool moming. Went to New York and Chicago. Fred 

went to ~ . 8 ~  In the aftemoon Dave Fred and 1 worked in the big shed. Everyone sick fiom 

drinking poisoned whiskey. Jay Weikle came back h m  Calgary 

March 20,1938 Sunday Mild morning, first cdf  born. Dave and Fred built cement 

block in shed. Went to [section] 7. visited the Hansons M e r  dinner went to [section] 23 

and met Fred. Brought home 10 cows. Jim Hampton and Gus Holmes came after supper 

went out to see Louis McCulloch. 

March 25,1938 Friday 10" fkost new born calf, Fred went to Shakerleys. Gus 

and 1 brought 16 head nom [section] 7. After dinner fixed fence at waterhole. 

[Chronister?] man came with cow. Louis McCulloch came about supper tirne. Mer 

supper Dave and 1 &ove to New York. Frank painting. 

March 26,1938 Saturday 40° above, cow calved during the night George came 

about 6 P.M. Started for Calgary after supper with show calf and got to Calgary about 

10.30. 
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March 27,1938 Sunday Spent the day at the Exhibition grounds. 

March 28, 1938 Monday Nice day. mild in the moming. Started to snow in the 

aftemoon washed calf, 

Mar& 29,1938 Tuesday Raging blizzard. Cattle judged in the moming. Sale of 

fat stock in the aftemoon. Calf [ ? ] 9 [month?] sold for 7 [cents] weighed 720 lbs. 

March 30, 1938 Wednesday Bull sale weather a Little better Sale postponed on 

account of blizzard. 

March 3 1, 1938 Thursday Bought bought crossed out] Bull sale al1 day. 

Summary for March. 

The k t  week in match was cool about 4" of snow having fallen. Frorn then on 

the weather was fine up till the 29? A light chinook blowing al1 the t h e ,  very little snow 

[snow crossed out] fkost at night. March went out with a blizzard killing a lot of cattle in 

Medicine Hat District. Dave Diebel built new chicken-house and started roofing shed.83 

Oil activity quieter, Operators being short of money. Louis McCulloch rented several 

house lots at River-Bend. Cows started calving, about 10 head being born in March. 

Rurnpus Peterson still increasing in his milk sales. New York growing very fast. 

Apnl 1, 1938 Friday Cool day, snow hilled 4' high in streets at Calgary. Bought 

Colbert Bull for seven hundred dollars.84 Good bulls selling hi&. 

May 2, 1938 Monday Still snowing strong witb wind dl moming, snow not 

laying, Pure Bred cow calved during the night. Fred went to [section] 7, stopped snowing 

about 1 1 A.M. Mer noon rode around cattle in [section] 23. Fred built pig-pen. 

May 3,1938 Tuesday Fred and 1 fixed fence in the morning Aftemoon Fred 

started farming. Finished gate. 
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May 30, 1938 Monday Worked in garden. Al1 went to Pattersons to brand and 

*ay? 

Juae 7, 1938 Tuesday Fred hauling manure. Took colt down to Runcimans to cut 

h. Dave came. 

June 10, 1938 Friday Clear moming, Fred and 1 went over to Shakerleys and to 

[section] 23. Planted cabbages &er supper. 

June 1 1,1938 Saturday Trimmed Bab's feet86 and branded new bull. Aftemoon 

poisoned gophers in [section] 7. 

June 15, 1938 Wednesday Fine morning collected fee for garbage man, Painted 

chicken house in the aftemoon. Fred fixed fence in [section] 23 in the morning. Worked 

cattle in [section] 23 after supper. 

June 16,1938 Thursday Cloudy moming. Brought down 12 yearling heifers and 

numbered them. After noon took heifer to heifer Pasture and turned out bulls. 

June 28,1938 Tuesday Fine Day Dunc & Mrs Fraser came after dinner. Dunc 

Frank and 1 went to Black Diamond Starnpede. 

June 29,1938 Wednesday Fine Day. worked at mower Frank got back about 1 1. 

P.M.~' having won 3rd in day, money roping. 

June 30,1938 Thursday Branded at Hansons cool day 

July 25, 1938 Monday Gordon and 1 started for Flat-Creek with thirty-seven 

cows picked up bu11 at Pattersons. Had dinner at [ ? 1. Stopped the night at Pattersons 

September 24, 1938 Saturday Left with calves at daylight. Slim Mortson met us 

at double gates at [section] 16 Got home at 12. A M. Trucks also arrived Mernoon 
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moved calves, loading 55 in three trucks good trip to Calgary. Shipped with C.N.R. at 10 

PM. 

September 25,1938 Sunday Good nui through to Saskatoon arriving at 9. P M. 

September 26, 1938 Monday Weather still fuie, quiet around yard, worked cattle. 

September 27, 1938 Tuesday Cattle coming in slowly for show. calves in good 

shape after trip. 

September 28,1938 Wednesday About 500 head in show. Judging started at 10 

AM. Calves won 2 firsts and one sixth prize also getting both Grand Charnpionships of 

Show. Large attendance at Banquet which was quite successfùl. 

September 29, 1938 Thursday Sale started at 10.30 A.M. Calves selling at 9.10 

for load. groups at about 7.88 Lefl for home at 5 P.M. 

September 30,1938 Friday Anived in Calgary about 9.20 A.M. Came home on 

bus, having supper with Rod Macleod. Frank Bennett brought me home. Slim Morton 

and Slim Martin also came. E P m n c e  of Wdes Ranch] Sale ~ a ~ . ~ ~  

December 25, 1938 Sunday Christmas moming, strong wind fkom the north, too 

bad to go to Henry's, so Rumpus and 1 went to the Hansons, spent a very pleasant time 

there. Storm abated about 3 PM. 

February 26, 1939 Sunday Fine moming, took horse-loads to Runcimans, had 

lunch at Miss Shakerleys, Picked up Ponies which had got away, at Fitz-Herberts, Rode 

Calamities' 2 yr. old after 1 got home. Slim left for CamKnghts camp. 

Apnl 12, 1939 Wednesday Fine moming, moved yearlings nom [section] 7 to 

24. Took horses down. Aftemoon vaccinated 13 head for ~ n c e ~ h a l o r n ~ e l i t i s . ~  
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Apnl241939 Monday Fine moming, Gordon took cows out to [section] 7. Slim 

helped me vaccinate horses. Herb working at fence. Mernoon Herb and 1 went across the 

river for logs for cattle guard. The Hansons came to see the Stailion. M e r  supper the 

Runcimans came to see home. 

April29, 1939 Saturday Slim and 1 went to Hitchills spayed 17 head heifers9' 

Afternoon rode around cattle. 

May 28,1939 Sunday Nice cool moming. Herb Dave and 1 went to TL manch] 

in Herbs' car. Saw the fence the 1ndiansg2 built after dimer. Rode around cattle afler 

supper. Rumpus and Joe came up about 9. P.M. Came home with Joe and Rurnpus. 

May 29,1939 Monday Herb took me to TL manch] with load of gnib for 

Indians, got home about 1. P.M. very hot day. Worked at cattle guard. Mrs. Burnmeister 

cleaning out my bedr~orn.'~ Dave fuing gates. M e r  supper went to see Tom Hughes 

about steer Graham lent me his car to go to Hughes Graham helped Rurnpus plow in 

potatoes. 

Summary for May 

The first three weeks in May very dry. About 1 112" of rain at TL [Ranch] and 1 

inch at Riverbend. On the 22 & 23 [of May], Sewed oats and grass seed in [section] 7 on 

the 1st and 2nd. Completed TL manch] d e a ~ . ~ ~  Moved stock to TL [Ranch]. hdians 

started chopping. King and Queen visited Calgary. 

June 6, 1939 Tuesday Jack went to Bar U [written as brand symbol]. Rode over 

to see Louis. Louis &ove me to New York. Got grocenes for Indians. Fred took wagon 

and team to TL m c h ] .  Showers during aftemoon. Cleaned up yard. Slim Martin and 

White came for supper. Burnmeister came for the evening. 
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June 7,1939 Wednesday Fine momin& Herb sawing up wood. Dave building 

hog fence. Martin and White pulled out after dinner. Rode up to the Pattersons, had 

supper there. Fred and 1 rode over to the TL m c h ] .  Slim in bed with bad c01d.'~ 

June 10,1939 Sahirday Cloudy day, Fred and 1 went to TL [ Ranch], took up two 

hoaes fiom [section] 7, heavy min, about 1 1. A.M., stopped at Patterson's for lunch. 

After lunch Patterson and self ran horses to TL [ Ranch], Fred cut out work horses, rode 

with Patterson to see Indian fence. Rurnpus brought plow up also grub for Indians. 

June 12,1939 Monday Rained off and on during the day, gathered cows and 

calves al1 day, Fred and Slim helping, moved cows and calves into the fords. Rode to 

Riverbend after supper, rained, al1 night. 

June 15, 1939 Thursday Rained al1 day, went to Calgary by bus with Alec Miller. 

Mernoon Western Stock Growers Convention. 

June 2 1,193 8 Wednesday Started bulls for TL [ Ranch]. Had dinner at Tom 

McMasters, Tom helped me with bulls to the [section] Ford. Had to have bulls on the 

south side of the river on account of high water. Crossed at lower ford and rode to TL [ 

Ranch]. Fred and Dave plowing, Slim and Gordon having gone to the Black Diarnond 

Starnpede. Jack Butler at TL ( Ranch] having taken mares up to Stallion. 

June 22, 1938 Thursday Fine morning, Jack and 1 rode down to Bews' to help Joe 

brand. Branded 77 calves. M e r  lunch al1 hands turned out and helped me brand, doubted 

whether or not we would get through before it rained, but shower passed over, branded 

70 head, about 40 bu11 calves, came down the river with John Bews and Ted Eden. Had 

supper with them at New York. 

Summary for June. 
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Rainy weather practically al1 of June, about 8" reported a great deal more falling 

f.urther West. TL [ Ranch] gettuig quite boggy. Heavy snow fa11 in the mountains, which 

certainly prevented a bad flood, Snow coming out slowly, which kept river hi&. Had to 

swim bulls at the FideIli? ] Ford. Fred Crawford tixed Sullivan Hay Crossing also started 

breeding up long flat at TL [ Ranch]. Indians building fence for Patterson, Joe and 

myself, completing about fifieen miles by end of month. Branding practically over by end 

of month. Grass [ ? ] 

Summary for August 

With the exception of a days min on the 6" Aug. was a hot dry month. Finished 

haying in [section] 7 on the 2nd. Fred and Slim put up about 10 tons at the TL [ Ranch]. 

Moved remainder of cows & calves to Reserve. Earl Heslip Killed on Anglo Canadian 

Rig. Situation in Europe very strained. Started treating corrall posts with bluestone." 
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1 Jay Sheppard, Henry Sr.'s second son, according to Leaves From the Medicine Tree, was kiîled at Vimy 
Ridge in 19 1 7 (99). 

Hanson was the Sheppard's breeding stailion. 
AU temperatures are noted in Fahrenheit. 

4 Sally and Maude appear to be heavy horses used for hauling. 
Aubrey is a hired labourer. 
Pruk and Brownie are heavy horses. 
According to Dianne Vallée, curator of the Museum of the Highwood in High River, Alberta, "Christmas 

nurnbers" are most likely to have been Christmas editions of magazines to which the Sheppards subscribed. 
8 The Sheppards used coal to heat theü house. 
9 As Justice of the Peace, Henry Sheppard Sr. concemed himself with local legal interests and noted them 
fiequently in his jounials. 
'O Mr. Limoges operated the High River Trading Co., was post master for 45 years, and "was keenly 
interested in polo, and was Honorary President of the Polo Club" in High River (LFTMT 88). 
'l Punch, Salt, and Sally are heavy horses. The Sheppards practiced the method of driving a young horse in 
training with a more experienced horse. 
l2 Frequently, cattle that were loose on the range wocld fbd their way onto the Sheppard ranch and would 
have to be turned out or their owners notified of their whereabouts. 
l3 "V" is used to designate a brand symbol that resembles a modifieci, or perhaps ''flying" V. 
14 Big Hill is a district or range area. 
'' Rosie seems to be one of the heavy horse mares. The Sheppards ofien used Bedingfeld studs to service 
their mares, but they also used a stallion of their own named Hanson. 
16 The Sheppards participated in smaller horse shows or gymkhanas, and also, in larger and more forma1 
horse shows. The show at the High River Agicultural Fair seems more fonnal. 
17 Originally, High River was called "The Crossing" according to Bert Sheppard's memoirs. 
l8 W.E. Holmes was Justice of the Peace and is mentioued in both Leaves From the Medicine Tree and 
S itzee Days. 
'g"E3indiog and stoohiig'refer to the activity of harvesting grain. 

A jag is a part of a load according to Warren Zimmemian, long tirne cowboy and employee of the 
Sheppard family. 
)' Henry Jr. has just arrived home afier his discharge fiom the military and after having been held in a 
Gennan prison camp for four years. 
" The Shakerleys kept horses standing at shid. Probably, Bert was taking the mares for breeding. 
23 Henry Sr. served as Justice of the Peace. The purpose of his underlining of the note that he served 
summons to Silver and Jackson Brownie seems to be for added emphasis. He ofien underlined his notations 
of quantities of hay hauled as well. 
24 Legal applications and permits seemed to govem grazing rights in the rangeland. In this case, Henry Sr. 
wanted to gaze his animals on the forestry reserve. 

Brownie and Peg are heavy horses used for operating the hayuig equipment. 
26 Cattle were shipped by train; thus, a car load would be the number of head of cattle that could be 
accommo&ted by a train box car. 
27 bbRunci~*' were the Ruaciman family, close fiends of the Sheppards. 
28 Justin Freeman is Justin Deane-Freemaa Jr., the son of Justin Deane-Freernan, a renowned polo player 
who is noted in both Spitzee Days and Leaves From The Medicine Tree, to have died in a tragic polo 
accident California in 1910. According to May Bowman of High River, daughter of Justin Deane-Freeman 
Sr., the story about her father was dramatized; he was not killed while playing polo, but rather, afier the 
game while siîting astride his horse talking to a fkiend. An unruiy horse nearby reared and came down upon 
him with a fatal blow to his neck fiom the horse's bit. The discrepancy between the recorded incident and 
the oral history told by the polo player's daughter May Bowman demonstrates the manner in which the 
details of historical narratives are dramatized or myîhologized. 
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29 Henry Sr. participated in various executive cornmittees within the community. He attended nxetiugs of 
the directors for the hospital, the school, and, as well, as for the Anglican church. 
30 The dipping of livestock in a tank of solution for control of lice and mange is noted throughout the 
journais. 
3' Pike is either a £iiend or a hired worker. 
32 Henry Jr. is arriving home, having been discbged fiom the army, and after having been held in a 
German prison camp for four years. 
33 The same date in Henry Sr.'s journal notes that the family went to the sale with Mr. Nelson. 
34 Presumably, Henry Jr. and his father fmed a watering device to supply water to the cattle and horses 
astured across the river. ' Negotiations for additional land for lcase or pinrhase seemd to have been doue by post. 

36 The Sheppard mares were taken to the Shakerley ranch to be bred to well-blooded stallions. 
37 The rails seem to be for a fence around the spring tbat is used for watering the stock. 
38 Presumably, Slim is a horse. Horses breeders in High River kept the Northwest Mounted Police supplied 
with remounts. 
39 Evelyn is Henry Jr.'s wife. Previously married and now widowed, Evelyn bad a daughter Ruth Maccoy, 
Henry Jr.3 stepdaughter. Ruth did not take her stepfather's sumame. The Sheppard ranch where Ruth lived 
until her death in 1995 was designated an heritage site and named after her. 
40 The livestock watered at the creek ali year. Ln the coldest montbs, a great responsibility for the Sheppards 
was to keep the water hole open so the animais could drink. 
4 1 Bill seems to have been a hired labourer. The following &y, the Sheppards do the chores Bill would 
have done. On Friday, March 15&, they hire Bert Moore. 
42 Henry Ir. was inconsistent in the manner in which he noted the temperature. He wrote degrees in fU at 
tUnes and as "O" at other times. 
43 "Chink" is the name by which the Sheppards referred to a Chinese farmer who lived on the edge of their 
fy'vm- 

Doreen Runcirnan, a lifelong fnend of Ruth Maccoy. Ruth and Doreen were accomplished equestrians 
and rode their horses on trails, and &ove the heavy horses with hamess and buggy. 
45 PresumabIy, the wooden construction of bridge was rotten and broke apart when the Sheppards tried to 
replace it. 
46 Henry Jr. had to build a new bridge across the creek. 
47 A wooden "spring box" was set into the creek to keep milk and cream fresh. 
." Jack seems to be a hired labourer. 
49 Henry Jr. seems to have made his notes fkom memory at tirnes, and presumably is mistaken at fmt and is 
required to revise. 
50 Ruth Maccoy kept a horse calied Fly for herding cattle and for pleasure riding. The jownals oflen 
mention that Ruth, and Doreen and Derek Runciman go riding for pleasure. 
5'  The name, not easily transcnid, seems to have been a threshing outtit that came to thresh the 
Sheppards' grain. Such outfits traveled from ranch to ranch and were paid by the hour. 
5% granary was a small building designed to store grain. It had a door fiom which grain could be poured 
out as needed. 
53 Chop is a mixture of grains and sometimes roughage in the form of straw used to fatten stock. 
54 Al1 parts of an animal butchered for meat were used. The hides were either sold or tanned. 
55 Henry Ir. was inconsistent in the manner in which he noted rnoniing and evening, ofien writing am.  in 
lower case without periods and P.M. in upper case with or without the periods. 
56 Blue seems to have been a cow. 
57 George and Bert Sheppard raised large numbers of rabbits for the table. Henry k ' s  joumals note that 
ofien George comes for refiise fiom garden vegetables. Possïbly, the brothers fed their rabbits grain as well. 

The pump seems to have been the water pump or Ram, as it is called at other times, that was placed in 
the creek to provide water for the house. 
59 The Sheppards had a taste for British cuisine, especially mannalade, for which they purchased Seville 
oranges. Both Henry Jr. and Evelyn participated in its preparation. 



60 The Caboose according to Warren Zimmerman was eiiher üke a chuckwagon and used for a summer 
kitchen for work crews. or it wvas used as sleeping quarters for hired workers. 

Henry is a hired worker. 
'' Dr. Little is the veterinarian testhg for tuberculosis. 
63 Whitewashing was a reguiar event in the Sheppard house. Ruth, Evelyn. and Henry Ir. took their turns 
freshening up the inside of their small house by painting the walls and ceiling with purchased whi tewsh. 
There is also a recipe takcn from the local newspaper for home-made whitewash which \vas found in one of 
the journais. 

Mcs. Cousins \vas a neighbour who is mentioned often borrowing a team of horses to plow. Henry Jr. 
tvrites Mrs. and ME. and Dr. in underlined superscript. 
65 Ruth and Ken Runciman, close fnends of the Sheppard family. boarded their son Derek at the Sheppard 
ranch so he could attend school. The Runciman ranch ai Buil Creek tvas too far h m  school for a daily 
cornmute. 

Greenfeed is oat or barley hay bat is cut and cured kfore the grain has ripened 
'' Sorkilmo operated one of the threshuig outfits that travelled Eom place to place and threshed the grain. 

Tumips m o t s .  cabbage, and potatoes were among the vegetables grown and stored in the root cellar. 
The large quantities of each suggest that produce sales supplemented their incorne. 
69 According to Mary Pillat, Ruth Maccoy's cousin, mangels were a kind of rmt vegetable like sugar bats  
that were cut up and fed in portions to the mille cows. She remembers as a child eating small pieces of 
mangels that her Uncle Henry (Henry Jr.) allowed her to take as he chopped them 
70 Henry Jr. mentions that he often attends meetings in the Parish Hall at the church. 
" Ruth went to the local theatre called The Wales Theatre after the Prince of Wdes. 
72 Bert Sheppard raised prize cattle and seemed to have done WU in the breed shows. according to Hcnn 
Jr.'s journals. 
73 Buck is a hired worker who. it seems. also raises rabbits. 
74 Bert Sheppard showed horses as \el1 as beef cattle. 
75 Frank Heslip and Rumpus were life-long friends of Bert Sheppard Rurnpus seemed to have lived \\-iih 
Bert at Riverbend Ranch. 
7 6  
..- Washing the cade before a show seems to have k e n  a routine treatment. 
' ' Gordon seems to have been a hired worker. 
" Accordhg to Clarence h i n g  New York. or Little New York was originally the narnc of Long\iew. 
7 9  According to Clarence h g .  Clucago. or Little Chicago as it s a s  known. was a name given originally 
to the t o m  of Royalties. 
80 It is difficult to determine at this time whether Bert Sheppard had oil wells on his own property or 
whether he is r e f e h g  to the oil wells belonging to peopk he knew. 
81 Halter breaking of heifers ivas for the purpose of showing them in breed classes. 

Reference unkBowm. 
83 Dave Diebel seems to be a Iured worker on Bert Sheppard's ranch. 
84 Bert Sheppard paid a seemingly esorbitant price of seven hundred dollars for a bu11 in 1938. Bert 
Sheppard's focus kvas to improife his ranch stock with wvell-blooded bulls to breed with his cows. His 
journals indicate that he sent many pria  wùining cattle to shows across the prairie provinces. 
85 Blake Alimendinger notes that "spayed heifers became immune to the remaining adult bulls and hence 
serval as convenient nonreproductive devices for preventing the othenvise unpredicîable growth and 
mismanagement of cattle herds" (6). See 164n 2. for a detailed description of the procedure. 
86 Bab is a horse, and since Bert Sheppard did not keep heavy horses, presumably. Bab t a s  used for 
working cattle. 
Bert Sheppard notes the time of day wit h inconsistency. Ofien he leaves out the period after A or P and 

p s  in a period afler the number. Times are tranxribed to show Ben's style of penmanship. 
' indication of prices are not known. 

89 The EP Ranch bred well-blooded cattle and periodidly offered some of these for sale. Like Bert 
Sheppard. handlers working for the ranch took somc of its prize stock to shows. 

This disase is sleeping sickness that Henry Jr. nota affected one of his horscs. 
'' See note 85 for reference to spaying of heifers. 



Bert Sheppard refm to these hired workers only as the "Indiaos"; other workers seem to be mentioned 
by name. 
" Ben Sheppard mentions the h i ~ g  of outside help to clean the houx where he Lives with Ru~llpus and 
other bachelors. He notes elsewhere that he bas washed clothes and performed other domestic chores. 
94 According to Bert Sheppard's self-published text, TL Ranch 1887, the ranch was estabiished by Tom 
Lynch in the summer of 1887 or 1888. 
9s Slim, Fred, Dave, and Herb all seem to live and work on Bert Sheppard's ranch. 
% As previously noted, bluestone b an ingredient w d  in the making of whiskey wbich was tcaded to the 
Native people for b d d o  robes. The recipe for trade whiskey is included in Leaves From The Medicine 
Tree (1 73). 




